


















ktdwsion. 2 7 ~  Redhooery of H u n a  

misery, bloody wars, and little hope of happiness 
on earth 

In desperation, because of the failures of traditional 
religion and modern science, people are resurrecting 
medieval practices such as witchcraft and various 
h s  of occultism that promise the individual con- 
trol over his or her environment These practices contain 
elements of truth and can be either fun or dangerow 
but the results are usually haphazard. Another path being 
d e n  is that of positive thinking and its derivativeg 
which contain much good but they are limited to 
personal transformation, and their results are also hap 
hazard. Finally, of course, there is the drug culture, 
but this is escapism pure and simple, and the results are 
nearly $ways disastrous. 

Into all this darkness comes the shining light of 
Huna It is religious in the sense that it inspires man to 
attain spiritual perfection. It is scientific because it 
deals with the physical here and now and its techniques 
produce repeatable effects on people and the environ- 
ment Huna is a philosophy of life with a strong but 
simple code of ethics. Some consider it to be occuIt 
because it works with forces that are unseen but very real. 
It is all embracing because every reiigion contains 
parts of it and science is beginning to recognize its 
principles in the workings of the universe. 

hANmmTEACma 

Let me make it clear that Huna is  rpot identical with 
the traditional religion of Hawaii, and my comments do 
not concern that religion in its objective, historical 
f o m  Rather, I am presenting m older, more universal 
Way, which X will illustrate through Hawaiian terms 
and concepts. 

Huna is incredibly old, probably as old as the creation 
of man himself. Legend traces Huna back to Mu and 
later Atlantis but the fwst historical indication we have 
of its presence is in andent Egypt. According to the 

kahualas, sometime in the millennia before Christ a 
p u p  of initiates got together and created an wtificid 
language by rneaps of which the knowledge of Huna 
could be communicated from generation to generation. 
This secret language formed the roots of another 
language which could be used openly, so that no matter 
how the outer language was used and what beliefs 
were constructed with it, the root knowledge would re- 
main like a well-presemed secret. Many symbolic 
meanings were added to the basic secret meanings, and 
meanings were often duplicated in several roots to 
furtber ensure the survival of the knowledge. There is 
some anthropological evidence to support the kahuna 
belief that this language and the knowledge it contained 
spread from the Pacific throughout the rest of the 
wdd and traces of it still exist in many ancient place 
names. 
Now all of this might sound as Fanciful as the claims 

ofcertain secret societies which pretend to an unbroken 
line of knowledge. tracing their origin to ancient times, 

it not for the fact t h  the code to the s e a t  
language ofHuna has bem discinwedl  The evidence is 
available to anyone who cares to read it. After years 
of studying the  source^ I am convinced that Huna did 
indeed spread wt from Polynesia 

AT~mmToNtAXhra 

The man who fvst revealed the Huna code to the 
West was Max Freedom Long, a student of psychology, 
teacher for many years in Hawaii and a one-time 
member of the Theosophy movement From the b e  
ginning of his stay in the islands, Long was fascinated 
with the powers of the kahunas, who were the native 
medicine men and shamans of Polynesia They had 
techniques of healing people and controlling the 
environment that actual1 y worked, h t  they weren't 
about to reveal their methods to a nonkahuna During his 
many years of residence there Long tried to discover 
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the secret, but in spite of &he fact that he was w i t n e s s  
to many seeming miracles performed by the kahunas 
and was even benefited by some, he was unable to 
& m r  the secret on Hawaiian soil It was five yews 
after be id left Hawaii that Long w&e up in the 
middh ofthe night with a puW answer to the riddle. 
The krrhunas hsld to have some way of transmitting 
heir lore to their successors Perhaps the secret could be 
hund within the language ikmK 
The inspidian paid o& but no4 without more years 

at hard work. By corre-1atShg the known flawdiae 
traditions about magic and gsycholagicd therapy wed 
by the kahunas on their patients; khe Western science of 
psychoIogy, accult I- and the mot meanings of 
certain key Hawaiian words, Long was at last uMe tu 
piece t o g e b r  the main elements of a scientific, psyche 
religious system which he called H m a  ( k n - h t ~ a  
means "the secret") Long formed an organization 
d e d  Hum Research Assmiates to study the system, 
and several books were published which d e d e d  the 
results of the investigation. Most significmtly, it m 
fuund that the principles of Huna not only provided 
a logical and consistent explanation of human 
pychotogy, but when apphed they pducad solid 
results.  Beyond hat, the principles provided the same 
cornsistent and Iogical basis for what many have termed 
magic, and which t d a y  falls under the rubric of pu* 
psychology. Psychic abilities such as telepathy, 
clairvoyance and mind over matter were no longer the 
specid province of a Few people with natural talent 
They wid be developed by anyone Wlling to accept 
Huna at least as a working hypothesis. 

This, in fact, is the way Hum ought to be accepted 
at first, Unhke many mystical systems of thought which 
demand unquestioning faith dthout a Lnnwledge of 
how they work Huna encourages questions and growth 
in understanding, For it is an open-ended system without 
dogma and without any claim of completeness. It is 

not necessary to h k  in Huna, only to be willing 
to try it Just as a scientist composes a hypothesis, 
&at is a suppasition tentatively accepted to provide a 
basis for his experiments before he carries them out 
so the student of Huna must tentatively accept its 
principles as fact before attempting to make them work 
If a hypothesis proves to be untrue and the results are not 
those expected, then the hypothesis can be rejected. 
But if the expected results are attained, &en faith is 
replaced by confidence. Just as in any scientific experi- 
ment, however, if the first principles are not followed 
ta the letter, then the onus of failure must be laid on 
the experimenter and not on the hypothesk 

Carrying his researches farther, Long began to 
inspect the religious literature of the world for possible 
hces  of Huna, concentrating on those works in which 
secret teachings were implied This he accomplished by 
translating passages back into Hawaiian. examining 
the root meanings of the words thus translated, and 
translating the results back into English In this way h e  
made some t d y  astounding discoveries, particularly in 
regard to the New Testament Either Jesus himself 
or the earliest Christian writers were obviously initiates 
of Huna or somehow had an intimate knowledge OF the 
teachings that form its basis. Time after time the 
principles of Huna were shown to have been hidden 
right within the outer teachings themselves. 

Now it is extremely important to recognize that 
Long was not providing a reinterpretation of the Bible 
on the basis of a personal revelation. Nor was he applying 
an arbitrary system of hidden meanings to the Scriptures. 
What he did can be duplicated by anyone with a good 
Hawaiian dictionary and a knowledge of Huna 
syrnboIogy. Anyone who has doubts can repeat the 
process for himself. See the Appendix for a fuller die 
cussion of the code language. 
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Further clear traces of Huna, or at least of some 
esoteric teaching virtually identical with it, have been 
found in Egyptian, Chinese, and Indian writings, but 
research in this area is stiU in its infancy. Quite recently, 
definite indications have been found that the secret 
hguage of Huna was used in certain Greek place names, 
and this opens up many exciting possibilities for 
further investigation. 

Equally as important as the code language traces 
are the traces of Huna ideas and concepts that have 
been found all over the world These findings have been 
so extensive that one cannot help at first wondering 
whether it is simply a matter of calling everything 
Hun& But two vital facts argue against this First of a l l  
the Nuna system was found in isolation from other 
civilizations, logical, consistent and comprehensive. 
Second, other systems, compared to Huna, are fmg- 
men* they contain only a part of what Huna teaches, 
and frequently in g d l e d  form While studying Huna, 
one is constantly amazed at how it ties together 
previously met ideas and gives them a sense and eon- 
sistency they never bad before. 

A r o O P m S ~  

Hum is not exclusive. There is no call to abandon all 
other beliefs, creek and modes of thought before 
accepting Huna A person can be a Huna Buddhist, 
Catholic, Protestant, scientist, psychologist, w what have 
yo4 as long as he or she recognizes Huna in his own 
system and uses it Or a person can lure only Huna pure 
and simpIe. Hum is nonexclusive in another sense as 
well It recognizes that there are many paths avaiI- 
able to reach a given goal, whether spiritual, mend, or 
physicaL Apart from i t s  basic working hypothesis and its 
moral code, Huna is concerned only with efiectf- 
The techniques used for reaching goals in other systems 
we perfectly valid for use in Huna as long as they work. 

And, as mentioned previously, Huna does not claim 
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tu be complete. There is unlimited room For expansion 
of ideas concepts, techniqueq knowledge, and practice. 
In an infinite, multidimensional universe, only a closed 
system with limited knowledge and rigid dogma 
would even dare to claim that it contained all knowledge. 
f i e  basic principles of Huna have been discovered 
through direct experience by thousands of people, hut 
the ways in whicb those principIes can manifest are truly 
without limit 

TEE BASIC Pam-B 

The most fundamental idea in Huna phiIosophy is 
that we each create our own personal experience of 
reality. by our beliefs, interpretations, actions and 
reactions, thoughts and feelings It is not that our reality 
is created for us as a result of these personal expressions, 
but that we are creators, cacreators with the Universe 
itseIE Huna is all h u t  learning to do that consciously, 
This idea, however, is not unique to Hunk It i s  
shard, though often only in the esoteric teachings by 
virtually every religion known to man. Sadly, it is 
seIclom widely taught or practiced. 

Our modem tendency to separate religion from 
other aspects of life is an arbitrary and false form of 
classification. The Huna notion is that all systems, 
categories d classifications w e  our own Inventions 
andthat it would be entirely possible to reclassify every 
thing in a different way. It f n't that making ciwific;+ 
tions is wrong in itself as long as it serves a useful 
purpose, but the Huna position is that It's important to 
remember that we are the classif~rs and behirid a 1  
systems is that essential unity. 

That essential unity is what we call God, which, as it 
happens doesn't mean the same thing to everyone. 
In Hun4 God and the Universe (meaning everything 
&at is, was or will be) are one and the same All the 
founders of all the worIas great religions agree with that, 
though their FoHIowers tend to get hung up on 
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Mmming Your Hidden Self In#n&clfon. l%e Redisc- of Hum 

cbifications and separations. The name for this 
e t d  infinite presence in Hawaiian is iCuxnuE@o, 
usually trarnslated as "source of life" but which can also 
mean "the great Mystery." More important each of 
the syllabIes of that name carries a cunnotation of 
"union," signifying that union with that mystery is both 
possible and desirable. And it is no acident that both 
syllabbs of Huna, "the secret," also carry meanings 
of union. 

While different Huna teachers may present the 
principles in various ways, the bllowing summary 
describes the principles as taught and practiced by the 
Order of Hum International: 

1. The W d b  WktYcm ThinkItZs, Thisisthe 
cornerstone principle of Huna, a d  it means that you 
mate yaur own personal experience of reality through 
yaw belief% expectations, attitudes desires fears, judge- 
ments, feeling and consistent or persistent thoughts 
and actions. This principle also contains the idea that by 
changing your thinking you can change your world 

2. There Am No Limibs. There are no real boundaries 
between you and your body, you and other people, 
you and the world, or you and God Any divisions used for 
discussion are terns of function and convenience. In 
Bther words, separation is only a useful illuston. An 
additional meaning of this principle is that there are un- 
hmitd potentials for creativity. You can create, in 
some form or another, anything you can conceive. 

3. E m  h s  Where Athiion Goes. The thoughts 
and feeIings that you dweH on, in full awareness or not 
form the blueprint for bringing into your life the 
nearest available equivalent experience to those same 
thoughts and feelings Directed attention is the channel 
for the flow of biological as weB as cosmic energy. 

4. Now Is the Moment of P m .  You are not bound 
by any experience of the past, nor by any perception of 
the future. You have the power in the present moment to 
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change limiting beliefs and consciously plant the 
seeds for a future of your choosing As you change your 
mind you change your experience, and there is no 
red power outside of you, for God is within. You are free 
to the degree that you realize this and act upon i t  

5. To Love Is To Be Happy With The universe exists 
because of love, in its two aspects of being and becoming. 
Human beings exist because of love, even when they 
don't acknowledge it. When they do acknowledge love, 
they are happy as they are and happy in becoming mom. 
In Hun* love invokes the creation of happiness. It is 
not just a side effect. Everything works better, is better, 
when this principle is followed consciously. For very 
practical reasons. then, Iove is the only ethic needed 
in Huna 

6. All P m r  Comes F r m  Within As mentioned above, 
there is no power outside of you because the power of 
God or the Universe, works through you in your life. You 
are the active channel for that power; your choices 
and decisions direct it No other person can have power 
wer you or your destiny unless you decide to let him or 
her have it 

7. Efl~ctivenm~ Zs 2 % ~  Measure Of Tmth In an 
infinite universe, which Huna postulates, here cannot 
be an absolute truth. Instead, them must be an effective 
truth at an individual level of consciousness. This 
principle is an utterly practical one which allows you tu 
organize and act upon infomation in the most suitable 
way for the purpose at hand, so that "facts" do not 
get in the way of effectiveness. Any organization or 
system of knowledge is seen as convenient, not factual. 
because a different organization of the same knowledge 
could he just as d i d  for other purposes, Anather way of 
saying this is that all systems are arbitrary, so feel 
free to use what works. 

A11 the techniques used in Huna stem from applic* 
tions of these principles, What makes Huna so useful 
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Mastering Your Hid&m Self 

for self-development is that it is based on principles. 
not techniques, and so we aIwrIys seek out the simplest 
techniques that will serve the purpose. Once you 
know the principles you can understand the true nature 
of all techniques and create your own. 

Now your self development is in your hands, and this 
b o k  is a tool for developing your seK As you use it and 
live with its ideas, keep in mind the essence of the 
Huna philosqhy, these deceptively simple guidelines 
for the practice of H u m  

Bkss the Present. 
Twb yomelf: 
Expect tha best 

As the power behind these simple statements is under- 
'stood and experienced, you become more and more 
~&le to create your own happiness and to direct your own 
destiny, 

The question may also be asked: W h y  are kdunu 
spreading the secrets of Huna now? It has been fashion- 
able in recent years to answer such a question by 
saying that aG*veil'' is lifting frorn the mind of man and he 
is now able to grasp the truths because of some spiritual 
dispensation, or that the "New Age" is upon us and 
man has EnalIy evolved to the proper receptive state. 
The facts are much simpler than that, The danger of 

persecution for alternate views is slight today, at least in 
the United States In today's world science and tech- 
nology have not brought the happiness they promised 
Organized religion is breaking down and people are 
searching for more meaningful and direct relationships 
with God "New Thoughtg* teachings have h e n  
around for quite a number of years and bmken new 
ground The human potentid movement has opened 
many people to areas of perception they never knew 
existed This list could go on for quite a whiIe The facts 

are many, hut still simple. A steady and pervasive 
cultural change is taking place, an opening to a fuller 
understanding of our hidden potentials. 

So here is Huna-as old as the oldest truths known to 
man, as new as the most modern theories of quantum 
physics. You can add Huna to the best of what you 
a l r d y  know, or d d  what you know to Huna Either 
way, it's time for people to know what they am truly 
capable oE 



Your Three Selaes 

Your Three Selves 

We are each unique: Each of us experiences life a 
little differently, and no two of us express quite the same 
combination of talents and skills. Yet, for dl the dif- 
ferences we all share the same basic urge toward mastery 
of ourselves and of the world around us The urge is 
&led by many n m e s  and clothed in many fwms, but it 
is present in every human being. Dominant in the 
world today is the philosophy of achieving mastery of life 
by forceful con trol-of motions, of people, of situations, 
and of the environment Obviously, this approach 
doesn't work very weU Now here is a practical dtema 
tive. a phiIosophy that says we create our own reality, that 
we have the power to tlhange it, and that the way to 
s ta r t  is by mastering-in a loving way- our hidden selE 

According to the philosophy of Huna, each of us has 
three selves a subconscious self, a conscious selE 
and a superconscious self. AH three are aspects of a 
whole, yet they have separate functions and must inter- 
act as a team in order For a person to have a healthy, 

happy, fulfilling life. When for some reason there is 
disorder or conflict between them, the result can be 
physical or mental illness and disrupted social or envirow 
mental conditions. 

Most modern psychologies accept the idea of a 
conscious and subconscious mind, though few have yet 
gotten as far as the superconscious. As for the Huna con 
cept. the superconscious is  not God in the sense of a 
Supreme Being It is more like God Within, the Christ 
Self, or the Buddha Nature of the individual Another 
way to think of it is as a sort of guardian angel The 
ancient kahunas did believe in an Ultimate Being- 
Kumulipo-which would equate nicely with the highest 
Western concepts of God But, having an eminently 
practical attitude toward life, they felt that this Being 
was so far beyond ordinary experience that it was a waste 
of time to speculate on its nature. 

Besides the three forms of consciousness and, of 
oourse, a physical body, each petson has two other com- 
ponents: an aka body, and mna. Aka is a Hawaiian term 
that is somewhat equivalent to astrol or e t k  in English. 
BEom could be another English equivalent. It is the 
stuff of which the physical universe is made; mother 
term is "universal substance." An aka body is a quasi- 
physical field that surrounds and interpenetrates the 
physical M y ,  and I will have more to say about it 
later. Munu is the force or energy behind life, thought 
and practices termed magical for lack of understanding 

Let me try to bring this rather &tract explanation 
down to a concrete level through the use of malogy, 
remembering that analogies are never perfect 

You have prol~ably seen and heud the televised 
m o u n t  of the astronauts walking on the m n ,  Try to 
recall in your mind an image of one of those space 
suited men. Relating to Hun& now, the space suit cwld 
he likened to the physical body. From the outside it 
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never iIIogicd, irrational, or unreasonabIe. Everything it 
does is according to strict Iogic, but often we are not 
conscious of the premises that it uses to draw conclusions 
and undertake action. Also, the subconscious reasons 
both deductively (which means it can take a ge~leral 
principle or belief and apply it to specific situations) and 
inductively (which means it can take a specific ex- 
perience and derive from it a general principle or belief). 
An example of the former might be a belief learned in 
childhood from one's parents that sex is bad Unless 
the belief were changed, the subconscious would act 
acmrdingly in every specific s e d  situation for the rest 
of one's life. An example might be a woman who had a 
bad experience with the first man in her life, and her sub 
conscious acts as if dl men are rotten from then on 
Memory is a function of the subconscious in fact its 

only function, since all of its other functions derive 
h r n  memory. When we consciously decide to remember 
something we are actually eliciting the cooperation 
of our subconscious. If for some reason it doesn't ca- 
operate, then we have that common experience of being 
unable to recaIl something that we are sure we know. 
The submnscious is constantly communicating with 

the conscious mind, but our society has not put a high 
priority on this type of communication, so most 
people can't take advantage of this vduable resource. It 
"speaks" through dreams imagination, feelings, physical 
 sensation^ and slips of the tongue. 

The Hawaiian word for the conscious or MiddIe SelC 
k, contains meanings of awareness, communication, 
desire, thought, and achievement Uhane also contains 
the idea of giving life and spirit, or direction and purpose. 
One of the most important functions of the conscious 
mind is that of giving direction to the subconscious. 
It is amazing how many people believe that they are sup- 
posed to take orders from their subconscious, A Feeling 
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arises or a sensation occurs, and they think they mwt 
act on i t  All that is happening, though, is that the 
subconscious is giving a message and waiting for direc 

; t ioa If no direction is forthcoming, the subconscious will 
act out of habit or according to someone else's direction. 
The conscious mind was intended to be the master, but 
seIdom is. An important part of Huna practice is to 
regain this natural order. 

The conscious self communicates through speech, 
writing or drawing, physical action, dramatization, and 
thought It has the same reasoning capablity as the 
subconscious, but it can also '>ump" reason by creative 
insight Probably the greatest talent of the conscious self 
is &at of being able to imagine what isn't The sub 
conscious can only i r n g n e  what has been and create 
new combinations out of old experience, but the 
conscious self can create completely new ideas and 
experience. 

Tae Bm-om 
The superconscious or High SeK is a dual entity, both 

d e  and female in a special way. The word aumukua 
d e s  the idea of a "parental spirit" and a "guardian" 
The aumakua can also be called the "Source Self" since 
it is the source of individual life, purpose and expres 
sion. In that respect it i s  the G d  Within, and the kahunas 
treat it as an inner being rather than as a spirit that 
lives in the sky someplace. For the individual it gives 
guidance, information, and inspiration, but does not give 
orders. It is sad to see someone waiting for his Higher 
Self to tell him what to do, because it j u t  won't happen. 
Once the person decides for himself what to do, ' however, the superconscious makes available an 
abundance of idea% knowledge, and energy to carry it 
out Huna offers many ways of enhancing this inspira- 
tional con tact 
The superconscious communioates through the  

channels used by the other two selves, as well as through 
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to what he sees and hears; and the Adult, the record- 
fngs of d h c t  experience and resulting concIusions. In 
the come of relating with others, peopb use one of 
seved  "life positions" usually decided upon early in life, 
such as "rm not OK- you're OK," and they relate to 
others from that position within one of the states of 
Parent, Child, or Adult An important thesis of TA is chat 
the life positions were based on decisions. and that 
with increased awareness and training a person can 
chmge life position to "Pm OK-you're OTC' and act 
more and more from an Adult state of mind 

Of come, the idea that the subconscious r e d s  
everything and that these recordings affect and even 
determine behavior is the same in Hun* as is  the idea 
that decisions made at any age can be unmade and re- 
p k e d  by new end more effective decisions Parent, 
Child and Aduk are equivalent to complexes, and the 
kahunas would no doubt admire Beme's clever but 
arbitrary division of behavior patterns, even while ad- 
mitting the arbitrariness of their own, for all systems 
are m, more than convenient ways d describing reality. 
What the kahunas would agree to most whoIeheartedly 
is the TA direction toward an "Pm OK-yodre OK" 
Adult state of mind and behavior. 

Frederick Peris was the founder of Gestalt therapy, 
the purpose of which is to promote the growth process 
and develop the human potential, which is also the 
purpose of Huna Briefly, some sf the mdn elements of 
Gestalt therapy have to do with awareness of the 
whole being of a person (not just his mind or just his 
body or just his brain); with giving feedback toahe person 
of what his whole being is saying; with staying in the 
here and now; and with making no judgments or in- 
terpretations. All of these fit perfectly with Huna 
philosophy. There are many ingenious techniques wed 
in Gestalt therapy, but Perls himself emphasized that 
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Gestalt i s  not the techniques used that to confuse 
the therapy with the techniques would be a vast error. 
The therapeutic practices used in Gestalt are to integrate 
attention and awareness. and any technique that dms 
this is valid So in Huna, the therapeutic and develop 
mental methods are to increase awareness; skBls, 
and h@piness, and m y  techniques from any system that 
aid his, including any made up on the spot, are vdid. 
Anather similarity with Huna is Perls's readiness to 
change theories as necessary and desirable. This is 
equivalent to the Huna concept, "If it's useful, it's true." 

This discussion has hardly done justice .to the Western 
psychologies presented, much less to Huna But at 
Ieast it shows that there is much in common between 
them. 

In the middle of the Pacific Ocean, out of touch with 
other civilizations for hundreds of years, a group of 
people was found with a psychologicd system as ad- 
vanced as any existing today. It is  well to remember that 
when Western missionaries first went to Hawaii, the con- 
cept of the subconscious had not even been FormuIated 
in the West. The Western science of psychology is 
still very young. It is still playing with the mind alone, 
although here and there attempts are being made to inte- 
grate it with the body. As for the spiritual part of man, 
the great majority of psychologists wit! not even acknowl- 
edge it. In Huna we find spirit, mind, and body all 
linked in one coherent system. Since it has had thousands 
of y e w  to develop, this system would seem to merit 
serious study. 
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riding a bike, or driving a car. In all at these a more 
or less automatic process of remembering is taking place, 
a memory of learned patterm of behavior. Much of our 
memory is so close to the surface that we do not 
notice any time lag in our desire for it and its appearance, 
except when it refuses to appear for some inexplicabIe 
reason. Contrary to what many people still think. 
memory is  not recorded in the physical brain. Some 
recent scientific research suggests that memories are 
duplicated at several sites in the body, and that the actual 
recording is at a purely energy leveL Thk in Eact, Is 
the Huna teaching. In ancient times the analogy used 
was that of thoughts and impressions held in clusters of 
astral (aka) matter, making up the energy body of 
the subconscious A more modern analogy wodd be that 
of a computer, because the physical parts of the corn 
puter mereiy serve as a convenient framewodt for 
the actual memory, which is stored as magnetic fieIds. In 
computer terminology, informational input is stored 
in "bits." So many "bits" make a "byte," so many "bytes" 
make a "wo~," and so many "words" m&e a "word 
group" 

To use this analogy for personal memory, suppose 
you met a person at e party k t  week. Each physical 
characteristic of that person might represent aMbit" of 
information. Grouped together as a "byte," they 
would represent the whoIe physical appearance of the 
person. What that person said and how he reacted to you 
might form another byte The total impression of the 
person would form a "word." The entire party would be 
stored in your memory as a series of word groups. 
The outstanding impression of the evening that which 
retained most of your conscious attention, would remain 
'on caIP' for a considerable period, perhaps the rest 
of your life if it were impressive enough. The less 
important impressions would remain on "avaihble" 
status, while those you didn't notice at all would be 
placed in the general file. When you want to recall the 
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erents of the evening your subconscious will pull out 
the "on call" impression first, and the "available" 
items in descending order of importance, depending on 
how long you intend to dwell on the subject This is 
kcause the subconscic#ls thinks by logical association 
Two things are required in order for memories to 

be eas& recalled First, the Miginail impression must 
receive conscious attention; and second, the irnpreskn 
must be tied or associated to other impressions There 
is P lot of information in your biocomputer, and it is 
much easier for your subconscious to find a "word" than 
to find a "bit." This is why names are frequently diE- 
ficult to recall, and also why they often pop up long 
dter p u  cdled for them. They did not have enough 
conscious attention on them when they first appeared, 
and so they were not "on call" Their coming to mind 
ker merely indicates that it took the ku a while to 
find them. Of course, tension or anxiety can disrupt your 
energy field and the memory process as well. 

Tfm BODY 

All of the process systems of the body (nervous. 
circulatory, muscular, energetiq digestive, etc,) are 
under the direct control of the subconscious mind Most 
of its knowledge of haw tn operate these systems comes 
from cellular directives such as that in the DNA mole 
cub, but a considerable amount is received from 
parental and social beliefs, as well as conscious decisions 
md training Biofeedback confirms the Huna insight 
that through the directed attention of the conscious 
mind we can influence the subconscious operation of 
the body to a surprising extent. However, this iduence 
am be either positive (as when its operation is im- 
proved) or negative (as when its operation is  impaired). 
In ather words, the o p e d o n  of your body is influenced 
very directly by the way you think and feel and by 
what you think, as psychosomatic medicine has shown 
Of course, you can consciously decide to move your arms 
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and legs, to breathe at a different rate, and to speak 
loudly or softly, but even these conscious actions must be 
performed with the cooperation of subconscious 
memory and its direct link with the muscles and organs 
involved Star athletes and yoga masters can perform 
seeming miracles with their bodies, not because they 
have learned to take over conscious control of their 
bodieq but because they have learned conscious c+ 
operatian with their subconsci~us to a great degree. 

In the Huna system emotions and feelings are no 
more and no less than movements of bioenergy 
accompanied by particular thoughts and/or patterns 
of musde tension which distinguish them. Emotions can 
be stored as potential energy in muscle tension under 
certain conditions, but generally they are evoked on the 
spot by a mental physical, or environmental stirnuIus. 
In such a case, the stimulus causes a subconscious 
association with a memory that evokes one of four 
primary energy response patterns, or a blend of two or 
more. On the physical level the energy h r  such 
responses comes from adrenalidglycogen release in 
the body, but it may also involve biofield chenneling 
through the meridian system, and possibly energy ex- 
change with the environment 
The four primary energy response patterns arefear 

(withdrawal), angm (attack), joy (expansion), and 
action (mental or physid activity). Fear or fear and 
anger cwnbined can get emotional energy locked up in 
muscle or even cellular tension. The fewlanger cambin* 
tion dso produces various levels of depression All of 
these responses and their combinations are releawd 
bemuse of associations stored in the subconscious 
memory, and they will continue to be released by 
the same associations until the memorized patterns are 
changed by conscious or superconsc;ciaus intervention. 

HMuTl3 

Like emotions, mental and physical habits are learned 
responses stored in subconscious memory and re- 
leased by associated stimuli. The energy response 
pattern is that of action, mentioned previously, and it 
may or may not be accompanied by emotion. When you 
jump out of the way of sudden danger, there is no erne 

1 tional reaction during the jump; there is only action 
I energy in play. Any emotion comes afterward when the 
I mind has time to replay the event and consider what 

) I might have been. 

Most of our habits are "unconscious," meaning 
that our conscious mind is not paying attention to what 
our subconscious mind is doing. In the Huna teaching if 
a habit no longer serves a viable purpose from the 
subconscious viewpoint, it will change automatically 
without the need far conscious awareness, However, if 
the habit still serves a need of some kind even though i t  is 
wnsciously undesirable, then it will take conscious 
attention to change the habit But attention alone 
won't do i t  In addition, the subconscious must be given 
a viable alternative. 

I 'The length of time that a habit has been engaged 
in is unimportant The subconscious is only interested 
in end results, and if a new habit will produce as good or 
better results than an aid one, the subconscious will 
a b w  change to take place easily. If the subconscious 
is not convinced of that, however, it may be impassible to 
change an old habit. The important point here is that 
there is no vacuum in the subconscious. The only 
way to get rid of an old habit is to replace it with a new 
one. Even becoming a nonsmoker requires the learning 
of new habits of not smoking in various circumstances. 
Also, in the Huna teaching beliefs are considered as 
habits, as subject to change and replacement for greater 
effectiveness as any other habit. 



~~w 

We have conscious perception of our world through 
our sensq which number far more than the basic five. 
Sight, for instance, includes the abilities to sense 
color, shading depth, perspective, patterns, shapes, and 
meaningfulness (as with reading). Sound includes the 
sensing of pitch, tone, overtones harmony, noise, 
and meaningfdness (as with speecb). Taste, of course, 
includes bitter, sweet, sour, and saltr, smell has at 
least ten variations listed by some authors; and touch 
includes pressure, texture, temperature, and a number 
of other factors 

A11 these senses come through the nervous w t e m  
into conscious awareness, but according tu Huna it is the 
ku which monitors them so they do not overwhelm 
us Ku brings certain ones to our attention at particular 
times for particular restsons, diminishes certain ones 
in response to beliefs held, and learns and stares 
the learning of how to enhance certain senses. When we 
take conscious action as a result of a perception, we 
are d y  taking action as a result of a perception fikered 
through the ku and whatever prejudices or skills it 
may have learned Perception can be distorted slightly, 
with just a minor decrease in our effectiveness, or it 
can be so far out of line that we do not even share 
the same experience as those around us. Q n  the other 
band it can be enhanced to the point where our percep 
tion is better than average. or to the point where we 
can sense what others are not even aware of. A11 of this 
depends on the state of beliefs and learned behaviors 
in the kar. 

In Hun% psychic phenomena are considered as 
extensions of our nmmal senses and not as something 
completely distinct and "supranormal" In this view 
psychic phenomena go on all the time in everyone's life, 
but because of prejudiced beliefs they are mostly 
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ignored unless they axe dramatic. Sometimes they me 
dowed to sneak into notice as huncheq intuition, 
inspiration, and coincidence. 

Correlating Hum as &ely as possible with Western 
terminology 

Telepathy is an exteasion of our sense of hearing and 
ability for speech; 
Ciairvoyance is an extension of our sense of sight: 
Psychokinesis is an extension of our sense of touch 
and our ability to physically affect our environment 
Divination (precognitiod is an extension of our ability 
to estimate probabilities and make educated guesses 
b t  fuhue events. 

These senses and abilities we called "psychic" or 
"paranormalm only because they are not as common in 
our c u l b  as they are in others This is because the h. 
which is in charge of all the senses and abilities, has 
accepted cultural beliefs that say such things are either 
not possible or not good People who have psychic 
experiences have just never accepted those cultural be- 
liefs. and people who have been trained in this area 
have simplyovercorne those beliefs. Since it is amatter of 
belief and not human nature, everyone can experience 
"psychic*' phenomena and be trained in the p m  
ficient use of psychic abilities. 

GBOIRW A 

The definition of growth in Huna terms is "to iw 
crease awareness, skills, and happinesaw This applies to 
dl forms of consciousness, from atoms to galaxies, 
whether animal, vegetable, or mineral. In humans the 
urge toward growth is located in the ku. 

There are some who think that our primary urge is for 
survival and that only after survival is taken care af 
do we turn to "higher" pursuits, like art and culture. This 
is why popular movies and stories so often show our 
ancestors as practically beast-like predators or gatherers 
with nothing on their minds except food sex, and 
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Idling But the actual traces found by archeologists 
and multhroplogists show that even the earliest humans 
were inventors, artists, and craftsmen, in the midst 
of the hmhest environmental conditions It is the urge 
toward growth &at ensures survival and not the 
other way around 

Curiosity is part of the q e  toward increasing mare 
ness. It is this urge that helps a baby deveIop by exploring 
its environment, and it is the same urge that drives 
d u l t  explorer% inventors, and scientists. The urge to 
increase skills (both in number and quality) helps us 
to apply what we have learned from our expanding 
awareness. And the urge toward increasing happiness 
spurs us rm toward better and better ways of doing things, 
mentally, physically, spiritually, and socially. In fact, 
die only thing that keeps any of us from bemming 
demigods is fear, the fern-producing beliefs that interfere 
with the ku's naturaI progress toward fulfillment 

lo or^ 

Of all tbe misconceptions that people have abu t  
the subconscious the most detrimentai is that it is ir- 
rational or illogical On the contrary, as dready pointed 
out, the ku is every bit as rational and Iogical as a corn 
puter. That, you codd say, is the problem. 

People think the s u b c o ~ o u s  is IrrationaI because 
it acts contrary to what they consciously want in the 
moment, and because it seems to act that way without 
any apparent reason The key word here is apparent. 
Your ku is a k w  acting on the basis of an assumption- 
a belief about ~eality--accepted as true at some point 
in your Iife. And the ku will always follow and act out that 
wmnption to its logical conclusions whatever they 
rue and whatever you consciously think about them at 
the time. 

Of course, the situation gets more complicated when 
there rue conflicting assumptions about the same area of 
life. Just imagine the problems a computer would have 
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if you fed it conflicting information. It would have to 
choose on its own which assumption to follow in any 
!@en situation. But its choice would be quite logical 
,within the framework of its memory and programming 
,(learned habits). 

If you think that the ku is illogical, then any attempt 
!to change it has to be haphazard and amatter of luck But 
lance you know it is completely logical, then all you 
I have to do is "convince it" to follow another set of 
I sssumptions and attitudes Ttae fact that hypnosis woAq 
I as an example, is proof that this concept is valid. 

' ~BDIBNCE 

The subconscious is not an unruly, rebellious child 
I nor does it ever work against your best interests* its 
I point of view. Whenever the ku seems to be opposing 
you, it is because it is following previous orders that 
you either gave it or allawed to remain And it h49 to fol- 

I low previous orders until they are replaced. If the ku 
I is producing unpleasant physical symptoms, it is to avoid 
I something worse, and because it Bas not been taught 
my viable alternatives. Just thinking of an dternative 

: with the conscious mind isn't enough. New orders have 
I to be given thmugh training in new habits Success 
in establishing new habits depends on how well they 
seme one or more of the three apects of growth, 
taking into account existing beliefs of what is or isn't p w  
~ b l e ,  and what is or isn't good. ' 1  The main thing to remember is that your ku will 
stme you faithfully and quickly, as soon as you learn to 1 give good orders 



Your Conscious Mind 

Nearly everyone has a mistaken idea about the nature 
of the conscious mind Ren; Descartes wmte, "I think, 
therefore I am," but that statement has little mean- 
ing unless you define what thinking is. Is it the picturing 
of images in the mind? The stepby-step process of 
logic? Is it intuitive feelings? The translation of sensory 
input into sense-making data? The comparison of 
previous experiences to present ones? Is "thinkingn dl 
of these, some, or none? 

There are those who say that what distinguishes 
the conscious mind from the subconscious is  awareness. 
But it is well known that the subconscious can be in- 
fluenced by what other people say wben the conscious 
mind is totdy unaware of it, as during sleep, while 
in shock or under an anesthetic And it is also well known 
that in e hypnotic or meditative state information can 
be obtained from the subconscious mind about past 
events of which the conscious mind was not aware at all 
So the conscious mind cannot he distinguished 
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by the faculty of awnremess 
Others may say that only the conscious mind can 

reason, yet this, too, is false. As already discussed there i s  
not a single habit, attitude, or emotion held by the sub 
conscious which is not iogically derived fmm some 
basic assumption. The subconscious can reason de- 
ductiyeIy, as when a baby takes a known fact that a 
mother's nipple can be used for nourishment and relaxa- 
tion, and deduces that bottle nipples and pacifiers 
(which arequite different in size, shape, and texture) can 
be wed for the same or similar purposes. The sub 
conscious can atso reason inductively, as when a baby 
barns, through separate experiences. h e  general 
principle that crying gets attention. So reasoning is 
definitely not a perogatire of the conscious mind 

A third attractive idea is that the conscious mind is 
the center of self-awareness, one's sense of personal 
identity. However, this idea doesn't stand up under 
scrutiny any better than the others. You consciously 
know who you are, but so does your subconscious. That 
'4s why you turn automatically at the sound of your name, 
&hy you can instantly recognize your own h a d  
Wting, and even why you can forget who you are during 
mnesia That would not be possible unless the center of 
v u r  identity were in the memory of your subconscious. 
Let's turn, then, to the Huna view of what redly 

makes the conscious mind unique. 

Huna teaches that the primary attribute of the 
ind is  will power. Unfortunately, the concept 

bathered people for ages. A man is said to 
have strong "will power" when. in the face of great odds, 
he maintains a cerlain course of action, or nonaction, 
;as the case may be. Certain people me said to exert 
their will over otheq making their victims accmplish 
I&ings against their will. There are people who are sald 
&,be able to "will" things to happen, and people 
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with weak wills are supposed to be easily manipulated 
by those with stronger wills 

If you are to understand the conscious mind, you 
must understand the nature of will power. Much of the 
misunderstanding of what the dl really is has 
been brought about by the use of the word power in 
conjunction with i t  Power can be defined in one sense as 
a faculty or ability. The problem is that this definition 
doesn't explain anything. We can speak of the power of 
sight and understand that it means the ability to see. 
We can speak of the power of an optic leas and know 
hat  it means the lens has the ability to magnify an object 
so many times But to speak of the power of will as 
the ability to will, or even the faculty of willing, leaves us 
just as confused a s  ever mtil we &fine will itself. 

According to Webster's New World Dfctimarg, 
the word will has several, meanings. One is "the power of 
making a reasoned choice or decision" This is most 
defulitely an attribute of the conscions mind I n  fact, 
Huna teaches that it is the primary attribute of the con- 
scious mind, usually describing it as "the ability to 
direct awareness and atten tion" It rnay be interesting to 
note that the Hawaiian word for "choice or decision" 
is hdo, which has a root meaning o f  to put forth effort for 
achievement" and which uses a mot of the word 
lm, the conscious mind h, by tbe way, dm b a 
root meaning of "'to achieve (b) desires 
The only real ability-you have mnsciously is that 

of directing your awareness and attention in response 
to thought or experience. The actual directing is called 
making a decision or a choice. This is what is meant 
by -free will." It  is not the freedom to do anything you 
want whenever or however yw mt, ROT to make any- 
thing happen when you w n t  it ta, nor to make others do 
what you want them to do, for obviously we don't have 
that, even though we can learn techniques to in- 
crease our effectiveness. W e  cad t make someone like us 
by exerting our will, And we can't make ourselves or 
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I the world nerfect in a flash iust by "willing" it (which 
really me&s '*wishing hard*$. What we cando, however, 
is to choose or decide how we are going to respond to 
our experience of life, what we are going to do from this 
moment forward and in any future moment to change 
either ourselves or the circumstances, At any moment of 
conscious a w m s  we have that freedom to choose. 
Now, why did I make that qualification? Nearly 

everyone bas had the experience at one time or another 
of carrying out a habit without conscious awareness. 
It may have been something like reaching for and light- 
ing a cigarette and not realizing what you've done 
until you are halfway through. It may Rave been while 
driving some place and having no conscious memory of 
the trip once you get there. It may have been an 
automatic emotional response at something someone 
said with a feeling afterward that you couldn't help 
yourself. It may have been anything that you have done 
without being aware of doing it 

What happens in such a case is that the ku, your sub 
conscious, takes over with a well-learned behavior 
pattern in response to some kind of mental, energetic, or 
physical stimulus, while at the same time your conscious 
mind focuses attention elsewhere, sometimes apparently 
blanking out It may seem as if the subconscious i s  
making a decision, but that is true onIy in the same sense 
that a computer makes decisions In reality, both 
simply respond in a preset way to a memorized stimulus. 
In a completely new situation for which there is no 
pre-set program, the computer stops functioning The 
subconscious relies om inspiration from the super- 
conscious or direction from the conscious mind If 
neither of these are forthcoming far whatever reason, it 
also stops functioning by way of panic, paralysis of 
mind or body, fainting coma, apathy, or autism. %se 
& occur onlg if them i s  a belaefthat the consciolrs 
m i d  fs -8. 

It is necessary for effective living to realize that at any 
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moment of mnsciom awareness you have the power 
to choose how to think, feel, or act Even if you have 
"gone on automatic" in m e  behavior pattern, the m* 
ment you become aware is the moment that you can 
make a decision and change the pattern. Giving in to or 
falling into an automatic behavior pattern, no matter how 
undesirable, does not mean that you are a faitwe, that 
you are worthless, and that there is no point in trying 
to take conscious charge of the situation Those are 
invalid excuses for not taking the risk that you might faif 
again. As someone once said red failure is not falling 
down; real failure is falling down and not getting 
UP again. 

As anyone who has tried to change a habit knows, 
just making the decision to change is not enough. Many 
people try this and then get discouraged when the old 
habit keeps corning back Here is where another 
dictionary definition of "will" helps to exphn what is 
needed: "a strong and fixed purpose; determination" 
Determination, an unswerving will, is actually the MW 

tinuous, conscious directing of attention and awareness 
toward a given end for a given purpose. And this is 
accomplished by continuously renewing the decisions or 
choices made to reach the given end in spite ofapparent 
obstacles arid difficulties. A person with such a will, 
that is such an ability to keep renewing a decision, does 
not get discouraged by mistakes and failures If one 
method used to reach his goal does not work after 
repeated tries, he tries another, and then another, until 
he finds one that does work, even if it means he has to 
change himself. A person with a *called "weak will" is 
simply someone who uses the m e  conscious win power 
that everyone has to change his mind about continuing 
toward a goal In other words, he just makes a dif 
ferent decision, a decision not to continue, while the 
first person makes a decision to continue. And there may 
be times when that is  the wisest thing to do. So a 
"strong-wiIIed person" is one who doesrit change his 
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'decisions easily, and a "weak-willed person" is one 
who does change his decisions easily. The point is that 
both are using the same power to make decisions 

Perhaps now you can see that it is total nonsense to 
p a k  of someone "exerting bis will" over someone else. 
;There is nothing to exert You can get someone to do 
something by the threat of pain, the promise of pleasure, 
or the use of physicaI force, but not by making one 
decision or a hundred If anyone does follow your will, it 

I is for his own reasons, not yours, even if you back up 
your will with threats, promises, or force. It is not yoar 

I will, your ability to choose, that makes others do thimgs. 
In t h i s  supposedly modern age many people stiU 

have the Dark Age notion that certain persons are en- 
I dowed with supraphysical energy that enables them to 
use psychokinesis (the ability to move or influence 
objects at a distance without physical contact) on other 

, people the way a puppeteer plays with marionettes. 
They confuse this supposed ability with "will power'' b 
cause the word power has an extended meaning of 

I energy. Now it is true that you can be influenced by 
I another person's beliefs and emotions, and it is true that 
the more aperson knows about you the easier it is for him 
to set off your nutomatic behavior patterns. It is also 
true that telepathy and psychokinesis exist But no 
one can "make" you do anything against your free wiU It 

8 is not another person's wii  that gets you to do things 
, you don't want to do; it is your own fears, beliefs, hopes, 
8 likes and dislikes and your automatic patterns Another 
person's influence on you stops dead the moment you 
come to conscious awareness and decide not to be in- 
fluenced any longer. The will of the strongest-willed 
person in the world has no power over you if you make 
that decision 

I said that Huna teaches that your primary conscious 
ability is to direct your attention and awareness. 



MaaMng Your H i d h n  Self 

What is the distinction between them? 
Attention is the focus of awareness on some aspect 

d your mental or physicd experience. It is the noticing of 
something more than other things at any given moment 
For instance, as you sit at Borne or at work and let 
your attention wander, you might notice some sounds 
from outside, a spot on the wall, a memory from last 
weekend, and a sense of comfort or discomfort from your 
clothes all one after the other. As your attention drifts, 
one thing stands out and the others fade into the 
background or even disappear. 

Sustained attention is caIled concentration. You 
use this when you are working at a task or on a project, 
watching a movie, or playing a game. In this kind of 
process your attention actually shifts quite a bit, but with- 
fn a relatively narrow range. 

In Hum there is a principle that says, "You get what 
you concentrate on." This means that the concentm 
tion of your attention sets up a vibration in your aura 
which will attract an experience related to what you are 
concentrating on A fairly brief span of concentrated 
attention d l  usually produce only temporary and minor 
experiences. The longer the span of concentration 
and the more emotional energy put into it, the more long 
hting and important are tbe experiences that are 
attracted, whether positive or negative. Like anything 
else, concentration on something can become a habit of 
thought or behavior. in  that case the subconscious 
takes over the role of sustaining the mncentwtion, rein- 
forced by conscious attention. This is what produces the 
more or less permanent-seeming experiences of our 
lives Such experiences will continue until we became 
aware of what we me doing and consciously change 
our focus of attention by the use of our wilL 

Conscious awareness is the totaIity of what is 
evident in the conscious mind at any given moment, It 
includes the experience of our physical senses and 
of mental even& Obviously we are not aware of 
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mm#hrslg that's going on in a pdcular moment 
Things move in and out of awareness, and we have the 
ability to expand and contract our awareness, depend- 
ing on w b  we are doing. 

Attention and awareness are not the same, but neither 
can they be completely separated You could say that 
attention is a tool of awareness If you can imagine a h p  
with a flashlight attached, awareness is like the lamp, 
which can light up awhole room, and attention is hke the 
flashIight, wbich can bring out certain objects with 
more clarity. When awareness is lidted (say to a single 
room), attention can be used to find a doorway to 
another room, thus permitting an expansion of 
awareness 

Both awareness and attention can be expanded or 
contracted, and it is probably true that most people 
simultaneously do both with each. When you watch a 
movie or read a book, the natural tendency is to get so in- 
volved (if it is good) that your awareness of anything 
else is greatly diminished or nonexistent And, of course, 
this adds to the enjoyment But a movie or book critic has 
to keep his attention on the story while at the same 
time being aware of other aspects like performance and 
style. A technique used in some martid arts is that of 
keeping attention on the opponent while being aware of 
the whole environment. Good drivers can engage in 
conversation and pay attention to the road while 
keeping part of their awareness on other cars and 
pedestrian& These examples are intended to show that 
you can focus attention and expand awareness at 
the same time, proving that they are not the same. 

V~PULFntWEWr 

A secondary but very important attribute of the 
@nscious mind is the urge toward value fulfillment In 
other terns it is the urge toward finding and fulfilIing 
purpose and meaning in l ife To do this the consciorn 
mind evaluates ie., it decides on the worth or value 
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of things While this is a necessary and useful attribute, 
it often gets distorted into makmg judgments of good 
or bad about everything And that gets distorted into in- 
tolerance, injustice, and many other evils and ills. 
Some people will ponder on the meaning of Iife, and 
some will ponder on the meaning of a pasing remark 
that m e o n e  just made to them What matters is not 
only what you evaluate but how you evaluate. 

As an example, self-improvement has a nice sound 
as a motivation for value fmImerlt However, because 
of individual interpretations or evaluations of its meaning 
and means the eEects are not always so nice. To very 
many, self-improvement means self-aggrandizement All 
for one and one for oneself. Much of the misery in 
the world is due to this interpretation. Glory- seeking 
greed the hunger for control over others-aII of these 
have the desire for self-improvement as their bas i~  
At the same time there are those for whom self-improve- 
ment means helping others, bringing beneficial new 
ideas into manifestation, and increasing self-knowledge. 
We are not given a meaning for our existence, nor 

do we have a buiit-in, fixed personal purpose. There is an 
werall purpose to eacb of our lives which is the 
responsibility of our Higher Selves, but that will be 
carried out regardless of what we do. Our personal pur- 
pose must be consciously decided upon, and we must 
create our own meaning for existence. The more this is in 
accord w i t .  the Higher SeIE, the more fulfilling it 
wiIl be, though not necessarily easier. But value, mean- 
ing, and purpose, as they come in to conscious awareness, 
must be decided upon consciously. The values and 
interpretations we give to the various experiences of life 
play the greatest role in determining our happiness and 
the quality of our life. The Huna guideline is to use 
love as a basis for evaluating everything, seeking always 
to create love where it seems to be lacking and to 
enhance it where it already exists. 

~~ WIU 
Just a Anal word on will power. We must realize 

that it doesn't take any effort to use our will You have 
probably heard phrases like "He used a great effort of 
will to change his life." The source ofthe effort was not in 
the wi11 but in the muscles of the body. 

When people are trying to change a habit of thought 
or behavior, they often complain that it takes too much 
effort. Others may criticize them for not having a strong 
enough will. m a t  actually happens is that such people 
are trying to force a habit to change by using their 
muscles against it, and this is true whether the habit is 
physical or mental This kind of forceful attempt creates 
tension that Iocks up the body's energy and makes 
people feel worn out They end up literally fighting them- 
selves, which is rarely effective All you really have 
to do is make your decision by your will relax your 
muscles and direct your attention in the way you want to 
go, until the new habit is established If you ever feel 
that using your will is an effort, relax and start over, 



Getting to Know Your 
Su bconxious 

Your subconscious mind is a part of you Yet it can 
seem like a perfect stranger if the ideas it operates by 
are quite different from the ideas that you cmsciously 
think you should operate by. Many people are so out 
of touch with their subconscious that it and their 
conscious mind can be likened to two businessmen who 
meet only to conduct the affairs of their company. They 
h o w  nothing of each other's hopes and aspirations, 
Iikes and dislikes fears, strengths, and weaknesses. Just 
as two businessmen who cooperate daily in certain 
respects may hold widely divergent political views, so 
may the conscious and subconscious hold widely 
different opinions in various things. The main dif- 
ference, of course, is that the latter pair have to live 
together constantly, and conflicts are inevitable when 
they do not believe in the same things. 

B m n m w m S m m m c ~ ~ ~ ~  

The beliefs, attitudes, and opinions of the subconscious 
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are formed in e d y  childhood for the most part The 
religious, moral, and "lifecoping training received by 
the child from pare'ntal words and example can remain 
effective for a lifetime, unless changed by the conscious 
mind The bno is well in the background during 
these early years and is not able to test and modify all 
the information received and stored by the ku. As the 
conscious mind grows in knowledge and experience, it 
can rationalize (test with common sense or logic) in- 
coming data, so that less misinfornation gets stored 
in the memory banks of the subconscious, But during 
childhood the &conscious accepts practically every- 
thing it receives as fact and acts accordingly. For 
instance. If a chiid is toid repeatedly that he will catch a 
cdd if his feet get wet the ku will record that as a fact and 
make sure the body gets cold symptoms whenever the 
k t  get wet The Eorro may have learned in the meantime 
that here is no c a d  connection between wet feet 
and a cold Still, unless the conscious adult knows how to 
communicate with his ku, he will catch a cold when 
he gets his feet wet because that is the belief held by the 
subconscious. In religious matters the divergeace 
can be equally, if not more, important It is h o s t  a 
dich; to speak of the professed atheist who cries out for 
he$ to Cod when he is in mortal danger. The profes- 
sion of atheism is done by the conscious mind, but 
the subconscious still helieves in God. It is worse when 
fearful or misinterpreted religious beliefs interfere 
with one's proper enjoyment and fulfillment in life 

Many beliefs, attitudes. and opinions that are formed 
early in life simply change without any conscious 
efhrt, and many others are changed consciously with 
ase. Some however, seemed locked in so tightly 
that even ahammer and chisel couldn't move them. This 
is only a problem when they give rise to behavior and 
experience that are unpleasant, painful, or dangerous. 

In dl cases where behavior and experience are 
diRcuh to change, it is because there are beliefs, 
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attitudes, and opinions stored in the subconscious 
biocomputer that are hekl there by one or more powerful 
motivntions In spite of m y  negative behavior and 
experience that may be produced the motivations are aL 
ways positive. Your subronscious never works against 
wlrat it b h  are your best interests Unfortunately, 
the assumptions on which those beliefs are based may be 
very faulty. For instance, if you grew up during the 
Great Depression and were e x p o d  to the belief 
that rich people are all greedy, eqloitive, snobbish, 
mean, and thoroughly disliked, then as an adult you 
mi&t find yourself mysteriously unable to be financially 
successful, no matter what you da In such a case 
your welhneaning ku may be trying to keep you frorn 

behg greedy, exploit ive, snobbish, m e w  and thoroughly 
disliked. As another instance, if you grew up with re 
Iigious training that drummed into you the idea that you 
were an unworthy sinner, you may as an adult find it 
nearly impossible to develop any degree of se1F 
confidence or self-esteem In that case your ku may be 
trying to protect you from offending God (and getting 
punished) because of the sin of pride. 

If you are consciously aware of the beliefs held by 
your subconscious and the motivations that keep 
them operative, then you can use logic and alternative 
motivational strategies to make changes. The problem is 
that so many subconsciaus beliefs are "hidden" be- 
cause they are too obvious to be noticed, because they 
are accepted as facts instead of beliefs, or because 
they are repressed from conscious awareness ou t of fear 
of the consequences of change In order to develop 
fully and freely, you must know the con tents of your own 
mind; you must "get to know your subconscious" for 
only then can you guide and enlighten i t  
There are several ways to do this and dl require 

time and patience. Nothing worthwhile is achieved with 
out effort, but effort can be pleasurable. In getting to 
know your subconscious you will discover a world of 
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rich and wried beauty, as well as areas of darkness 
and pain It is a journey for the brave, the adventurous 
and the determined 

It is good Hnna practice to give your subconscious 
a name. Since ancient times people have given personal 
names to conceptq forces, energies thing% and parts 
of things in order to establish rapport, In the case 

I 
of your ku, just be careful that the naming doesn't estab 
li& a sense of sepmtenes~ 

You can consciously choose to use your middie name, 
a made-up name, or the nameof some favorite historical 
or fictional character. Max Long called his h n s c i w s  
"GeorgeIn after the phrase, "let George do it'' Some 
people use "Subbie" and others are more inventive. 
You might try dosing your eyes and saying "All right, 
ku, what would you like to be called?" Then use the first 
name, if any, that pops into your mind 

This naming concept will be very useful in directing 
your subconscious to provide information and make 
changes as well as in teaching it how to cmry out irr 
shctions. 

There are two forms of searching your memory, both 
of which are best done in a comfo&le position, either 

, lying or sitting, in reasonably quiet surroundings. P 

I is g o d  to relax as much as you can, but you don't have to 
c l m  your eyes. 
The first form we will call "treasure huntn the 

name given to it by Max Long. Start by talking to your 
subconscious as if it were a person, and tell it that you 

, want to become better acquainted Invite it to play a 
game with you Name a memory of something pleasant 
that you wish to recall, and playfully challenge your 

I ku to dig into the memory file and bring it back as 
quickly and in as much detail as possible. Or, as an 



alternative, you might simply ask your subconscious 
to bring up its own favorite memories. It may take 
whiIe at first, but wnce your Icu catches on to what you 
want, you will be in for some very interesting ex- 
periences Memoriesof things you had entirely forgotten 
will be replayed for you. Feelings and emotions of 
bng ago will come back nearly as fresh as new. You may 
even reexperience tactile sensations and odors, tbe smell 
of f m h  apple pie, fw instance, or the feel of dry leaves 
in autumn. You will learn a great deal about your sub 
conscious, its likes and dislikes, as you continue this 
exercise over a period of several days. Tbe omission of 
partkdiw memories is also revealing. You may want 
$o relive a certain experience, but your ku dl refuse to 
bring it up. This may be the sign of a fear complex or 
an important limiting belief in regard to the expedenm, 
and should be noted for Future investigation 

The second form we can call "trash collecting" 
For this you have to be brave because you d l  be asking 
your ku to bring up all its worst memories in full detail 
The objective here is to be objective, and to realize 
that everything brought up is only stored information, in- 
cluding the feelings. After a little experience with 
this, you d l  be able to notice one or more patterns 
appearing Tbe memories wiIl follow certain themes that 
will provide you with clues to areas of limiting beliefs 
that may be hampering your development You may find, 
for instance, that a d o l e  series of "worst memories" 
in a particular session has a fear-of-rejectdon h e m e  
or a need-temnhol theme, Watch for clues and keep 
notes For study. 

Your subconscious communicates very d l  by 
means of symbol% often better than with words 
or memories To use this method, yw turn your attention 
inward and think about some probIern or an area of 
your life you want to know more about. Then say "Give 

me m ~mge*. r,lr "'Give me a symbp%' b h e  thing j~au 
we akhg ab-t Tbc &st imae hat comes to mSad, no 
mCeer bizme af seemingly ume18ltd is a 
spW$c message of h ~ w  ymh m@ ta the situation 
AS memmple, yotx  my  CUB an a jd) situation and 

an i q t  d rm *d&n &amber, w b l ~  Way b p w  
k&s way ofexpresshgintker kDngsaboat the jo& It'slap 
to p u  to inkqset the ~y+1s, and smc m y  
h d  th* c&er &an &ea Hmmver+ ypu can 
& h b + n g i ~ r i ! y ~ u  d e ~ s p M ~ ~ & s t x m a i s  not 
dw emmgh An impotmt Mixg w remember L W 
ttme sylaBats only give yau current Wings am? 
WteEs hakl by the k. k e  dlafi't nhk the mistake d 
fhidag they am prediathtrr, or p u  a d d  5 w e  puo- 
d ' w t  af tryhag ta make chmgeu 

By p d f q g  a hm, fkat d dt. B&- 
MS shnd wt rn r k l y ,  brk rnetkd lofb corn- 
muniwtion tdt& ad- dtbs h e r  dhhguean$rm 
mgwmhthn zkat many pwpk All yau 
d~ i s  turn your aw-dth i o w d  and repeat four state 
meats slawis thm to five t&a l e~vhg  spme 
~ m b r w y i l i ~ ~ ~ m e m p m ~  
d y  HmlB in fma of d s  kt scmM1~1e9 t h  
p r v e l l b p d y $ ~ d q p ~ m w e ~ ~  
e i $ h e r a l m g ~ & ~ ~ a r ~ e ,  
Bad* r n ~ ~ ~ ~ e s  (amwaging word$ guod feelings 

ar mve 9mag&] mean there b god s&m&u9 
siqsport Car what yoi~ want Q da H q g ~ t i y e  wspmses 
[Wtfckmi m argument fwlin;$s m w l e  tmforr, 
a e ~ v e ~ o r t ~ g r ~ s e ~ ~ y ~ 1  manyou 
R a ~ ~ ~ I r s t u d ~ g k  Hfkek&dk&in 
wo& a e ~ u  will haye 4 better u d e m ~ d i n g  d the 
qmdk belhds inmlvd The bur statememb are: 

2. ~ h p v e h  rigbt(~dcseNe) t o . .  . 



3.1 have the desire to. . , 
4. I have the d (determination) to , . . 

Fill in the blanks with your intent 

b ~ ~ ~ ~ l g p R B s w w r t  

The ideomotor response involves the me of a simple 
instrument called a pendulum This is  a fairly quick and 
easy method of subconscious oommunication, once 
the ku has been trained and knows what is expected of it 
The procedure is simply to take an object hanging 
from a piece of string or chain and hold it between the 
thumb and forefinger. Questions are then asked, olnd the 
pendulum will swing in response, often to the shocked 
surprise of the beholder. 

UnfortunateIy, the use of a pendulum has been 
tainted with superstition, and people who like to think of 
themselves as scientlficdIy minded are apt to reject 
the practice becanse of its association with spirihlalism 
This is because it hsbs been claimed by the ignorant 
that disembodied spirits were moving the pendulum. I 
am not questioning the existence of disembdied 
spirits here, hut only pointing wt that such entities 
have nothing to do with the operation of the pendulum 

A more reasonable explanation is that the pendulum is 
moved by your own subconscious by means of very 
tiny muscular movements These act upon the string or 
chain being held, and this motion is transferred to the 
weight, causing it to swing back and forth, It i s  no 
more mysterious than any other body functions carried 
out by the ku. The difference is that, in the case of the 
pendulum, the ku is allowed an opportunity to com- 
municate direcdy with the conscious mind The 
procedure is  used by many psychoanalysts as a means of 
reaching the subconscious when all else has faiIed 

To begin the procedure, it is necessary to explain 
very carefully what you expect the ku to do. This is not 
as hard as it sounds. The subconscious is always awake. It 
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reads what you read, hears what you hear, hews what 
you say, knows what y w  think The problem is not how 
to get the lono to communicate with the ku, but the 
other way around The explanation of the pendulum is 
best caded out by a combination of words and physical 
stimulus. Therefore, tell your subconscious that you 
we going to show it how to communicate with you 
Draw a circle of about two inches in diameter upon a 
piece of paper. Make or buy a pendulum with a chain or 
string three to five inches long. If you want to make 
one, simply use a ring and a thread Even car keys on e 
chain will do for a start One of the first indications 
that your subconscious is an independent thinker may 
be its preference for one pendulum over another. 

The next step is to set up a series of planned responses. 
You want your subconscious to be able to answer 
.$guestions in a specific and consistent manner. "Yesw 
6nd "no" are the most important responses, but there 
,&re other possibilities as we& The ones to be given here 

suggestive only. 
You can start by holding the pendulum over the center 

of the circle yw have drawn, preferably with your 
elbow resting on a table for support Consciously move 
the pendulum in a clockwise circle, at the same time 
repeating to your subconscious aloud or silently that 
this response will mean "yes* Stop the pendulum 
and then swing it counterclockwise, repeating that this 
will mean "na" A back and forth swing crosswise to 
your body can mean "I don't want to answer," and an im 
mobile pendulum can mean "I don't know" or "I don't 
understand the question" Remember that the direction 

1 of swings given here is optional, and you may wish to 
modify it to suit your taste. There is no universal 
response pattern. 

After demonstrating to your suhconscious what 
you want it to do, try the method by holding the 
pendulum motionless over the circle and asking ques 
tions to which you already know the answer. Do not try 
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ta prevent the pendulum from moving, but do not 
cunsciously try tu make it move either. If you aren't sure 
whether you are consciously making it move, then you 
pmbabl y aren't In operation the movement may 
begin dowly and gradually increase in the size of the 
swing but it will not be as strong as a conscious move- 
ment unless the question dso releases a lot of emotion. 
The fingers and hand m a y  not seem to move at a14 or 
&ere may be very slight but visible twitcbings and jerks 
Be sure to bring the pendulum to a ewnplete stop be- 
tween questions in order not to mistake inertia for 
answers. 

For most people the response will be immediate. 
h is as if the su~onscious has been anxiously waiting 
for an opportunity to communicate, However, some 
people may get no response to begin with, If this h a p  
pens it is usudy because the ku did not fully understand 
tbe instructions, crr because there may be some fear of 
using the penduIum. The solution for this is patient 
repetition and expressing confidence that only the 
muscles are invoIved, until the message gets across. In 
M y  rare cases consistent lack of response may be an in- 
dication &at the Eono and ku are at serious odds with 
each other. In such instances other m e t u s  will have 
ta be tried. 

Another type of response is the pendulum moving 
erratically, without regard to the pattern set The sub 
conscious may be playing games and will eventually 
settle down to the proper respnses. Or it m a y  be signal- 
ing that a different set of responses will be better. IF the 
subconscious continues to play, a demanstration by 
another person will often help to straighten it out. 
should that fail, other methods of cummunication wifl 
have to be tried until the hi Bas more respect for 
the lorw* 

Once a positive response has been obtained, you can 
begin to ask questions that will lead to a better under- 
standing of your subconscious. The k n n e r  will 
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naturally wonder how accurate the esponsw will 
be. Experience among many people has shown a high 
rate of accuracy, subject of course, to the nature 
and clarity of h a  qwtion The subconscious takes 
things htedly, SD a question musk be free of ambiguity 
in order to avoid an ambiguous answer. When you get rn 
answer that seems inaccurate, or if you get an "I don't 
want to answei' response, rephrase the question 
several times. Don't be surprised if ysu get an answer 
you don't like, for you may have been avoiding that 
knowledge. Don't be surprised either 8 you get m 
answer that simply ccnfinna what yw know and believe 
consciously. After all, you are questioning a part of 
your own mind. 
As to h e  types of questions to ask they are only 

limited by your imagination, the response pattern, and 
the infomiatin which the su~onscious cw reasonably 
b expected to have. Questions about your state of 
mental atad physical b d h  can be very informative. 
Religious beliefs held by the ku can bs explored, as can 
its attitudes toward other people. The ku may show a 
dislike for people yau consider as friends and a Iikjng for 
p p l e  you to avoid huther questioning cam un- 
wver the reasons Many people use a pendulum to 
determine which foods the subconwiws prefers far the 
body, or what nutie- wight be lacking Another 
very ugeful I i e  of qrmestihg has to do with dream 
interpretation. The s & h  of dreams may be strange 
to the h, bat the ku knows the inner meaning After a 
few weeks of using the pendulum, you wiU be mazed 
at the! rjch mume of infarmation you have within 

Some peaple, however, get carried away with his 
process nand expect tom much from h e  ku. Questions 
about h e  future, fOP M n c e ,  are no more accurate 
than they would be if you made an intelligent guess 
The s h m i o ~  is by ao means omniscient Another 
&emtion L to start dependhg an your ku for dl 
decision-making. It can tefl you how it feel$ about a 



dtuation and may even make a recommendation, 
but this ought to be weighed bke any dvice  from a good 
friend The decfsiell is the responsibility of the h. R e  
member that the object of all this is  to get to know 
your subconscioras, wt to make it into a gad 
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lhs Rsality of the Invisible 

One of the more important concepts in Huna is that 
of aka, Dictionary definitions for this word include 
"shadow; reflection, likeness, image; essence as opposed 
to substance; clarity, brightness; embryo; and trans- 
parent" The closest concepts in English would be the 
ether, etheric or a9tral matter, and the aura The jdea of 
the ether connotes m invisible sort of "prernatter" 
which connects and penetrates everything in the 
physical universe and which serves as the medium for 
energy effects. This concept has gone in and out of pop* 
b i t y  m n g  scientists, and the idea of an a m  and 
etheric or astral bodies is definitely outside the belief 
systems of most of the scientific community. 

Until quite recently, the existence of aka was de- 
pendent on the witness of clairvoyants and psychics who 
claimed to be able to see or feel the aka body surround- 
ing the physical one when the conditions were right 
Some said that they could also see or feel the aka around 
inanimate objects and plants, and a few even professed 
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to be able to create independent objects or entities 
of pure aka that could be seen or felt by anyone. An4 of 
course, there were those who could see the aka bodies 
of people who had passed on and/or the forms of 
"nature spirits" or other beings. Since these effects were 
not measurable or reproducible in the laboratory, 
scientists scoffed and paid nu attention to them. There 
were brave exceptions, but their views carried no weight 
in the scientific community. 
Tben a Russian coupIe nmed Kirlian recorded 

very odd phenomena when high voltages were passed 
through animate and inanimate objects lying on a phot* 
graphic plate. A hazy, bIue corona appeared around 
the objects, or at least around their image on the plate. 
More experiments showed that the corona's shape, 
size, and color varied with the health and emotional 
states of individuals and the state of decay of plant 
cuttings People with apparent healing abilities were 
found to have larger coronas, sametimes tinged with 
red and "ghost" coronas appeared where parts of 
leaves had been cut off: Most scientists agree now that 
tbese photographic effects are caused by electricat 
changes, but the mystery of what causes the changes in 
h e  object photographed remains a mystery. Some 
p p ! e  feel &at it reflects changes in the aura or aka 
MY* 
As more scientists began to explore fhe Kirlian 

phenomen~ they came across the writings and research 
afthose few scientists who had dared to explore this area 
before them. Among these were Baron wm Reichenbach 
in the nineteenth century, inventor of creosote, who 
discovered many visual and tactile properties of aka; Dr. 
Kiher, a physician in England who during the early 
part of &is century discovered a means af viewing the 
aura for diagnostic pyrrrses; Dr. WilheIm Reich, who 
discovered many properties of aka, including the blue 
color so often apparent, and who measured its effects 
with a geiger counter and an electroscope; and Dr. 
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Harold Burr, a amtemporary of Reich, who smeeded 
in measuring the abctricd Wd around living thine 
with a voItPIf&et 

Many people can see aka, a d  its ihkmction with 
electricity apparently can be r e w d d  It is d At the 
end of &is chapter f wifl give you sums expehents 
that yoa m do yourself to experience it 

#%tnchwmmmmt.e 

Before discussing the specific characteristics of 
aka ibdt a distirrctbs must be made between energy 
a d  &a medim thmujgb wklch thaR e n m  manifests 
Just as water and copper Mre serve as m d m s  for 
electricity, soaka serves as ts medium fof the life energy, 
mama. When you s e e  the sum, you are seeing a fieid of 
aka charged maw or, to put it another way, you me 
seeing the effects nf a r n a ~  cz-e aa aka substaaca 
S o m d m  it L canveiia'd tu speak mIy dtbe energy it- 
seIt f: Rdch did in hb orgone work, but sometimes 
the &a must be &en into =count for unde~skaoding 
and prdlae, 

Fiat let's consider fidd eH& I have almady men- 
timed the aurzz, which tPte kah- &led hhka 
Think d it mt lwt as wme&ing that s u r r o u d  - yor~ - but 
A a BeId which wmes as the matri% for your body. 
For ppca&d purpose% then, WE can speollr of a & 
body that botb penetrutes and m w a d s  (or extends 
h p n a  the physical body. During deep md && other 
times by addent or mastay, s major Wrn Of i l s  a h  
body cen diwngsge From tha pkyical md travel, d t h  
or without ~ m x w i w m  011 the pact of &e pezSnn 
h v d v d  Some kid af link is retainad hetween dw 
travding& body and the &ys id  me. This i s  often per- 
miveal as a "silver cord" by those wko are out of €he 
My. Sen- ia-ioa flows thm@ this contact, so 
b t  at m y  sign of ba$k or di9comfort at either end, the 
W a k a  comes zipping 8 4  frequently causing the 
$pica to Sk;k d e n  it does SO. 
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Another field effect is that of changing the she, 
density, md energy capcity of the aka body through 
emotion, imagination, and/or intent Any strong emotion 
will usualIy increase the size and brightness of the aura 
On the other hand, emotional suppression and illness 
will usually decrease the aura's size and brightness. 
These same e f f w  however, mn be achieved by 
conscious intent with the help of imagination. By the 
same process you can change the density of the field, so 
that in one momeat a group of peopIe can barely lift 
you, and in the next they find you almost rts light as a 
feather. It is a h  pssib1e to learn how to expand the aura 
and thereby extend your senses of sight, baring, and 
touch kto more distant parts of your immediate en- 
vironment 
The aka field serves as we11 for the storage af memory. 

Traditional scientists claim that thoughts are recorded 
on the physical brain c e k  though no trace of such 
recording has ever been found Much has been made of 
the fact that ebctmdes stimulating certain parts of the 
brain have evoked vivid memories but the same 
memories can be evoked by stimulating other parksofthe 
brain and even other parts of the body. In Huns theory, 
every thought dms produce a corresponding cellular 
chaagq which mug be changed again by the next 
thought. This would explain why no permanent trace 
can be found for memory. The thought itself (and this 
applies to experience, too) is actually recorded on 
oka substance, and the subconscious taps this source for 
memory. It is for this reason that we can recall past 
fives, dreams, imagining visians, and other f m s  dinner 
experience that have no physical counterpart. 
The storage function of the aka field permits us to 

pick up or tune into memories that are personal as we11 as 
those which we have no direct connection with. Perhaps 
you have heard of the "Akashic Records," a concept 
from India that has been distorted in the West First, 
note the mot a h  in Akushtc. The original Indian 
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In practical experience, the analogy is somewhat 
useful br beginners but inherentIy Iimiting. For instance. 
it breaks down mmpIete1y in the area of radionics, 
&ere the theoretical position that destroying a photw 
graphic negative breaks tbe link between the subject and 
bis photo is demonstrably nd true. The idea d threads 
curds, and fingers has ih uses, but should not be applied 
as dogma 
The second main working theory conceives the 

aka as an all-pervasive etberic substance that serves as a 
perfect conductor for energy radiation of all kinds. 
The analogy is that of sound, Iight, or heat radiating out 
in dl directions Fmm a point of origin and being per- 
ceived or influenced by whatever is attuned to the 
right frequency. 

This theory also incorporates the concept of radio 
waves d electromagnetism Zn this analogy the mind is 
the tuner, and MM is the energy that powers i t  The 
more mum you have, the better your ability to receive or 
transmit, Telepathy, then, becomes a matter of tuning 
in ta the thought broadcasting of a particular persun; 
clairmyance of tuning in to the radiations of a particular 
area; and psychokinesis of adjusting your energy trans 
mission to produce an induction effect on a particular 
object This theory treats past events as vibrations or 
frequency patterns s t i l l  actively transmitting &rough the 
ah at a rate tot, slow to perceive without nonnal 
senses, and future events are vibrations moving too fast 
to perceive normally. 

In practice this theory is extremely useful end 
effective. but it requires a technical way of thinking that 
is diaicult for some people to work wiih The analogy 
of sound is probably the best way to introduce the theory. 
As an aside, one might ask, "Why not go straight to 

the tnrth, rather than dealing with working theories and 
analogies?" The question assumes that there is one 
absolute truth behind all the appearances a n d  theories. 
In Huna we don't assume that at all The only acceptable 
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definiw of: hslute  tnnth would be "dl Qat is, was 
will b, d d d  p d d y  be mywhe and m@e~e'' 
wi* such BR zwwmgtb% m&bpmd terms is what 
you make it, what you decide it 4 and eHective trslth fs 
what.tksbmtfbr&tdcathad 

l M A - m I C 7 s  

Aka fs not mv the &pervasive &her th& remrds 
mmhb a d  ~ m i b  en=*, it TO a h  tbe matrix ~f dl 
phpW fma M u n a  kwh k t  r ako&&$awge 
d8tiWg bt@ the ge#d & &Xd p d m s  sever$ 
b t s ,  &@g an the clarity, emxgyinfdty, wid 
duration d ihs d m q h  it may d e s t  as an iavidbIe 
&aught hm $em only by mrWn setXsi%s, d~ dl; t 
m y  d f e s t  as s visible thought f a m  d tempwry  
dkw~tkm, &en 3nisbkea for a d e d  q d f i ~  it say, 
while tnvkie,  m a fmm EQX &metin& the 
a d d s  d chc&am n e w  for bringing its 
playsid e&pivd&inta a p a l e t ~ q  4 it my 
rpadest ran &e qmt &ric to pEsy&d, Mth m 
rtru& dlwatim &l &II@~#$ di?e in1 &e pbysfd d d  

g 4 e E f s a s  ) h da&eeoliog a bwfzimg the prnom aad 
d$fx~*sneind+udtba-* 

@.9uellsr Bey him& up into d o m e d  rrka once tbe~ 
&$r-ingseshnirwqr,&Wrdwationirw~y 
btmdaed &y the amaunt of f fa tu~a  dwy receive. The / m m s & o m m ~ g h ~ d , i h , r n o r a e n e g y t  
aecehedmugh&e v e Y y ~ s  ofvi- 
In odiqary d a y d m  d o m t  o bt d em- the 
~ O E ~ ~ ~ v e d ~ ~ i m ~ ~ t i ~ ~ ~ e p y  
dI; but ~ver a ps&d of years of ~~~ the m m  

&cab t b d t  b m . g d d l y  has an i a d r t g  
dect oa w e ' s  Iff& wtm 8 the p k M d  e@vdent is 
never dM in any way, You might &ink af&w 
ixrrw~ a s f t a  hmpemnd& field wkme they 
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l%e Realf* of the Imhibk 

subcowbusly influence your perspective of life, 
your reactionq and the reactions of other peopie to you 

Aka thoaght forms can vary in size from microscopic 
to as large as you cm imagine. In terms of images. the 
smallest ones appar to exist in your "mid's eye." You 
think of a scene or a person, and picture the object 
interiorly. In effect, it is very much like memory recall, 
and such thought forms are, in fact, recorded as memory, 
even though they may bear no relation to actual physical 
experience. 

Somewhat different in size and effect are exteriorized 
aka images constructed by the conscious mind. This is 
the type of visualfiation used in pantomime, for 
instance, According to Auna theory, what you ex- 
perience because of the mime's gestures is not just 
imagined Tbe performer visualizes life-siaed objects 
right there on the stage and handles them or inter- 
acts with them as if they were r e d  The audience sees 
nothing, but if the performer bas done a good job of 
visualization, his reactions will be so realistic that the 
d i e n c e  will know exactly what is being portrayed 
because they will have created similar aka images of their 
own Certain kinds of Chinese end Japanese painting 
are similar to pantomime in that they merely suggest 
many elements of a scene and Ieave it to the viewer's 
imagination to fill in the rest of i t  The viewer con- 
structs an exteriodzed aka thought form to do the filling 
in, and it can be wry interesting to compare the detaiL 
filled in by different viewers, 

Under hypnosis people can be led to see them- 
selves in completely different surroundings and to carry 
on conversations with persons who are not r e d y  there. 
For the hypnotized subject they are there, in the form of 
uku images created by the subject himself, 

There are cases on record of mass hallucination 
where a whole crowd of wide-awake people has wit- 
nessed an event that did not objectively occur. In one 
such instance, an Indian fakir performed the famous rope 
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trick. A h e  crowd saw the rope fly up into the air 
and hang there while a small boy dimbed up and d& 

I appeased. The fakir d i m W  up after him, threw down 
b l d y  pieces of the boy's body. climbed dowh md made 
tbe boy whole again. However, a movie camera r e e d -  
ing the event showed onIy the fakir and the bay standing 
quietly next to a limp length of rape the whde time. 
What happened? The fakir had constructed &a images 
of himself, the boy, and the rope that were so dense 
tbat they could be seen by everyone present, but so h e  
that the camera could not r e d  them. In a sense the 
fakir was a faker, but in mother sense he demonstrated a 
tremendous mastery over aka, 

1. Wng aka: The simplest way to see aka i s  to bold 
,y@ur- hand with fingers spread about two or three inches 
above a plain dark or light surface. If you use a light 
surface, make sure there is no shadow directly under 
your hand Black felt is ideal as a background surface. 
When your hand is in place, fwus your gaze b e  
tween your fingers and just over the fingertips, on the 
space itself and not on the background or your hand 

' Right away, or in a few moments, you will see a faidy faint 
and bazy outline of light around your fingers. This is 
the denser part of youraka field If you look beyond yow 
fingers six inches or more and then back again, you 
will be able to see the contrasting haze around your 
fingers more clearly. 

Another way to see aka is to have a friend sit against a 
Mank wall in dim light with no shadows. You can then 
gaze just above his or her head A similar haze will 
become visible around your friend's head and/or 
shoulders, 

2. Fmling aka: Your aka field is easier to feel when it is 
charged with energy. A simple way to feel it is to rub your 
palms together for a few moments (which stimulates 
the release of plurna from your hands) and then hold 
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MuMng Your Hidden Self 

your palms about six inches to a foot apart Next bring 
yaur hands toward each other oerfl slightly, back and 
forth, several times. It will feel somewhat like you 
are gently squeezing a soft balloon. In any case there 
wiU be a definite sensation of something invisible resist- 
ing the motion of your hands. Tbis is the aka. When 
you get more sensitive, you d t  have to rub your hands 
to feel it, and you can go on to feeling the aura around 
people's bodies and eventually inanimate objects as well 
By practicing the awareness of a h  you will be in- 

creasing your sensitivity to finer sensory input from your 
subconscious, and this kind of communication will be 
valuable for your self-development, 

Mana is the energy behind all life and a potential 

I 
source of inoredible power. Yet it has been ignored by 
conservative Western scientists, although discovered 
time nad time again by those more daring and open- 
minded 

Fram Anton Mesmer discovered it in the eighteenth 
century and gave it the name of animal magnetism (not 
to be confused with the same term used by Christian 
Scientists). As an example of how threatening his dis- 
covery was, Mesmer's name today i s  associated only 

I 
with hypnotism, a byproduct of his work with the 
vital force. 

About fifty years after Mesmer, Baron von 
Reichenbach investigated the claims for this force, 
proved its existence by many experiments, and called it 
odic force. In spite of his reputation as the inventor 
of creosote, however, Reichenbach's discovery was ig- 
nored cur scorned by most other scientists of his time. 

Freud suggested existence of this force and &led 
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it "libido," and a -or named Abrams investigated 
its bioeledric chamcteristics Wilbelm Reich, a proteg; 
of Freud's, made more discoveries about it, did ex- 
tensive experiments with it, wrote books about it, and 
invented devices to generate i t  The U. S. Govern- 
ment sent him to jail, bunred his books, and confiscated 
his devices Reich's name for vitd force was "orgone 
energy." 
A Frenchman, Bovis, discovered this force in pym 

r d s ,  and hter scientists in several Eastern Bloc nations 
experimented with it under the name of "psyche 
bode energy." Mwmwbile, and for centuries pasf other 
cultures familiar witb this energy have given it names 
like prana, b a d  mungq ch'i, and ki, to mention a few. 
The term I win use is munu, from Polynesi% and in 
this chapter the emphasis will be on its biological aspect 

EBB m F m w  
Muna is the energy that gives you b y o u r  "life 

form." One of the main characteristics of life as we know 
it is movement, expressed in such ways as blood circu- 
lation, the digestive process, and electrical activity 
of the nervous swern. The Huna theory is &at a11 these 
life processes are made possible by the continuous 
movement of lnana through arid around the body. A very 
good andogy is that the ~nann flowing thrmgh the body 
b like an electrical current, and the manu flowing 
around the body is like a magnetic field An increase in 
one will increase the other, and a depletion in one 
will deplete the other. Also, various environmental in- 
fluences can cause fluctuations in both the current and 
field, witb resulting effects on health, m o d ,  and 
thoughts Personal behavior, emotional habits, and 
mental attitudes can affect the ebb and flow of manu 
as well 

When your flow d muna is strong and clear, you 
are at yow peak of phpical beaIth; you have abundant 
energy and strength; jlou can remain calm or enthusiastic 
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h e  food to energy, your body may also convert some 
of it to toxins. This wiM increase your stress and further 
deplete your life foam 

Eating mechanically-ia, while your aktention 
and awareness are h o s t  fully on something else like 
reading, T.V., or coaversation-will result in pwr absorp 
tion of nutrients ardor more conversion of the food 
energy to fat This means less mnu flow for daily use. I 
am not advocating complete concentration on your 
hod when you eat, though that would be the mast bene- 
ficial and couM actually produce a "high" I dm 
recommend resewing at Ieast a part of your attention 
and awareness far tasting and enjoying the food 
whatever else you are doing 
A fourth important factor-which is too involved 

for discussion here, but which definitely affects them- 
you get from eating-is your attitude toward the foods 
you eat and toward the process of eating itself 

BluuTmNo 

Breathing is even more necessary to staying alive 
than eating. There are cases of people remaining alive 
and heahby without eating but absolutely none of 
people who have done so witbout breathing, On 
the physical level breathing introduces oxygen into the 
lung4 which makes it possiMe for cells to utilize the 
nutrients in the bloodstream According to Hum, 
the munu current and field are also strengthened in 
this prooess 

Because of its importance, breath has been used 
as a symbol for life and the life force itself in many cul- 
tures, and some have developed numerous techniques 
for consciously replating the breathing process in order 
to increase or direct maria, Howewr, proper breath 
ing is really a very simple matter. A common bad habit 
in this country, oftea the result of chronic s t r e q  is 
U l e w  breathing, in which people use only a small por- 
tion of their lungs to take in air and thus deprive 
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tbemsefvefl of one of the best sources of bfe energy. 
As simple a technhm rn inhaling fully md exhaling cum 
phtely 4 have mrndab1e effects on your he&h 
and clarity OF thuqht, if you b e  been bmthing sh& 
hdy. Deep W k i n g  wiU dm hekp to d m  you if 
you t d  to be nervous and give you more energy 4 you 
tend to be *d 

Perhaps &e best fmm of deep Breathing is a raga 
wehdqae known as the Co+k Breath, aim used In 
Huna Begin by axkdimg corripleXely dl he alr in 
your lun& Push it dl sit by ~ P & G  pur upper ab 
domen inward You abed lm able to put your h d  on 
this m w  and feel it s h b g  h a r d  ywu apfne. Then 
let @e eircnme doma into tke botbom ofyour lungs, and 
feel it force p u p  upper abdomen outward When 
that m a  has madad the limit d~lqparldon mcrstinue to 
k w  fillimg up t h ~  top DF yovr I t r ~  as- wen When 
yourchertirldyexp.nds4lethehaVab~FthetapoF 
p u r  lung first, and them p h  out tble =st by con- 
tPadIng pw &lomen One cycie of Inhahug and 
eddmg b &b mmwr b known as &e bmphe  
Brertth DoCt wunt h e  ARt exLdWioq it is only a good 
way to get the cycle stxutd The b&ing h ! d  b 
dow d easy. F-Compleke Bmathstrreenqh far 
session unt3 it becomes mhrd for you Dbiq this 
as a regular practice will help to d u e  every area of 
rn Irfe 

Mend and emtstional attihdes can either inhibit or 
enkanw tke f l ~ w  of mma in being Generally 
qeddng newwe attitudes produce inner which 
translates rafi phpicd tension aad cosn affect orgplns and 
even cells. It is this bnsion hat directly inhibits your 
lh mfmuau. When & t i ~ c X e s  are involved a d  re- 
main un&mgec!, my physical attempt to get your flow 
gnhg (wch wi imtgm viitamia9, exemisle, oa sgsicid 
bd@ d l  d y  jut give temporary results, 
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although increasing the flow of lrearzo in some people 
will result in a change of attitude rts weU 
fie most direct way to improve waa flow is to change 

negative attitudes ta positive ones especially those 
having to do with fear, doubt, resentment, and guilt In 
developing a more positive attitude, it is important 
that you learn not to be afraid of negative thoughts and 
feelings that may come up from time to time. It doesn't 
matter if they appear; just be aware of them and 
chase them out. it does matter if you let them hang 
around The most direct and simple way to change a 
negative attitude to a positive one is to be aware of the 
n e ~ t i v e  thoughts or feelings when they come up and 
consciously change them to their positive opposites. You 
can do this whether or not the apparent facts of the s i t w  
tion seem to wanant it If you practice this consistently, 
you will be amazed at how your Life, including health 
and energy, will begin to improve ~t all levels. 

Visualization may be used to enhance manu flow 
at any kvel of need for any purpose. Here I am going to 
tell you how to use it for building up a "supercharge" of 
wiaw. This is best done by a combination of deep 
breathing visualization, and a physical stimulus. It is use- 
ful for those who want to get into the mge of "high 
health," exceptional accomplishment, or mind ex- 
pansion. 

At least four deep breaths should be taken while 
giving a mental command to your subconscious to 
accumulate a high charge of wna. As you breathe 
deeply, visualize yourself being filled with energy. You 
can imagine it coming into you through the top of your 
head in the form of a beam from the sun or the stars; as a 
surrounding cloud which is absorbed into you; as an 
energized liquid that fills your body like a cup; or in any 
way that makes p u  feel that something is happening. 
The visualization serves as a plan for your subconscious 

md emphasizes the command word or phrase. In 
deciding on a visualization to use, you have to take into 
account the likes and didikes of your subconscious. 
You must discover what is most effective for your ku, b e  
cause the effect i s  more important &an the image. 

The purpose of the physical stimulus is to convince 
your ku that you mean business. Deep breathing by itself 
will give you a fair increase in maw, but you want an 
extra large increase. Until you have trained your ku well, 
it may take your visualization as just another daydream. 
A physical stimulus, however, impresses your ku with 
a greater sense of reality, and its response is vital to your 
success. Light physical exercise such as a few jumping 
jacks or briefly running in place might do the trick, 
and so can a "moving meditation* like Tai Ch'i Ch'uan. 
Of course, physical movement isn't necessary at dl 
You c o d  hold a special object, do a special ritual go to a 
special place--as long as you do something physical that 
you associate with increasing mum. 

I suggest that you use the physical stimulus just 
before or atong with the breathing and visualization. 
After a certain amount of repetition of this combination, 
you should be able to drop the physicaI stimulus and 
accumulate your supercharge by breathing and 
visualization alone, under any corlditions in any place. If 
your visualization is good enough so that you can 
imagine something physical as if it were real then you 
can eliminate the stimulus in the first place. 

Whde practicing the accumulation of munu, be alert 
->r any physical sensations that might occur. Specifically, 
you might feel a tingling in some part of your body, 
perhaps your hands, solar plexus or the center of your 
forehead You may also feel a kind of current running up 
or down the center of your body or along your spine. 
This is perfectly normal and only means your p s y c b  
energetic sensitivity i s  increasing For those of you 
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h i l i a r  with Kundalini Yog* the raising of the fire 
fmm the base of the spine is the same as the process of 
accumulating extra mana. 

Another effect of a large accumulation of mana could 
be a feeling of weightlessness or even spinning. If this 
bothers you, keep your eyes open until you get used 
to it Mana bas antigravity or levitative properties, so the 
sense of weightlessness can be red. Naturally, it acts 
first on your aka body, the lightest part of yo& so there 
may not be an actual physical change in weight The 
Spanish m y s t i ~  S t  Theresa, was one of many who have 
experienced actual levitation 

Some effects of maw can be seen with the naked 
eye, once your sensitivity begins to increase, In a 
darkened room, after having accumulated an extra sup 
ply of ma, focus your eyes on the air about a foot or 
two in front of your body. If your eyes have beeorne 
sensitive enough, you will see what appears to be rising 
heat waves dl around you The phenomenon will have a 
"ghostly" appearance, but do not be mided into think- 
h g  you are seeing spirits It is merely an effect of manu. 
The visible aura is another effect of mana, as  are the 
dancing lights that are sometimes seen. Mana can be 
felt with your hands, too, as discussed in chapter 6. 

All Huns practices use mna as the energy to power 
them In telepathy, for instance, the more energy you 
put into a projected thought, the better chance it will 
have of reaching its target, and the clearer it will be. 
Energy is not the same as desire or will It is simply the 
amount of Iife force available. 

In very practical terms, manu is directly related 
to emotion. The greater the inner excitement, the greater 
the supply of mum, and the more effective the practices 
will be. This is true for healing, traveling clairvoyance, 
projection, pmtection, or any other practice. You do 
not haw to be consciously concerned with how the 
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subconscious is going to use the maw to do what you 
want, any more than you have to consciously concern 
yourself with the process of digestion or cell re- 
generation. The subcsnscious knows how to do it. The 
ku merely needs to be told what to do and be convinced 
that it is able to do it. 

A very large supply of ma- is needed to pradvce 
effects like psychokinesis the moving of objects without 
physical means. It has been noted that poltergeist 
phenomena occur most frequently in the presence or 
proximity of a child going through puberty, that stage of 
life when new body centers are coming to bfe and the 
mano flows more abundantly. In such cases, however, the 
adolescent is almost always emotionally frustrated. 
which causes the m n u  to dam up and then burst forth 
with a tremendous discharge of pure power. Spirits 
have nothing to do with this. It is just raw energy. 
Usually this ability disappears as the child's body 
meiabolism becomes more stable and frustrations are 
cleared up. It is entirely posdble for an adult to learn 
how to move objects withmamu, but it may be difficult be- 
cause of the necessity of accumulating an exceptional 
supply of mana and keeping it under confro!, and the 
necessity of convincing the subconscious that the 
effort is worthwhile. 

Manu can be accumulated and stored and then re- 
leased slowly or all at once. As natural as air and water, as 
versatile as electricity and magnetism, mno?a will 
 ply keep you alive, or it can change your life. It's your 
h i s i o n  to make. 



Clearing the Path to Power 

Your duor to powe+the power to create your own 
reality freely and enjoyably-is constructed of your b 
Befs about what is and is not humanly possible What 
blocks that door and keeps you from going through it, 
ewn when you believe something is possible, is a specid 
set of beliefs, attitudes and behaviors that we call a 
*complex" Thanb to popular presentations of psy- 
chology, the idea of complexes which hinder n prson's 
effectiveness is not sr strange one. Freud is generally 
given credit for their discovery, but the ancient kahunas 
knew about them for many thousands af years before he 
was born They not only knew abut  complexes, but 
h e w  more about them and devised far more effective 
ways of dealing with them. 

The word "complex" comes from Latin and means 
"closely connected, or a weaving and twining together." 
In psychoanalysis specifically it refers to a group of 
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mwthnal &ti&r which are p d y  unmahus md 
which dknt the beha* dun Iod1"vsdd Ib Hawdim 
~ h w q u i t e a n ~ r d w 6 r d s & a t & r ~  
csmplems, plwt of whi& use rmks that have tbe mew 
iRg oF**n Iweb" 

in wying J a t  e91~Hond attit& a eom- 
p l e ~  we are really sayimg that by am part of the ku w 
s & w b u s  Tloe d x  3s a group of ideas or &b 
tudes h u t  a certain djmt d i c h  the sdxumcions 
Mieves ts be tme In t h ~  h a d  sense laur beliefs almtrt 
God, country, Iwe, mmey csn dl be mwided c a m  
plexes. When we &l$k a persorq "tlolkr do ~ O P I  b l  

money?" we ape d i n g  hIrPl b describ the in- 
tricate c& of beliefs b d t  up th- te%cbg and 
experlenee in regard to that subject It is @pdfianc &at 
we we 'the wordfed, a d d i c h  rapresents 
~ r n a f ~ s ~  
We W that fie sdbcoasciow records everything 

that w e n s  to us fa i t s  m e b y  bank and tit* dl 
&E iar-ns sum~undl'ng a pmljcuhr eveN w object 
are knked together by tke h, so that it cam r e d  them 

I to p r m  a complete memory of h e  even? or &ect 
Abdmet concepts sueh h &XI form a sort of 
mter around which expe* beasching;f, and im- 
p*esimw a p  gathe& in the memory bank for storage 
d recall Tke way ym feel about 1- Em indance 
&ends on the kinds of experieriw teachi* 
a d  other impressions mbted to b v e  that your ku piles 
up an the basic mept In a healthy dtmtim your 
understslndimg d&e coracept grows as receive more 
data hput. Eaoh new eqwdemce Is i d d d  to HIE rest, 
ideally pmducing a new synthesis m h  time, 

Unhrtunably, a m a l l y  growing complex of dew 
and attitudes occmiondy becomes fu14 frequently at 
an e d y  + When thk happens there is no more 
p w t h ,  no i a c d  d e r s t a d m g  New q d k n c e s  
d twachimgs d i c h  dia nat m&rm to he fixed am- 
phx are shunted && to an mmhted stomge area A 
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person with such a complex may have radically dif- 
ferent memories concerning a particular topic, but the 
set comprising the complex is the only one he ever volun- 
tarily remembers. The other memories exist in limbo 
somewhere. An outstanding example is a complex of 
racial prejudice. The person brought up to finmIybelieve 
that another race is inferior to his may apparently 
remain blind all his life to thousands of examples to the 
contrary. Or he may inkllectualIy accept equality but 
emotionally be unable to deal with i t  

What causes a complex to become fixed? One thing 
is a shock which occurs when the conscious mind is 
not in a position to rationalize or make the experience 
acceptable in terms of what is already known An 
example is h e  baby who is frightened by a fuwy animal 
and wha may thereafter be frightened by anything funy, 
even bearded men. Another type of complex (I will 
use the tern now to mean a fixed complex) which mcurs 
under shock can take place when a person is knocked 
unmnsciow. The conscious mind is out of the way, but 
the kw is still a c ~ v e ,  Let us suppose, for i n s h e ,  &at ot 

pung men is knocked unconscious, and a bystander 
mentions toa friend that the young man no dcrubt has suf- 
fered brain damage. It is pussible that the pung man's 
ku w o l d  accept that assertion as fact a d  cause the 
young man on awakening to act as if Indeed he did have 
brain damage, perhaps for the rest of hia life, even if 
nothing were wmng 

Far more mmrnon than shock in promoting the 
famation of complexes is repetition of an idea by an 
adthwity, especially when that repetition eva kes a strong 
emotion such as fear. Many complexes having to do 
with religion and sid am established in this way. When 
a person, especial1y e young person, is threatened 
with damndon if he strays froin the path decreed by 
someone accepted as a representative of Gad, then a 
complex about the decree is ahnost sure to dewlop. 

Complexes are Iodged in the s u h n s c i o a  In many 
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cases we do not become consdously aware of them until 
an occasian arises which threatens the fixed beliefs. 
In this way you can see that a complex is realIy a kind of 
habit which operates only when circumstances call 
it forth. 

However, there does exist a type of complex which 
is f m e d  and held by the conscious mind itself. In this 
case the conscious miad conceives the belief and 
cooperates fully with the submnwbus in maintaining it 
W e  might take as an example the belief in a pol i t id  
party or a scientific theory. n e s e  belie& may be 
strenuously held in the face ofovedalmhg1y opposing 
evidence. Most likely, it Is an intense feeling of in- 
security that gives rise fo conscious complexes The 
complexed bebef represents mething solid to 
bang onta 

Fix4  complexes are not d necessarily harmful A 
mmplex abed catching a eoM if you sit in a draft is  not 
going to hurt anyone, % h a @  it maycause a lot ofco2ds. A 
complex about smoking causing eancer may even be 
helpful It is when a complex begins to impair our 
effectiveness as human beings, or wts to prwent our 
spiritual gmw+h, that we are in danger. An inferiority 
complex has rt severely inhibiting effect+ A belief that 
oae is being persecuted by others can led to self 
destruction. Complexes that involve hate and fear, 
&essions and comgulsions, can get one into all seats 
of trouble. 

AWD -T CO- 

Perhaps the most destructive and inhibiting kind 
of complex is known generically as t4e guilt comphx 
'I"!& is a fixed belief that yw are guilty of something 
and that you deserve to be purrisked. In its worst form it 
indudes the Idea that what you did was so W that 
yrw are unworthy of forgiveness. 
The guilt cornpIex i a  a reactim of the ku to the Iw 

&dud's nonmrnplimce with some other complex. 



Most often it is connected with religious beBefs about 
sin. In otber cases there may be guilt over a breach of 
ethics, as when meone has ruined another peaon 
financially, even though the operation was strictly Iegd 

When the guiIt is shared by the conscious mind 
the guilt will generally take an outward form. A person 
who knowingly feels guilty h u t :  Ling extremely selfish 
in one area of life may try to punish himself or com- 
pensate by being over generous in another area Sharp 
business practices often lead to generous donations 
to charities, and parents who are selfish with time may 
be generous with cash, gifts, and privileges 

When guilt feelings are not conscious, they can 
give rise to neurotic behavior and psychosomatic ihes9. 
Since psychosomatic ailments comprise a very high 
percentage of all ilInesses, we can determine that hidden 
guilt feelings must be very prevalent, even if we assume 
that not dl of the illnesses are caused by guih per se 
The neuroses or illnesses cawed by guilt are most 
ofken a form of self-punishment inflicted by jthe ku in 
order to ward off some worse punishment by Mommy or 
w y  or God. 
On the m e  order of seriousness as guilt complexes, 

and sometimes intertwhed with them, are fear com- 
plexes which prevent a person from engaging in certain 
activities or following certain ilnes of study. Th- to% 
often have their roots in early childhood training 
Because Huna includes knowledge that was once, and 
in some circles still iq considered taboo, it is not un- 
common for someone to begin a study of Huna and then 
drop it at the urgingof the subconscious The information 
presented or the experiences had come in conflict 
with complexed beliefs Such a person will be stunted in 
his spiritual and psychic growth and subject to the 
dictates of other people's beliefs unless he can train his 
ku to be open minded enough to study, compare. 
exercise, and then make a judgment based on fact No 
knowledge, even that of Hun% should ever be accepted 
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indoctrinated with a strong fear of the unknown or 
a fear of psychic phenomena as such, it will block the 
door to power, This does not mean that the person 
will never have m y  psychic experiences, because these 
are as natural as breathing. It does mean that be may 
refuse to recognize them, and it certainly means that he 
will not be able to develop psychic abilities to the 
point where he has full command of them A lack of suf- 
ficient m n a  is the primary cause of an inability to 
use one's psychic poten id Fear of this potential, regard- 
less of how much manu is generated, is the secondary 
cause. Lack of understanding of how to apply it is the last 
and most easily overcome cause. 

So far we have been deding with the negative side 
of self-knowledge. Complexes are obstacles that block 
the door to power, and unless we know what obstacles we 
face, we are like a blind man stumbling in the dark 
in an unfamiliar room fiW with awkward furnltu~e. It is 
&le to find our way througb by trial and error, 
but how much easier and faster if we have our s q h t  and 
tRe light is on. Even better is getting bee of the obstacles 
by clearhag them out of the way and learning how to 
stay free. 

One of the best-known systems for trying to eliminate 
mp1elres is psychoandysix In simplified termq this 
consists of having a person reed incidents from the past 
wfiicb may have led up to the present m m p b ~  The 
theory is that mere recall and understanding af the cause 
will act as a release. While there is some sound reason- 
ing behind it, psychoanalysis k fm too prolonged and 
expensive to be of much use to the average person, 
and in spite of efforts to make it more popular and accept- 
&le, it is hard to avoid the idea of being sick when the 
psychoanalyst keeps calling you a patient Also, many 
times the recall and conscious understanding produce no 
change at a13 in attitudes and actions because the ku has 

&dng the Path ~o Power 

not been taught another m y  tn be. If a peaon ws the 
realization to actually change his behavior patterns. the 
process has been successful. But if the person expects 
change to happen spontaneously, the process will 
faik AmazingIy, most psychoiit~alysts dpn't seem to 
understand this 

Rather new in the Western world, though ancient 
&I other areas, is a system of deep massage intended tore- 
base the chronic muscle spasms that are associated 
with fixed complexes. This also acts to release the 
hound-up emotional energy which holds the complex 
together. As the deep-seated, hidden, and repressed 
emotions are released, the complex is dissipated (but not 
&e specific memories and ideas that composed it). 
The best-known systems of this type are Bioenergetics 
(and Rolfing. Both can be very effective and are much 
$aster at releasing complexes than psychoanalysis, 
but they share the weakness of not taking into account 
#he nature of the ka. All the energy holding the com- 
~ I e x  together can be discharged, and the person may Feel  
icompletely cured at the end of the last session. Bur 
bnless new behavior patterns are instituted, there is 
nothing to prevent the ku from starting right away to 
build up the complex again. 

These systems, and various psychotherapeutic 
~ysterns which advocate the discharge of ernotims as 
aclearing method, share the idea that people are walking 
around filled with certain quantities of repressed 
emotional energy, and that once all that energy is dis- 
Aarged the person will be fine. Unfortunately, it 
doesn4t work that way. Many people do walk mound 
with a Iot of energy locked up in muscle tension, 
'but emotions are always created in the present 
moment by thoughts and actions which, in a sense. 
"feed" the complex and keep it alive Emotiondl 
Energy discharge can be benefici4 but it does not, 
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by itself, get rid of o w  deepseated complexes. 

-OD& ~ L B A ~ ~ E  

The first Huna way to release complexes to be dis- 
cussed is k&. Its outer meanings are "to loosen, untie, 
release, undo, forgive, pardon; to proclaim, announce; to 
free one from any evil influence." In code it has the 
meaning of" to clean the weeds out of the path of life," 
with weeds being one Huna symbol for fixed com- 
plexes. Kah includes many techniques that Westerners 
would find unrelated That is because the kahunas 
look at things in terms of energy flow, and as far as they 
are concerned an idea or belief can block energy flow as 
much as muscle tension can So part of kela is the 
practice of lombhd,  probably best described as "hie 
energetic massage." Even that i s  inadequate, however, 
because in true l o m d - h i  the practitioner is also work- 
ing on the mind of the recipient L O m C h f ,  then, is like a 
combination of Swedish or Esalen massage, acupres- 
sure, polarity therapy, and positive mental programming 
The b d y  and energy work helps to reIease the 
blockages, while at the same time the mental work gives 
the energy new direction and sets new patterns. 

Kala is also the technique of forgiveness both of 
yourself and d others It is amazing how much energy 
people lock up and waste in guilt and resentment, 
energy that could be used to heal and create. As a tech- 
nique, forgiveness includes confession- an open 
acknowledgement, even to yourself, of what has been 
done wrong-repentance, and absolution. In the 
Catholic Church this has been formdhed into an inst+ 
tutional ritual, but the same process occurs in informal 
forgiveness. 

Confession itself helps to start the flow of painfully 
blocked energy of the comple% and it really doesn't 
matter to whom or what you confess. Many people get 
great relief from telling their guilts and resentments to a 
friend, a psychotherapist, a minister, or even a tree. 
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I 
Wdebg them out to yourself may dm pmduce a SUF 
prisbng mwnt of rebase. The point is to bring the 
situation into full conscious awareness. 

Repentance, whicfi may include atonement, bas been 
matly misunderstood It is almost always interpreted 8s 

meaning "to feel sow or miserable about what you 
h a v e c l m . " T h a t d t K s a ' t & ~ ~ f m ~ m & ~ y ~  
What repentance really mews is to change your way 
of thinking mid to act differently. Just to f-1 sorry is 
memingles$ you have to do something about i t  f i a t  
d h i n g  may be an attitude you em change or an 
act you ran perform quite on your awn, or t may hasre to 
involve someone e h ,  in which case it is &led "atone- 

I 
ment" 
Now atonement is another word that h been greatly 

mizsunderstd It is usually taken to mean that you have 
40 "pay back" a ~ F S O I I  or society or even God for some 
thing yiou did wrung and this paying back can be in 
the form of money, a good deed, or the undergoing of 
punishment All of th4s is a distwthn. Atonement 

I 
actually means "to become r e c o d e 6  (ie., "friendly 
again," from the Middle English at m, "in accord") or 
"to make amends" The latter term, "mends" means 
"to improve one's c o d w t , "  n d t o  d e  up for something 
or to pay for something (cE Webster's N m  W d  
~ * w I .  
The third step in fwveness. absolution [the stme 

thing as pardon) comes from a Latin w d  meaning 
"to set free," and is essentially a declaration that one is 
free fmm pi14 blame, or obligation. 

In practical term to forgive yourself, y ~ a  acknowledge 
your mistake, change your ways, and make the dedsion 
to @n yourself. Of course, it i~ nice if someone 
dse pardons you. but that won't have any effeet unless 
ywr accept it,.so it dl comes down ta pardoning pur- 
self. If feeling g d t y  is habitual even if you have changed 
ymr  waya, then you win have ta rephe it with the 
habit of feeling pardoned. If you have the beNefth p 
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should be punished, then you must either eliminate 
the "should" idea from your consciousness or find a way 
to punish yourself once that wilt be effective in con- 
vincing your ku that it's enough, while not being too 
harmful. 
To forgive someone else, fwst acknowledge his mistake 

in your own mind (it really doesn't matter if the other 
person acknowledges i t  it's your complex you are work- 
ing with), change how you think about and behave 
toward the person you've been resenting, and make 
the decision to pardon him. Some ways to change your 
thinking are to change your expectations ( I  often 
have people forgive others for being imperfect), increase 
your tolerance, and/or reduce or eliminate your 
"shoulds" in regard to other people's behavior. Some- 
thing I have found to be very effective is to mentally give 
the otber person permission to have done what he 
did, or to be the way he is. This doesn't mean that it is 
good or that you like it. But giving permission for the 
behavior to have happened or to exist now helps to 
free you from its effect I don't claim that getting rid of 
resentment is easy, but if it i s  interfering with your 
health, happines or succesq the effort is worth it. 

Another kahuna method for opening the door to 
power and getting free i s  hypnosis, including self- 
hypnosis. The Hawaiian word I use far this is @ow. 
Hypnosis is essentially a process whereby the sub 
conscious is convinced that something is true. When this 
becomes a habitual belief then it automatidy manifests 
in thought and behavior. In terns of complexes, this 
procedure is especially good for getting rid of fears and 
establishing confidence. There are a multitude of 
h k s  that describe a multitude of hypnotic techniques, 
but the absolutely essen tid ingredient for successful 
hypnosis is continued or repetitive concentration 
on an idea in such a way that you create a habitual 

respom to the idea Ryrru are andm money, for 
i l W m  YOU a h m &  f 0  E E - ~  &at few dth 
ddent &ihdes, feelins and hhkv ion  m g d  
ing moqey IF you are ~ f d  d meeting people, hypnasb 
can hdp become a c o a e n t  cwvemQon&t 
W ~ & 6 r .  

The main t d  of h w  we wo& im- a d  
Ww The w m b  [kriptbns, afhmtians, c t m  
d &or dicecti~m] and &e i m e ~  ( w d b a m y  
h @ ~ t i 9 % 1  IS b ~ a  We d b m b  m*6 
~ ~ p 3 r p M  B&ws r&t& t~ h desired a h  This 
em *dm bammw results w & e  there 
we RO b W a g  m p l e q  but If khwe are It a m  tab 
any kpg& d time from a few minutes to a a d r  
of& depending OR h e  nattme of the damptx mil 
the intmsity apd e - c y  of your motivation to 
~ h w s  

Fdtwing b a 3ry1pEe IcXd 4 d-hwmtfc pm 
gmmrning t h ~ t  yw c m  m e  to g d  effect in gaxting 
rid of corn* 

1. Ackwwledp the d i d m  p u  want dmge 
2. & h e  Its pat ive  m a s i t e  (6% fear into can& 

dew!, pev* into ahindrttlm, e . ) .  

3. Imagine -IF €he new mmstbt60ni or Wrae 
o u t a & $ d p h n d $ L  

4, Repeatedly b&ng &ias #Wge m &scriplion to 
mind, and hwfdy tell/remid m e w  &at "'Ym Ic$R 
da it.. . doid"Wha ymgetapaM~e WngfrrPm thSq 
you will know that p a  tm e h i a g  Be &&uix 
W h a h ~ d ~ n h I s a d r i r u a l i n p w B & p u w i ~  
know ymu s t d m n d w  Iw mcepbd f mmpletdy. 
&peat this p m x s  d you have the rmub y w  w m t  
In this form &*I& h-s, you d a m  have to tdme yam 
q e s 6 r r e . h  w do a ~ # n g a ~ f  Qftkediwah 
yonwant ta k t w d y *  a g d  kypmkrapi& w h m  mu 
f m & - b $ F ~ k e S , M ~ ~ & & o r r  



own by using one of the g o d  books on self-hypnosis 
that are available, and by applying a great deal of self- 
discipline. 

A third kabuna mthod is given the generic name of 
JlQM mma, uactiVBting power," which refers to a variety 
of techniques for increasing personal power. The 
idea behind this is that d complexes are based on a 
fundamental premise of helplessness or insecurity, and 
they can be removed by the development of true 
power or strength I say "truew because complexes them- 
selves are attempts to cope with insecurity by using 
manipulation instead of power arid rigidity, instead of 
strength, neither of which k satisfying or very ehctive. 
A person with true power or mna that is highly 

developed steps right out of the "fight or flight" way of 
coping with prob1ems and operates from a position 
of deep inner strength. At this level he is consciously in 
touch with motivations and objectives and thinks and 
acts appropriately rather than by reflex Such a level po* 
sible for every human being is reached by developing 
powers or strengths as follows: 

M d  stw& by practicing directed thought, ie.. 
choosing the quality and nature of your thinking 
including your imagination, and by coosciotlsly deny- 
ing, refuting canceIlng or eliminating (not mpmssind 
m y  lrinds of tbougbts that you decide are not @ 
for you. 

Ph@d dmngth, by practicing directed Function. 
m other d s ,  by conSdmly telling your body what to 
do, how to act, and how to feel This includes direct- 
ing the vartws parts or systems of your body as weL 
Physical strength, in this sense. is not limited to muscular 
power. It includes feelings because these are sensed 
through the body. 

!3pMtwl a t m &  by practicing directed life force 
or mam. This means becoming more and more aware of 

As ywrr mind, Body, d spirit gmw xtrenger under 
]rour s m w h  &rm&Dn, old mmplaxes b a d  om 
fear a d  do& wW dissolve and f d e  awa$ I cannot gu 
i& a, g m t  d d  of detail m the m t u ~  m e B d  but 
here Is a &pie @&line that wiM tdte y w  a long 
my.  They ~~ b pawers to be dw~\operl hto 
practical effects. 

For yoam miha% dItIvate P pdtiwe a t w e  tmd 
ever- and eve- I%& h n * t  mean tv p r e t d  
&at evelythhg is Fiae. Zt memB trr I d  [@r the g o d  in 
mmythiag d i f p  can't fhd any, figwe. awt a 
way to put wnne in 

FOP y0l6. My, EulMva# a psithe =If-imqge, hcludhg 
qqxaramce, advity, id e m a d  state and csacb 
~ l h k r l a r d i m g t h e W d  

For your ~ p M f  culHr(lPe the Wit of deep breathing 
4 learn rmldh*g about tke wt o f b n e * t h  
u n $ m l d  mediwiaa, 

~~~ 
A f b d  complex is mike a stranger than n m l  &it 

M y  Nit em be replaced by a n s t k  Wt, but some 
hibib we easier ka replam then &r% &pending 
ora the rnotivatbm far their existence The h1lQwing 
commen&appiyto all ~ b i t u a l h b a ~ b r ,  whether men td, 
e m o h d ,  or physical 

ht's use a cigarette habit raa an exampk The process 
of change &n dtes i s  an ordinary habit goes like this 
The smoker decides to wit, e q e r i ~ c e s  a s 1 e t  in- 
crease tn the wge ko smoke, refuses to give in to it, 
and the urgeand habit fade way,  An estimated8fl% ofdl 
smokers who quit simply do st, on their awn with 
rev little W b .  

If cigarette smoking is a maniEes~tion of a mplex,  



however, it usually gms Iike this: The smoker decides 
to q u i ~  experiences a strong increase in the urge 
to smoke, refuses to give in. The urge gets stronger and 
stranger. The person feels helpless and gives in to 
the urge rather than go crazy. 
The key word above is "helplesa" The purpose of any 

habit arising out of a complex is to enable a person 
to cope with situations that make hisn feel helpless or iw 
adequate. If the coping habit is beneficial and doesn't 
interfere with the person's grow& and happiness, 
then there's no particular reason to change it But if not, 
then the most successful results are chained by in- 
creasing the person's overdf sense of strength, power, 
md competenee. As the level of personal power in- 
creases, Both the coping habit and its mmpIex source 
lose their reason for existence. When that happens, they 
disappear because the subconscious does not maintain 
any habits or complexes that do not serve a purpose. 

In getting rid of a cornpiex and its habits (often 
called compulsions or obsessions), be prepared for a 
magnification of the urge to return to or continue 
the habit Behavior. This magnification is temwrary, but 
it may seem irresistible at the time. Refuse to give in any- 
way, to the extent that you can, and use all the Huna 
methods as appropriate to help you free yourself from 
yau blocks. The thing to remember is that any idea or 
feeling which is acted upon is reinforced, and any idea or 
feeling that you refrain from acting upon is weakened 

The Road to Self-Mastery 

Mastery of your "hidden self" refers to the establish- 
ment of a directing relationship with your subconscious 
mind You can learn to control your subconscious, but 
not in the sense of a master-slave relationship, be- 
cause that simply doesn't work for very long. Rigid, 
authoritarian control over your subconscious is what 
leads to physical emotional mental, and spiritual break- 
downs. On the other hand, giving up conscious control 
will result in your being controlled by your subconscious 
and all the various influences that it i s  subject t a  Self 
improvement is impossibIe under such circumstances. 
What you want to develop is firm guidance, by your 
conscious mind It is vital, if you want to accomplish any- 
thing in Huna, for your conscious mind to undertake 
its primary responsibility as teacher and guide to the 
subconscious. 

One of the curious teachings of Huna is that you must 
separate in order to unite. What this means is that in 
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order to rnmter your subconsciaus you must become 
more aware of it through a process of disidentification. 
Only then can you consciously integrate your ku 
and guide it It is like learning a physical skill, such as a 
martial art You can go ahead and learn just the moves 
and do fairly well But if yorr want to became a true 
expert, you must separate your mind from your b d y  to 
study the latter's anatomy and physiology. With 
that awareness you can reintegrate your mind and M y  
and move with more precision and controi, 

The important concept is  that of ceasing to identify 
with the emotional reactions of your subconsciom. When 
you say "I am angry," you are identifying with the 
subnscious, and you may find it extremely difficult to 
get rid of the anger. The fiact of the maEer is that you 
are consciously a m  of anger; you are feeling or ex- 
periencing anger. F m  this "witnessing" pcwition you 
can view the emotion more objectively and have 
more capacity to change It The conscious mind by it- 
self is unemotional When an emotional response 
causes you to engage in a physical action "without thin k- 
ing" it is because the conscious hots allowed the 
subconscious to take over. By Iearning to immediately 
take an objective viewpoint when emotions Burface, y ~ u  
can control their direction or even sap them of their 
strength 

Emotions can arise from innumerable causes Some 
have a reasonable basis and some appear to be corn- 
pleteIy illogical One technique of control is to analyze 
tbe purpose and origin of the emotion as soon as it 
starts You can ask yourself questions hke: Where did 
tbis emotion come from? Why am I feeling it now? 1s it 
appropriate to this situation? Does it seem reason- 
able? Should it be changed? What makes my sub- 
conscious feel this way? If the purpose and origin of the 
emotion cannot be found right away, it does not matter 
too much at this point. It is more important for now 

b learn to d ~ i a t e  p u r  coascieug mind hum &he 
nesponse a d  refuse tn let it w e e p  you along w3th it If 
you ape persistent emu& you will sosn find that 
the analysis, itself tends t~ drain the emation of its wmr, 
k c @ -  ~ Q U  are diverting atre energy of the emotion 
to the conseiws thinking pprscess. 

Where the emotion remains strong you have the 
wnsGious chdm md hilily ta wdirect, it. Anger may 
make you w m i  t~ strike aut nt sammne, but p,umtl hit a 
pillow just as we% Your suhconsctiws might not find 
&at quite as satbfjaaag but the d 'kc t  w i U k  dmost the 
same-and fiw d e r ,  as h e  p i h w  mnmt strike b d  
If you feel like screaming with fmirdlun, donDt hold 
Ma Walk into the bdm~in, put your face in a 
tawel, ead scream yaw heart mt The energy of the erne 

will b dkbargd  in e hamless way, and yoq will 
feel much bewet br it. kr1gagiug inb physkd b~ or 
exercise we w e l l - b w n  metha& for wmkfag off 
negaw ernotioofi, elm From the Huna point of view. 
thou& d n M n i a g  an objective awareness of the 
ematdun is  just a important as diwharging or directing 
the energy* 

One thing to &avid as much as possible is atkmptimg 
to suppress the e n a m  which a@tuaNy mmns elmp 
ing d m  on your rnlrsdes to keep fmm Feeling the 
e n t o t b ~  Many people h v e  b e d  hnw to do this so 
well that they &t even know itis bppening their sub 
conscbna does # out of habit The mare emotions you 
Imk away f m  your a m n e w  like hi& the mare you will 
he wbjd to physicd ailments, messy relatianshipr+ 
s b s c i o a s  watd,  and control by othem Much d the 
problem of suppressed enrotions m w  frmn a false 
wumption, held by many p q l e ,  &at if you feel an ern@ 
tion yau must a d  Dn ik ThCs is simgdy not true. It is 
entirely possibb to feel an emotion wry strongly and just 
not cfo anyChing but feel it The kahuna technique f~ 
this is ta learn h ~ w  to relax your rnrsdes at will It is a 1 fiysio~ogicit~ fact thst you -not cany out any physical 
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action if your muscles are compIetely relaxed It is 
also a fact that if your muscles are completely relaxed, 
you can't even -me a strong emotion. So, in order 
to feel an emotion without taking any action, reIax 
your muscles just enough to keep you from moving (don't 
tmm them, d u x  them!). In order to keep from ex- 
periencing a strong emotion, learn to relax your muscIes 
completeIy. 

Of course it is negative emotion that you want most 
to control But it is good to experience the objectivity of 
the positive emotions, kao, if only to reaIize that they 
also originate with the subconscious and not the 
conscious. You need not turn yourself into a cold-blooded 
machine. But even positive emotions can have negative 
results, and emotions should always work for you and 
not against p u .  By developing the ability to "stand 
apart" d e n  emotions sweep over you, you will be taking 
a giant step toward self-mastery. 

Learning to control the subconscious is intimately 
connected to learning how to listen to it The sub 
conscious is b~mbwded with a vast amount of sensory 
input every moment of the day, but most of this is ignored 
by the conscious mind In a sense this is necessary if 
we are not to be eternally distracted, but in another 
sense we are missing quite a lot out of life. To give 
an example, suppose you are discussing an important 
project with a friend or business associate. You can see 
the expression on his face, hear his words, perhaps touch 
his hand or arm. Normally this would be all you would 
pay attention to. But your subconscious dsa notices the 
way he is sitting the positioning of his arms and Iegs, the 
changes in his skin tone, the quality of his voice, the 
movement of his eye% and the "atmosphere" around 
him, all of which can tell how he really feeis about the 
subject of your discussion. This is information which you 

can became consciously a w e  c& barn ta interpret 
& h e  in yaw did$ living, Keep in mind, haw- 

ever, that w h e w  Js gdug on wit% a ~ h e r  persun k a 
sbhmerrt gbuk h k  pawn, not a- ptt. 

ff o b r  c a t t ~ w y  gwng off slgaals 
&out t.Bemds, ~tb so are y ~ a  b t h  exterdly d 
in~esndty The more yott beme aware of ymr own 
s&gds, the mom you a n  b e t  t h m  In wa* of *ur 
owa ch@ng For in-=, pay atfehtk~b $0 y m  M y  
the rtext time you qre with a group of peoph In 41 

if p u  we d l y  h n j g  aware, you dl mKee 
OF lxrwcbs tend to ti&tn wp when 

= M a  p q l e  are n e a r o r w h r t ~ t u p t w  arespqken 
d This dl d l y  wcur in tlw him 1% a d f o r  
&rwMaa A f b  booming aware of it, p can cop- 
a W y  ~ B K  b e  areas, pagag pktd ioa as wdl tu 
any fwlin@ that may~ark 1 ~ s  p w  do sa Them tensions 
d Eeelhgs dl g i ~ ~  p u  mQm hf- &OM 
p w  wbmnscf~us remlbtu in wrtala &Wuns, and 
thnw& awareness p u  can @we d i r t a n  in a gmsk 
tive way+ 

hrtsid~khim p u t ? m i e ~ ~ ~  t a h a w a r e d s u b  
m w h m  &oughts KW' f m ~ s  &&WOSS y r  mind in 
~s i i iom~rWltkwt&pe~plaW'b~&wm 
of m mpl-r ol' unwaatd n a a w  mot pwpk 

to fmce them a& SU&WW them, as &y da with 
emotions. Mwh more effwtlve is a p m s  d"dWr& 
dw &d TQ do t b 4  ~ w u  8fwm your a#mtlofi ex- 
tend&. For emmpk yQa can h k  at smmthhg in W 
e 3 1 v i m m m a f m d k ~ ~ f i f ~  d m ,  ~~, q d t e x ~  
and ran&@ &; yatr can listen tro m d i a g  and be 
aware bE its tow pit& md l d n e e  or ~ Q U  wa #o& 
m&hgad beaware afk b a s i ~ ,  s k i p ,  aatfkxture. ' Doing any of #ess &in= b fib reking yrnrr mental 
masdes, SP that p1 cim hen r d h t  yoxrr h q & t s  in a 
c~nwioutf py. I# $s atso ra & way #a become m e  

) a m  d y w  miter envbnrmnZ. 
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Your subronscious, like any creature of habit, will go 
on doing a thing in a certain way untiI you take time 
to teacb it otherwise, or until it leanas from someone else 
without your knowledge. Some people have experienced 
this while driving a car. When they first l e m  to drive, 
h e y  have to concentrate very hard on each move- 
ment After a while, they can leave most of the driving 
to the subconmiow whiIe they tdk, listen to the radio, or 
laok at the scenery. But if they should change c m  
especially from a stick shift to an automatic. they find 
that the habit pattern gets them into trouble, and the sub 
conscious has to be taught a new way of driving. Just 
as you get into patterns of physical action, so do you get 
into patterns of thought. Habitual thinking patterns 
are even harder to change than physical habits, but it 
certainly can be done. For most of us it must be done if we 
are to progress and grow. 

The conscious mind has the responsibility for prw 
grarnrning or setting the pattern, for the thought 
reactions of the sulxonscious mind If you want to change 
tbe habitual thinking of the subconscious, yau must 
consciously keep the desired pattern in the forefront of 
your mind until the subconscious has accepted it as 
a new habit This is the method bekid the success of 
"positive thinking" affirmations, and hypnotic therapy. 
The subconscious is very susceptibIe to repeated 
suggestion, but if the reprogramming is not complete, the 
subconscious will revert to its old habits once the 
repetition has ceased Lack of perseverance is the reason 
for the many failures. Using suggestion is not like waving 
a magic wand. You don't do it for a certain number of 
times, or for a certain period of time, and then just lay 
back and watch it w o k  Using suggestion is more 
like using a shovel You just keep using it until the job is 
done and you have the resalts you want. Basically, 
you keep on suggesting or affirming until your sub 
conscious is convinced that what you are saying is true. 
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Onlytheawill a m  W b & d & h d l h p e d ~  
sapw~ngdqr.eedfear;rsaatbt,orcuntmty 
idem ywsnay need only me r s q g t w b  r ~ .  zdbwtbn 
twm& a o ~ , m ~ ~ a ~ d a  mWm dtsnym& 
the s w t  i5 nut &a @we up you get r e d k  

W k h d a F r ~ m ~ t t ~ t e c ; u r b ~ ~ ~ b ~  
immwity eLfacI ipbWty W d & n c e ;  hwttaaon ta 
d m  a sense SF p w p d b s n w  to pwm- 
friC T b  is M l y  wy limit ta h w  m d  
we cars omelves md, cmsequdy, ~hmge  the 
w a y ~ e ~ t ~ a d m ~ r n t ~ i s a ~ ~ s i m ,  
d ~ ~ n l o t 6 p o ~ ~ s ~ m s ~ t m  
much, UgA yau refuse to take advantage afthe bisd3+h& 
m w d i & f o r W W i n g ~ b ~ r l i k p ~ h a a f y  
ywrsdfw b l m E  

one of th? hdtms dym h w d w  is b 
s a w  a p - s p w m o r a m g y d b ~ .  Itiswtpw 
m m  loF power-&& & x 6miatitm oF y w  Hi& St&- 
but by & - df& Mi&# b &#mh how 
m& pmm w en-you haate av&le at any 
thna Y w  pahikid eneqg ts id*  yaw 
energy is U r n i d  by y m  a&cm#9pla~  W h  813d 
k & h i & T m ~ ~ d f k & t i v e ~ a ~ p ~ ~ ,  yon 
Mil haw 50 find s~llgt. way d~ha@qg ar ovm%miprg 
aay bit&om you may h e  est&Med 

E+*h d d  is accwa@l&aby& 
trus$wmatirn rPf me kind o f # ~ e ~  bta gwther. T h i s  
is rrs truahrthe p e ~ a a l d - c e s d ~ I G e m \ t h  
fbf*&&g~ofmmPrads-or~bI* 
~ b h i n a c r u ; T h e ~ m n t o f m e ~ m m a a f l ~  
~ i a p r s y s t e m P s r I f l ~ ~ i m ~ ~ d h a s a k h ,  
yaw cclnMewe f l ~ ~  effwt on athem, and the 
otchiewme~hof: p w  g q k  B you d y  hw a d l  
a u ~ ~ t l ~ ~ t  OF- ,pqem Bow, you wlU anly bwe smali 
eE& in p u r  1% ewem thou& h n w i w  
~ h w ~ p X e d d ~ r ~ u ~ ~ a u s d ~ ~ ) r ~ ~  
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The more energy you have, the greater the effects 
you can produce. A strong build-up of personal energy 
can even wipe away doubts and fears without a lot of sug- 
gestion or affirmation, Just think of how confident you 
feel when you are also feeling very healthy. Health 
is nothing more than a high energy state; the more energy 
you have flowing, the healthier you are. 

Now it is important not to confuse flowing energy 
with tension energy. When you are filled with flowing 
energy, you feel healthy, happy, confident, strong re 
bed, and energized all at the same time, and you 
don't feel wiped out after any kind of work. When you are 
filled with tension energy, you feel nervous, irritable, u p  
tight, upset, edgy, and you fee1 wiped out after almost 
any kind of effort The difference is that flawing energy 
draws upon the unlimited energy of the universe, and 
tension energy only draws upon whatever energy 
resources you happen to have in your body at the time. It 
Is like the difference in producing a stronger spurt of 
water from a hose by opening the valve wider at the 
source or by just squeezing the hose. 

How do you tap into universal e n e r g  Not by 
mnsciously willing i t  You have to master the processes 
which will induce the subconscious to let the energy 
in and allow it to increase. These processes can be 
divided into three categories: visual, auditory, and 
kinesthetic. Below are some potent examples of each: 

Imagine that you are taking a shower in a waterfail 
of ptm, tingling energy that soaks into every cell of 
your body. 

imagine that there are lines of light connecting you 
to all, the stars and galaxies. Then imagine that on your 
command all &at energy comes from them to you in 
waves of light 

Repeated suggestion &a& mu are being Mied with 
ulimitd vniverssd emgy 

Chat a power phrase. Me OM Qr auwwktua b 
-fl. 

Breathe very sbwly md deeply, until you feel 
h@ly eneqgkd 

1-e YGU a0hk-g $&W&hg 
you want very m l f ~ h  Bffl- th yarl have ms4&ed 
power d energy to d6 it; get emiotTmdy et&w#as& 
abut d ~ h g  It a d  h t  the bmFi of doing ik 
d m $  a d  WngIy M d  &it it ahdl b done. 
Ths b r ,  of mme, is a way of imMizirrg a d  

mothathg yaw s&onmious to wark toward the 
particular gad 5.811 hme is. mind, a d  of pmdding * h ~  
e n a w  Ew its rnanfbstatioa 



Mastering Your Hidden Self 

as a direct order. Except for instinctual drives and 
processes like hunger and digestion, your subtonscious 
contains nothing but what you have ccmsciously put in it, 
allowed in it, or paid no attention ka Nevertheress, 
it will mnstantty bring things to your awareness so you 
can pass judgment on them, whether you know what is 
happening or not 
The subconscious needs and craves direction If it 

doesn't get it fiom you, it will take it Fmm the world: 
your parents, your teachers, your friends and colleagues, 
your religious or gwernmental leaders How mnny 
ideas that yw express are d y  yours, and how many did 
you pick up from someone else without thinking them 
through? Listen to yourself speak sometime and you may 
be surprised at how many other people are speaking 
through your mouth. If you don't direct your sub- 
conscious, someone else will 

The ultimate in mastery of your hidden seIf is to 
take conscious direction over everything your s u b  
conscious does and conscious responsibility for i t  This 
doesn't mean that you try to control what it does- 
you don't take charge of your heartbeat or your walking 
br instance. But you do tell your subconscious what 
to do, even if it is  already being done, in order to make it 
w e n  better. 

A simple and highly effective technique is to start 
out each day by talking to your subcaoscious as if you 
were talking to m e o n e  ready and willing to carry 
out your orders, directives, or instructions. In actuality, 
you may get cheerful willingness on some things, 
stalling on others, and outright resistance on still others, 
But you must keep giving the directions that you want 
carried out until you get results. In some ways the 
subconscious is like a bureaucracy that has gotten used 
to a particular mutine which may or may not be efficient 
md effective. Following this analogy, you as a con- 
scious mind are like a newly appointed director of this 
bureaucracy, intent on changing d d  policies and 
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procedures You wiU get cooperation in aras wbm 
the bne6tt4 to "employesn are obvious, and re- 
w c e  whew benefits are not so obviowor do- seem 
better than okl ways of doing thirim Even the mop-  
tion will last only if the h-wy is convinced that 
you a sineem and if you cmfinue the new p l i & e s  
wtil hey become routine 
To carry out this directive rob, I suggest that you 

use an idea developed by Dr. Frederick Eikmnkoetter, 
Instlead of speaking to your s&conscious as a single 
entity, spealc to wur hnughts, p u r  feel ime and paw 
W y  in some way like the foIlow~ng: 

'%oughts, listen up! I want p to stop being sa 
scattered and to stop wasting yom time mid energy witti 
f a  and doubts md worries and old memories tbt 
don't do wi any good F m  now oa 1 wmt you to think 
only @ though& positive thoughts, and loving 
thoughts. Think a b a  butifin1 things, abaut our g a d s  
and plans about ways helping otbcrs, and wys of 
improving oumelf. Though& & i d  only g o d  &oughts 
If any otber kinds come up lok at them, kick them 
and go back to good tboughb 

"Feelims listen upl 1 m t  you to stop dweliag 
mi fears md anxietiw old h d s  and grudges, anger, re 
seatment, guilt, jealousy, a d  may of those things If 
any of those mme u& go Aead and feel thm For alitde 
bit, and then let them fade away and replace tbetn with 
gwd Wings f want p u  to dwell an good feelings, 
happy feh'ngs, confident feelings, succe.essful feehgs, 
and laving feeline I want you to have these kinds 
sf feelings dl the time, from now cm. 

"Body, listen up! You're a great body. and you do 
d kinds of wonderful things like pumping b W  and 
mptacing mlk that I bon't even have to tell you f o 
do. But rim I wmt you to do everything even better. 
I want yon to increase our energy, strength, and health 
in dl was tab mum skillful and graceful in all you do, to 
utilfze fod and air even mope eficiendy than yw 



& d y  da, and to stop doing anything which takes 
away our strength, energy, and health And body, I want 
yw to relax more, feel pleasure more. enjoy life more, 
and give more pleasure to others 
"Thank you Thoughts, thank you Feelings, thank 

you Body, thank you God-in-me!" 
Naturally, you may modify this "script" to suit your 

own purpose% but it can lead you to greater mastery of 
your hidden self. 

Your Supsrconxious Self 

The superconscious or High S e K  of Huna is called 
wmuk in Hawaiian. In the dictionary it is defined as 
"a personal god" and as a figurative expression for "a 
trustworthy person," As used in Hun* it is "God within 
you" Since the code language of Hawaiian is the key to 
all our understanding of Huna, we can do no better 
than to start by exploring the hidden meanings of 
auPnakw in order to reveal the deeper implications of 
the Runa definition, 

THE Pmlm~t s m  
Au, the first syllable, has "seIf " as one of its meanings, 

and n u z h  means "parent" (either father or mother). A 
simple translation, then. is "parent-self." Some of the 
early missionaries to Hawaii thought this was a reference 
to ancestor worship, but to the kahunas it would be 
more accurately described as "source self," for they were 
well aware that our origin is in spirit and that our 
physical parents and ancestors are chmnet for, not 
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creators of, our being How well this was recognized 
is shown by the hct that the word for ancestor was 
kpma, which can be -slated as "source of the sub 
conscious,'' a reference to the beliefs, attitudeq and 
physical heredity carried on through subconscious 
memory from generation to generation. 
Au & means "your father" and o h  mokwr means 

'my father." Bear &is in mind for I will point out its sig- 
nificance later on. Au also means "dder," which 
emphasizes the parental aspect and indicates &at the 
High Self is more highly evolved than the physical 
persdity.  
The same word also means "current," as in a stream, a 

reference to the flow of mana between the conscious, 
subconscious, and superconscious selves, and "move 
ment of &oughtn showing the guidance we receive 
from the superconsdous through thoughts and ideas that 
rise in the mind 

Other meanings involving swimming and dousing 
reveal the High Self giving us manu and teaching us how 
to live. Makucr was later used with true understanding 
to indicate "the Lord Gd" of the Christians From these 
meanings we get a good picture of a highly evolved, 
supportive and guardian spirit, an ideal parent 

The root ma has a translation of "by means of." As part 
of the word a d u u ,  it refers to the role of the High 
Self in making things happen. When added to the 
root ku, the reference is even clearer, because this 
means to carve things out of wood, to make tapa cloth, or 
to form things on an anvil These are analogies for pre 
ducing physical experience out of nonphysical thought 
and a h  or etheric matter. This meaning is ernpha 
sized further by the root maku, which means "to harden. 
gel, solidify." 

In Hurta, the visible, physical matter and circum- 
stances of this world are beIieved to exist first as thought 

forms or, tO w e  the convenient expression of E d w d  3 
Russell, "T-fields of& matter, charged witb the 
minimum a m m t  of nrruw m*ed to hold them b 
g e b r  in a ~peclfied patt~rn In order for mything to 
exist as a visible, tangible, orme;lswable d t y ,  i t m d  be 
h u & t  "down" from the world of form into our th- 
dimensional 4 mis mn d y  be amomplishd if 
the & T-Belt! receives a suf8c6ent asawnt of- 
ta d h  it to w i f e s t  OUB wh& phpcd u a i v e ~ ~  was 
apparently created first 9s m immense T-field of an 
Uhnate Being and brought into rnanifesbtian by bekg 
charged ppimugb and &mu& with mama, the universal 
m e  e m -  
On a Far more b d  level we rn h m  bein* a m  

stantly surrwnd ourselves with T-&Ids or thought 
patterns dour own d i l l &  As WE miinwe to pour mar^ 
into them by thinking the m e  thoughts over the 
y- the patterns became so habitual and strengthened 
that we no longer think of h a m  ~ c i o u s 1 y .  Yet they 
brm tke patterns for the manibstfng ofow daily lives. 
The madesting of personal reality requires mpeta- 

tIan by he three selves of an individuarl, though obviously I the eonseious miad may not be aware of what is going 
on. To gain a better understanding of the process, let's 

/ h c n i e  it as s series of steps: 

1. The leonscious mind focuses attention on something 
(a thought, object or evmt). 

2. T#e subconscious mind *eats the focus of attention 
as an event: and retains a memory of i t  

3. superrmnsdous mind uses the memory as a 

1 pattern or blaeplint to create an equivalent physical 
esrperience. 

The above is  an mtmdy s i m p M d  but substantially 
amect explanation of the p m s s  of manifestation. 
Mere  there are no conflicting beIieEs or do* the 

I mere focus of attention will stir the superconscious into 
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action. Suppose you hear an unusual name, for instance, 
and you let your mind dwell on it for a fear moments. 
As Iong as the channels are clear, the IiksBhood i s  that 
the name will pop up in various ways in your lffe for 
awhile without any further effort on your part If 
the conscious mind hcuses on samething and decides 
that it is true or a fact of life, then the subconscious will 
maintain that as a belief or habitual attitude, and the 
superconscious will make it a more or less permanent 
part of your life. 

The superconsdous manifests your physical ex- 
perience by using the patterns of your conscious and 
subconscious thoughts. It does not need maw or energy 
h m  these two selves to do its work because it is 
directly in touch with infinite energy. The idea that you 
must send pnana to the High Self before it can operate 
in the pbysicd world is incorrect and kas caused a great 
deal of cmfusion among Huna students. The fact that 
madestation occurs constantly in your life without 
any effort or energy build-up is clear proof that the super- 
conscious has access to plenty of energy to work with. 
And yet, the conscious build-up of ma-, especially 
emotional maw, often does seem to produce better re- 
sults. Why is that? 

Tbe fact is that building up your muw through desire, 
enthusiasm, excitement, deep breathing, visualiza 
tion, etc. can serve an irnport;lnt purpose, &at of wer- 
riding existing bliefs and doubts that are interfering 
with the manifestation you desire. In other words, it is 
your subconscious that needs the extra manu, not 
your supe~mnscious. Beliefs are energy-charged ideas 
that fom a strong pattern, and some have a higher 
charge than others You could say that in a way some of 
them are "louder" than others and therefore easier 
for the superconscious to hear. In d e r  to change an 
existing condition, you either have tn turn off the beliefs 
that are forming the pattern fw the experience or 
you have to make some new or more positive beliefs 

*bud' e m &  t~ d m  the ~)fim auk S d y  
Scrming yaw perwmaf mmo while k,ephg your 
~ i n m i t l d i s ~ ~ y ~ E ~ w n i n g s r a t ~ ~ f e a r s  
glad clo&ts. 

la very h i e  t a m  &tm, d t a t b n  falows 
attention % more Weetioh yrru give to something 
ccsniwioa1y ar subcon&-+ the more It manifests in 
p l r  lib n e  mogne "pureH the ~ ~ r f ~  tb8 &am 
the. ~~ md the maw sm&qmd the attenth* 
dw tn&e m i d  the r ~ l &  C~awioule, atatenth is  a 
lerakter of choicq sarBmmh attentima is a mtter of 
h i i t  The s~~ will dw~yshmifkst &at p u  
&omw orr, w h t b r  it iis pJewW dr uples&at~& but it 
will always impire ~ Q U  in wms way e better kms 
rn am d l i n g  t ~ h e a t  

m-- 
hvedgatirlg Wher the meaithgs dmmba, 

wehdehatakw ~s&fia&dlaa&e~~~1~&~:~~8rypas 
rfi a spidk fbr samet&tq di-. This concept d 
an i u m  gd is tfkectiy dated to mm &@&on &the 
Rather in ,the Temm yet &e ~ ~ ~ j T 1  b~ m 

so rraigude-4 &&A Lngs mcqwdsdl bk 
o w f i ~ . A  c~~ d h C b ~ h s h m  
w m y  c k 1 y  &at Jlem d d  Cod the Father to be 
tmm~&m&mthe w p w m i w c h r d b H n n a  
kt B s  bgbning.oftb$ disewhn T ihmd th-e d e  
meanfags of *'yuw Wm*' md"my f d m "  Read khe 

I * w T e & # a e ~ ~ f u l 2 y a n d r ( t u s # i g e ~ J ~  
I pl but a sia& in-, s p d a  aFWMy F&r" or 
I WW." "Let p m  l&t sBiw h b  mu, in 

~ r ~ & e y m u y s e e ~ g d w n ) & s i r P d @ v e  
#myt@pwF~&rin haven* [hia#6:16)8.%i1 the& 
b e  are to be ~ & C C  e m  its y~ur hewedy F & k  
b perfect" [Mrmtt, 5.MI. " AU things haw b n  d d i v d  
&me by layF&x4 IW 10:Zl). "And 1 W n t  in pa 
P kingdm evpn B my P d e ~  has appia& to me* 

1 ~ez:os).Tae~o~m'~~sed"~~'Is.eleerouter 
f r 16 
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indication that Jesus meant the High Self of the 
individual 

This is made even more clear when we take the single 
instance when Jesus is recorded to have said "Out 
Father." This occurs in Matthew 6:9 when Jesus is giving 
the formula for a proper prayer action. The phrase in 
Hawaiian ia E ka rnakm Makua. Hawaiian has sixteen dif- 
ferent forms of the word ow SO when this phrase was 
chosen to translate the English words by the kahunas 
who helped the early missionaries there had to be a very 
spec& understanding of what was meant This 
particular form means a single object possessed in- 
dividually by several people. In English it wwld be Iike 
a speaker saying to a crowd of unrelated people, "We 
should a11 honor aur father on Father's Day." Jesus, then, 
was refemng to each individual's superconscious It 
is worth noting, however, that Luke (1 1 :12) leaves out 
the "Our" entireIy. 

A very brief glance at Buddhism and yoga wiIl show 
that they also contain the Runa concept of an individual, 
personalized "gdse1E" Buddhists b w ,  not to each 
other, but to the "Buddhaself' of the other person Some 
yogis respect, revere, and pray to the Mother, which 
is only another term for the female aspect of the 
atmlkw. 

What about God the Absolute, the Ultimate Being? 
Such a one must certainly exist, or this ordered universe 
would not exist, but this must not be confused with the 
personal superconscious. It is an m g a n t  and incredible 
assumption that man as we know and see him is the 
last word in evoIution To postulate a great leap from im- 
perfect man to Ultimate Perfection is to postulate the 
absurd. On purely logical grounds, it stands to reason that 
there must be something in between. It seems almost 
impious to believe that Ultimate God could do no better 
than man before arriving back at Divine Being 

Of course, nearly all religions speak of superior 
beings called angels, but they have been out of fashion 

f o ~  m e  time mow, Hunr suggests &at the m a w  
be bm&t b k h t a  awames9. In h m y  wap &a super- 
wgcious is like a ~4 always tooking wt fur 
our bi&est gboa, always giving us advice b w  tb 
impwe mrsetvew dway ready to a tr.lphg bnd 
when we ask in daa way- 

That rdgtht way has sa&f"g tn do p l d n g  or 
or beseeching or crying fw help. It: is W~I- 

a m 4  with &vim% char sfatawn& wd dim~tbtks Inl 
the h h n a  aad in the Gospels (*e 23rd P d m  and-tlPa 
LQF8.s Psrlye~~ far instawe) he speakers d e  shte- 
me& a F W  4 dear ( f 3 ~ t h m s  far M i  Simply 
put; th& right way has to do rwfifi &lIirqg yaw Hi& 
Wrw#aat bsbo by means af WBP& imttges, a d  h$W& 
@ing that it is being d m  a d  r d ~ i n g  to enter- 
tain my hov#tsdfmr md doubt The ~ n s c -  
p w  p m n d  gad w&hh will b wen m e  h i *  
in pur Ijfe when you d n e w l d g e  md jmmmwhb In 
dais way, 

Thisem t o f a u e r y ~ d . G o d d o e s n ~ i n a n y  
wyRte@z~f&~~praylngtoJew(aa 
B& &e s a i n h  or tony ather gods gl" gddewes ofa 
p W b h  I&@OFI. It only h&es that ea matter to 
w)rm wu dm p~ m m   FEY arst PS thrau& 
your m w m h  Shlceprwbiepermmciow~s pailand 
parcel of ytm arw~1 ttahm, it Cs still you teaching wt 
to wbutever W&r t3tlWies you waDt to If yotar 
High Sd'f does need help in its endavo* It to 
make he right conkact in the r i g b  way. I C~nsJder the posribihy, fh- rurd m p t  as a 
hypdws& &t the tisue being that you hwe a HCgh 

) Selfwho Is your cxmstat side and wm$mim, not ~ n l y  
, m a ~ M ~ l r f o t x s t o k e l p p r s n y o u r m y W w x f ~  

th~. four m m u k  cw k ~ l p  yuu rid wumlf of dl 
the unnecessary nepthe wnditlarls d ymrr I& and 
klp you t~ utldedmd a d  bnefik fram &use Hhi& 
r a m  negative but are necemiy. Tau we n w r  b. 

I Ha* l o w s  that 6od is far more p-nal thw mwt 
I I? 

I 
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people would have ever thought possible. 

%E COHPAIW OF &G€I SELW 

Everyone and everything has an sumakua. Any 
interacting group of beings or things has its own group 
spirit, what the kahunas would call the Company of High 
SeIves ( p e  aumakt~a). This group spirit is not just in- 
dividual High Selves grouped together, but a whole 
entity in its own tight, just as you are a whole person even 
though you are composed physically of billions of 
individual cells. Whenever there is a group or area 
identity, then, there is a High Self of that group, which is a 
fuller expression of the individual High Selves that 
form i t  

For example, the human race has an aunacrh, of 
which y w  are a part, and the same is true for your nation, 
your state, your community, and your family, as well 
as for your clubs, your church, your committees, your 
work team, and any other group to which you belong 
And just as you can contact your own High Self for 
aid and guidance, so yau can contact the aumakua of any 
of your groups for the same purpose. 

Your auntakua opemtes in your life whether you 
are aware of it or not. However. the more aware of it you 
are, the more abundantly and fruitfully it can help 
you. Conscious contact leads tomore effective manifesb 
tion of whatever it is you want in life. Here are a number 
of ways to make that contact 

1. Inload Quest. This is not an easy way, but it has 
been wed by many saints and sages all over the world 
&re I will give you one simple variation. Sit by yourself 
with your eyes open or dosed and ask yourself ques- 
tions like these: Who is aware of sitting here? Who i s  
aware of this body, these feelings, these thoughts? Who 
is aware of being aware? Keep asking such questions 

h u t  every sensation, feeling, or thought &at comes 
into your awareness. dihorrt i h a d h g  d i n g  up ex- 
pectiw w lodsingfbr any lamoim A h r  a time (sorry, I 
can't be more specific), you will break through into a 
greater awareness, which is the direct contact with 
your Hi SdE 

2. P M ~  th W a t .  This one is suitable for every- 
My. A11 it takes is paying attention to all the beauty and 
godness in yam hmediate environment and mmpk 
meriting ar praising whomever and whatever yw 
can. Y w  have to really Lcus on the present m e a t  and 
avoid any analysis or criticism. When you are succes* 
frJ, you will feel a growing sense of expansion and 
good feeling which is your contact with pur High Self. 
This me usually doesn't take long at dL 

3. Energy Aummwm. In a sense your can 
be thought of as pure, conscious energy. The kahunas 
would symbolize this as P i t ,  as a flowing current in the 
bsdy, as a beautiful sound [fncldng music). as a de- 
lcious taste, and as a delighthi perfume, depe~dCllg on 
individual preference and sensithity. M a t  d is 
tbe combin- of imagining mlf surrounded by 
light while feeling is flow of energy through yout 
bdy*  With pm&ke &is bcomes awarenesss, mt just 
ha#raatEon, and is your sign d High Self contact 

4. Meeting th Wiw Om. Tiis starts out as a mental 
adventure and p d d l y  turns into a sure form of ant 
b t  with your a d .  in one simple version you 
imagine yomeif going along a path until you find a very 
wise man, woman, or couple, Any of these s ~ l i z e  
your High SeK Then y m  sit witb these wise paes, talk 
with them, touch them, and h n  to what they havetu te11 
yw w guidance For your life Know beforehand &at 
what you will get is advice; any decisio*making will be 
bft up to pa If you seem to get ordess, some part of 
your suhnscious is distorting the contact 



5. Expanding I-. This r e q u i r e s  a pdicuIar 
d h t y  to extend yoar sense of identity into p u r  en** 
merit until you can feel that the people and things 
around you are no more separate from you tbm are your 
own hands and feet The degree of oneness that p u  
experience is a measure of contact with par atmwkw. 

Once contact is made by any method, you e m  enjoy 
it for its owla refreshing sake, or proceed to focus on 
what you would like yourmmakuu to manifest Frequent 
contact with your superconscious is an important 
way of mastering yourself and your I& D m  Talk 

A Chinese philosopher once dreamed that he was a 
butterfly dreaming that he was a man. When he woke up 
he was not sure whether he was still the butterfly 
dreaming that he was a man or a man who had dreamed 
that he was a butterfly. 

The point of &is story is that the world of dreams 
into which we slip off and on every night is every bit as 
real as this conscious, orderly one to which we are 
more accustom& Most of us have been conditioned by 
our culture to pay very little attention to dreams, and in 
the process we end up ignoring at least one third of 
our life. For sleep is not oblivion. It is a time of learning 
of play, of praise, criticism, and balancing-of corn- 
munication with our Higher Self and &helm forces, 
powers, and people. It  is another dimension where we 
are often more active than we are in this one. 

If you have never explored the world of dreams, now 
is the time to start. You will find adventure, a great many 
surprises, tremendous beauty, and probably a share 
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of ugliness md evil You will be exploring the vast, 
uncharted territory of your own mind meeting friends 
and enemies and yourself in many guises. 

Every human being dreams every night. There is 
much evidence to indicate that animals do, too, but we 
are concerned now with humans Even if you cannot re- 
call a single dream that you have ever had, this does 
not mean that you do not dream. It only means you do not 
remember dreaming 

The fact that everyone dreams has long been known 
to students of the esoteric sciences, and research 
scientists have proven it to their satisfaction in the 
laboratory as well According to these studies we dream 
in cycles throughout the night and we dream two 
distinct types of dreams One i s  a "straight" dream that 
reflects activities like those in the fully waking state 
without distortion The other type i s  longer, more vivid 
and seems to break all the rules of time. space, and 
logic. It is preciselybecause of this type that dreams have 
so often been considered unreal and unworthy of 
attention 

Research shows we b e  to dream-it is vital to our 
physical and mental health. When people we experi- 
mentally deprived of dreaming for a certain period, they 
dream even more when next allowed to sleep unin- 
terruptedly. as if to make up for what was lost If the 
dreaming is interrupted for longer periods, they begin 
to dream on their feet, in which case the dreams 
are called hallucinations. 

Actually, we all dream all the time. I am not speaking 
a b u t  the idea that this outer life is but a dream, thwgh a 
very good case could be made for that. What I mean is 
that dreams-inner experiences both "straight" and 
strangeare occurring all the time just beneath our u s d  
waking consciousness Most people have been m- 
ditioned not to pay attention to them. But if you just sit 
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down, dose ywr eyes, and watch what hapappenq you 
#rJll egperkrice, ad- of some kind wea while yw are 
wide awake. It  may happen im-ly or it may 
take awhile, depending on presmt state and 
previous mndiganing Put &Zn you surely will ?here 
is even g o d  reason to believe that h q w n t  recourse to 
"waking dreaming" will lasen the meed fbr "dwp 
h i * ' '  Themas E&m, Fba instance, used to take 
about seventen very brief nap a day 4 onIgr needed 
&tee hours of sleep at night He didit take the naps to 
deep or rest but purpme1y to dm- 

T ~ E ~ I U B ~ R V ~ I N T  
I'he mt common word foy is HUW *&w, 

which IihrralIy mleam "spirit sleep." A code meaning is  
"the spirit breaks awayarrd goes e1mwIprew SpeciBcdly, 
it refers ta the dreams you have during a deep, s m d  
sbep A c d i n g  to Hawaiian tradition, yaw spirit 
goes traveling? seeing persons m n d  enmntedag 
other spirik experiencing adveatrues and passing 
wp me-- fmm your UWWW or High Self A11 of 
these eve* you remember UB drems 

Among the marry wrks d dream e x p e n e s  are 
mesages from the s u b ~ c ~  relagng to our s t a b  of 
health and suggesting how to @rove i t  Other dreams 
From tbe m e  source concern our &Mclfl~ w!th &er 
pop1k a d  he state of our bllefs ouf.seh 
and the mrld we live il~t Certain drams cr~rrae directly 
horn the High h!f, h g h  still interpreted by the sub 
conscious Them tell gs &out mar spiritud pmpss 
and &metimes ghe us f d n o w l e d ~  of things to c m ~ .  

There areieleptkic h a m s  &at come froan pe;op!e we 
know in this drem dimensfan, wad even fsMn sihw 
tiow that imlm we dm't kmw, Often these deal 
with tragedy or danger k w e  high motions pro- 
duce tke extra mamu that can wtiwate t e h ~ t h i c  
awareness, h t  this is nat the case. In aditihon, 
there are dreams which consist sf receiving instructioas 



or information from more advanced entities, and 
dm- in whkh we travel in w r  & body to another 
place in this or other dimensions. 

In Hum different words describe different kinds of 
dreams. HWo refers to hypnagogictype dream% those 

have when half a d e  or half mleep, when dozing 
'ghtly, or when in a Itght bance. The code meaning P 
k "to capture truth or reality" It is identicd to the state a 
psychic uses ta tone in to people or events. 

In the ordinary language kakcr8&a is usually associated 
with erotic dreams but in &e code it means "sacred 
place" or '"soaring spitit" The idea here is that sexual 
dreams bave to do with aelf-integration, a concept 
understood by the k h n a s  but seldom by others. 

Afmmeu is what would nowadays be called a "pro- 
grammed" dream, one p-ly sought or stimulated to 
hdp bring abmt a cherished desire. In the code it 
mans  "to set a I& OF netn and "to go shaight toward 
something" 

Finally, there was the ho'h na ka po, "revelations 
of the night," dreams which are messages or guidance 
from the High Self or airnrakera, 

h i n g  the day the consciaus self is  mre or less 
in control and this physical dimension is perceived 
through the sensory information passed on by our s u b  
conscious. When we go to steep, our subconscious 
gradually ceases to present tbe &ta from this dimerision 
and begins to present data from another dimension. 
This other dimension does not have the same properties 
as the one we are more familiar with consciously. 
No* &at the conscious mind is tutalIy dependent on the 
subconsciaus for the presentation of experiential data 
In order for the s&conscious to present the data, it must 
we Is own language of universal symbokq as well as 
memories of known experience. It is usually only the 
repselrtubbon of the dream experience that we receive 
md not the experience its&. That is why so many 
dmms seem illogical fmm our point of view. If we want 
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I#ra*pasww- 

Ia learning to Snteqwet ywr dram& don't rely m 
~ k s ~ ~ i n ~ r e ~ i o n  which&gimtiFIJlym~d 
tlplaa smh a d  such an hage always means such and 
mcbl a thing Tbfe me ramie d themes which 
s ~ e n r t ~ b e m m m o r a @ ~ @ n ~ d l p e o p k ,  ragarb 
less of cd- but for h e  most pi+ ~r dream are 
d q u e b y w  Asanexmq~le, ifyoul&catsther~a&in 
your dwm could be a p~sitive s)*nhL but IIF you hah 
cats it mdd b regdive. L i k m d e  fbr mpst p@I: 
abridgemigbtbeaspbaid~&gfmm aneatageof 
Metoder,butifjroumeddenmitlai&twly 
h a ~ e t o d a w r i t b y w r j o b . 0 ~ 1 ~ b e : h t ~ k e d  
m & y  onty h the ow1tex& of yaw own life, and while 
M s  ar &her pwpb can be very helpfd for ewh& tbe 
be~t in~qmtatims wih wentdly  -me from pu, 

Just like d writin* y m r  dream8 can have mmy 
kwh of mming First IO& w the dream krally. If 
y o u ~ p h n h g a t r i p m d ~ ~ m & u t a ~ p ,  
the drmm might be giving you wme ~tifmrrlton &out 
&e ttip i@E O n  h e  &r had,  whether NU are 
p b h g  a trip or aot the dream might b &ithag you 
h u t  a jowlbey in mnsciaumess This w d d  be &e 

I dlegodcd kvd dfaterp~btiot~, a d  its tmth does nat ' negate the truth of the Ifterd Ievd Mmy h s  
arejustdle~ryor~pebaphor. I f y w d ~ ~ h ~ y o w ~ r e d  ' M s  fl mi#t be meivingtk message thatpulare 
"losing p u r  he& over something Wben death wpew~ 
in a dream, it is very seldom to be taloen l i W l y .  [n 
n-1y d cases it represents the dm& d a situation, ti 
conditim or P way d thiabg Mom accwukly, it 
presents a sqgges€im tn create a tqmbolic dath in oder  
to avdd e red am. ?'he dream my in e m  
"Chatage your way oE We os luse ih" 

1% 
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For the Iarge majority of cases, the characters in 
your dreams represent you, or facets of you, or qualities 
you admire in another person, or distasteful qualities in 
 ourself that you project onto others Therefore, right 
after checking for the literal meaning of your relation to 
the characters (who may be relatives friends. famous 
people, or strangers), pretend they are just m i m n  
br parts of yourself, and see wbat other insights 
yw can get 

Even though y o u  dreams are unique to you., there 
are m e  themes and spmbols which are so cammon that 
they can apply to most people, unless they have a 
peculiar relevance to a particular life situation. The idea 
of a bridge representing a transition state has already 
been mentioned Other symbols in this category are the 
crossiw of a river, traveling a road or a path, walking 
down a highway, taking a train or a plane. Houses, 
hotels, and apments  often represent the beliefs you 
have about youweif and I&, with the various rooms 
representing different compartments of thinking A car 
very often means the physical body, the vehicle for 
your spirit, but it can also represent PUP whok self as yau 
move through the world Earthquakes can mean a 
sudden change in Iife ,  either about to happen ar mg- 
gested, but they crra aIso represent your feelings that 
your present situation is shaky. Animals can be aspects 
of your animal nature aad birds can be spiritual mes- 
sengers or higher thoughts. Water can be the 
subconscious sew or psychic qdiMes, or emotions. 
Climbing usually refers to spiritual growth Clothing re- 
flects attitudes and Wits and in a dream something 
wrong with the way you dress cam mean there is some 
thing wrong in the way you present yourself to the world 

Many people have recurrent dreams that is, dreams 
that appear over and over again, either throughout life or 
merely during h e  course of a few weeks or days These 
are exceptionally important because they denote the fact 
that your subconscious or superconscious is trying 
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u e y b a r d t o $ e t a m e s a g e a ~ m s s t o p m ~ z l d t e  
messqgeisund~~rurd ~ u p o r s s l t s m y l e d o F  
w e n =  mu$ dmms dhppw.  k* in impwtance 
ta m m e t  B m s  are ~ e e u m m k & m  Orwe y w  g d  
d ~ a r e m t ~ ~ g ~ r n ~ ~ $ ~ ~ U ~ q ~ d y ~ e -  
d ~ d ~ a t n r ~ ~ n g t h e ! ~ o f a  
dnge n@t ffyw d i t E L e d m ~ $ &  m p w e  the 
amtmits, you may Ed the sme mess- repeated In 
@ % n e n t ~ m f f t o m & e ~ ~ ~ @ W  

T h m m m m y k e ~ b ~ w W a ~ p u h -  
t ~ p x ~ t y o u r d r e ~ .  Zf)lenhwewW agwdworkhg 
rehtiiwdip w& p m  s b -  l q ~  &fig the 
p d u ~ y o r r c a h g e t m e 9 n ~ ~ ~ ~  
&~ou& i t  A-Eterdl, awwyavmbmcbw+ rzhWd 
t h e d m m h e 4 ~ p - ~ r a ~ i f u n ~ Y i l ~ ~ ~ t  
m d m & e a h r e q & ~ ~ ~ & s r % a p ~ w  
~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ w y e 9 ~ & t h e $ m t v & ~  
m m n g o r c & ~ o a  With prawq & MlI m)neh Ute 
b o f a w & e r d m m t h t L ~ f . @ ~ ~ ~ u n  
inner mice &at a* eql&ns w b t  idre - Is 
ellabmt 

& n b - d ! e p t h d & d m t m k w - a  
,cestdt mhMqe's'dstk8)wm g\lt&efile, 
nmWyarphpidpofd&medt.iathe~to 
w w h t i t d ~  Ia o&wwd$ p ~ 2 8 b k e  
t h e p p r t a f e s e h ~ ~ ) k n u l h e D l r r s l d F m m r h a t  
w m ~ p o i n t s t a ~ e h o w p o a E e e l d d M y ~ r ~ ~ e  
is h being there, I- pur ~ g i ~ a ~ ~  reel the 
~ ~ o € f t b ~ & ~ B ~ ~ & ~ ~  
you woulld cont$nue to take tile pt aF &s u b e r  e b  
r n ~ k s ~ n k d m a m h r ~ p b t k ~  hmtm, 
t h z ! t r e a a n d ' P m m a y ~ ~ ~ b s ~ a d b y t & e h  
&@ &i5 pddes,  

Aswaher simpkt m e M  i s  tm to* &e ~ W W M ~ Q S  
y w m & t u ~ b w e l e m e n t s & & e ~  A 
white ~ c w e  mj&t m i n d  p u  d pMQ, a Ibn of pi& 
or danger. When y m  the asmiathim 
d apply &a8 to your liEe, the i w & b n  may 
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then immediately become clear to you 
These w e  general ideas, of course, and you may want 

to follow them up by referring to books that deal 
more fully with interpretation. 
An unusual but quite effective methd for under- 

s~anding dreams is to use "programmed interpretation." 
To make this work well you take a particular dream 
interpretation book or a symbolic system such as 
astroIogy, numerology, Tarot and firmly tell your sub 
conscious to cbannel your dreams b u g h  those symbols. 
You have to become very familiar with the symbols 
and keep them br ready reference by your bedside, and 
p i  must keep repeating the suggestion often Witbin a 
short time most, if not 4 of ywr dreams will use the 
symbolism of ywr choice. men interpretation becomes 
mainly a matter of conscious reference to the symbols 

This section on interpretation would not be corn- 
phte without a word on nightmares. Actually, nightmares 
are nothing more than symbIic representations of 
intense inner conflict. Sometimes the conflict is between 
your body and the substances you put in it, but more 
often it b a c d c t  of emotions and ideas. Nightmares 
usually come only after a proIonged period of conscious 
repression of the issue. They are a way for your sub 
conscious or High Self to say "HEY!!" They get your 
attention. If the nightmares are recmnt, dve yourself 
permission or get some belp to deal with the issues 
involved, and the nightmares d l  cease. Drugs to sup- 
press dreaming are not the answer. 

A fair number of people have trouble remembering 
their dreams, because of simple lack of attention, condi- 
tioning that: says dreams are unimportant or dangerous 
tO fool with, or because of bad experiences with night- 
mares as a child Dreams are a tool, however, and to 
use them you have to remember them. Here are a few 
ways that can help with this, no matter what your 

experience hm been. 
As p u  go to sleeb dl yawself tbat you want to 

m e m b e r  ymn dreams. Be firm. a d  reinforce the paint 
by k q i n g  paper d pen close by y m r  Id so that WIJ 
can r e d  dreams as they b e m e  a d U k  De- 
pending an the time available, p u  can d t e  them at in 
detail or just make a few brief no&s The writing and 
the intention will improve your h memory. 

If you wake up in the morning without d i n g  the 
you haw dreamed, gently change prrsidsn in the bed 
without getting up Try several posmons, md just lie 
quiedy in each for a few moments with ymir a- 
ness open, Often a forgotten &tun dl1 spring to 
mind when y w  M y  assumes the sleeping position you 
had while dreaming i t  

R e d  about dreams and think about &em e bt Th is  
consciousattention d i n  itselfdimct yoursubconscious 
to bring more of them trr pur  awareness. Along s h a h  
hes, try your mind at waking dreams. Sit or lie down atld 
close your eyes, letting yoamelf drift into a state of 
relaxed and pmive atten- and just ohserve the con- 
tents of your mind. You may experience some images 
having to do with affairs of the day, or p may even have 
no images at dl for adile. Sooner or h b r ,  howver, 
you will experience a true d r e w  while wide awake. It 
wiUUfeef daerent from your normal thinking, and it will 
seem to be spontaneous, unexpected, and pmbbly 
irrelevmt You can interpret waking dreams in the m e  
way as a deepkg dream, and they will help yoyou become 
  no re aware of those drearns, toa 

~ l c n s r a ~  

I make no pretension at hlaving exhausted h e  sub 
ject of dreams in th is  short chapter. We have not even 
touched on programmed dreams, healing &ems, teach- 
ing dreams, group dreaming lucid dreams shamanistic 
dmarnq andmmy other forms. The purposehere is to get 
you started on an adventure into inner space. By 
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paying attention to your dreams, you will gain vduable 
knowledge about yourself, where you w e  going the 
faults you Have to correct, and you may receive excellent 
advice on dl kinds of matters. You will aIso be im- 
proving your psychic abilities. 
The language of dreams is akin to the language of 

teiepafhy and claiwoyance. It is your subconscious that 
is speaking in all caseK Over a period of time you will 
barn the language and be able to interpret messages re- 
ceived fmm mmy psychic sources. By fdowing the 
advice of &ems for self-gmwth, we open wrselves up 
to the wquisithn of further psychic abilities and 
spiritual knowledge 
A great many d mankind's most valuable artistic 

and scientific achievements have become manifest b 
muse people paid atten tian to their dreams. There is no 
need to spend a third of your life unconscious. Live 
that third You dream for a purpose. Find out what it ia 

Roctical Techniques 

Meditation is one of the oldest known ways for human 
beings to alter conditions of mind, body, and cir- 
cumstance and to explore realms of experience beyond 
the self. It is used in all religions wad esoteric organiza- 
tions the world over. The word basically means "to think 
about," but in practice it is a little more complicated 
than that In Yoga the process is broken down into three 
stages. Fiwt there is concentration, or the directing of the 
attention ko the object Then there is meditation 
proper, the continuous appIication of the attention to 
the object Most people who engage in meditation stop 
here. The n e e  mare advanced stage called caw 
templation, is identification with the object 

A good deal of confusion exists today about medita- 
tion because there are twu widely varying schooIs of 
thought on the subject, as well as variations in the 
definition of terms Disciplines such as Zen and Yoga 
put the emphasis on what might be cdled "passive" 
meditation In this the mind is swept dean ofall thoughts 
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in order to clear the way for attunement with the 
Cosmic Mind This leads to samadhi or satori, a bhshl, 
edightenhg union with the Infinite, md all good things 
like love, happiness prosperity, health, and psychic 
powers happen automatically dong the way. 
The exponents of "active" meditation include the 

JudemC hristian religions, "positive thin king" pwti- 
tionera, hypnotists, occdtists, md the many teachers 
of mind coat4 techniques In this type of medita- 
tion, the mind is  actively fdled with the specific qualities 
or events that one wants to make manifest 

~ H ~ P I l A m  

The kahunas used both methods. Their word for 
passive meditation was nalu and for active meditation it 
was no'onob. For both types they used a four-step 
process: 

Awareness. ike, h e  directing of attention to the object 
of meditation. 

Release or elimination, kab ,  of anything that digtracts 
from the object of meditation, like doubts or tension 

Highly focused attention, or concertiration, makia. 

Continued focus combined with Feeling. m u m a ,  until 
the ptnpose of the meditation i s  achieved It includes 
he sending and/or receiving of energy. 

The use of active or passive meditation depends on 
the purpose of the meditation arid the personality of 
the meditator. The kabunas are always more concerned 
with effects than technique. The best technique is 
the one that works for you 

To many persons the word meditation conjures 
up an image of bare feet, long hair, a robe, and the "lotus" 
position popularized by Indian yogis. It may be more 
comfortable to meditate with your shoes off if they are 
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@-it, but otherwise it dmn't matter. Mast Buddhist 
me&t&m are shaved bald, so hair length makes no 
difference either, A Iosse-fitting n h  is quite comfort- 
able. but as lang as y m  clotbes areit cutting ~ f f  
cirtul~tion, you don't h e  to change them As for what 
psition to move par limbs into, one af he wkest  
and greatest yogis, Patanpli, said to choose a pit ian &at 
i s  cornfd le ,  but not rso comfortable that you fall 
asleep easily. R is possible 10 meditate while IMg down, 
sitting, s d i n g  Dn p w  f& or h e d  wdking, or 
m a  while working at a monotonous job The most h- 
portant point Is be mmfolzable en& so that ywr body 
sensaths don't distract you from your meditation, 
Then come considenations of ronvenhce, your own 
state of dvmcemenf and the purpose of the meditation. 
I F  you are new to meditation, I w~u ld  suggest a mm 
fortable c u r  with a fairly straight back or sitting on a 
pillow on the fiacrr with your back against a wdL  

Visualhation is an a i i y  that is greatly misunder- 
do06 Many peopIe who are a c d y  good visuzlliisers 
think they aren't becaw they expect it to be something 
quite different from what h e y  me doing So when 
meditation instructions dl far v isdza ion ,  these 
people just give up 

Everyone can visualize, even people born blind 
If you have ever redM a memory image, bowever Reet- 
ing, or if you have ever had a visual dream then you 

v i d i z e .  Now, some people use it more than 
athers and can describe it better, but that just makes 
them more skilled because of p t i c e .  Visualization, 
while a great asset to med!t&on, is only one of a number 
of Ai l i t i s  that are used, afid not an essential me 
at that. So if you already visualize well that's fine; if 
you think you don't, you don't have to worry about it. Just 
do the best you can and ptrt more emphasis on yuur 
other hilities, like auditory and kinesthetic Ifeelin& 
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haginatioh and you may find you are better at those 
than the visualizers, 

Much of what passes for meditation is nothing more 
tban good old relaxation This is h e  of any secalled 
meditation system that teaches you no more than the fixa- 
tion of attention on an image, a sound, a feeling or an 
object, without eventually taking you beyand that 
simple fi~ation of attention True meditation involves an 
increase in awareness, skill, knowledge, or experience. 
Relaxation is healthy; it is calming. It is an excellent 
p d t r d s  to meditation, but it is not meditation itself. 
When convenient it is a good idea to do a relaxation 

exercise before meditation because it helps to eliminate 
distracting tension, calms your emotions, and clears 
your mind Fixing your attention on anything will 
tend to produce a relaxing effect, but here I will recom- 
mend a breathing technique. Just take four slow, deep 
breaths to oxygenate your blood and increase your alert- 
ness, and then keep your attention on the natural 
flow of your breathing until you feel comfortably reIaxed. 
If you have another method you like her, use it. 

This is a basic development exercise which provides a 
foundation for many other techniques and which itself 
helps to increase your sense of confidence and balance. 

1, Imagine there i s  a point of light within yourself, 
at your navel your contact with a Source of unlimited 
energy, power and love. 

2, Imagine this light vibrating at a very high fre- 
quency and sbwly radiating outward in all directions 
&rough y w r  body, until you are surronnded on dl 
sides by a field of vibrating light 

3. Imagine that each time you fMe, even more light 
is radiated and each time you exhale the light around you 
gets more Intense and vibrates mere strongly 
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beam you see breaking through the clouds on occasion. 
You are in the center of this beam and it surrounds 
you on dl sides You feel its warmth penetrating nght 
through your body, energizing every celk and you know 
you are completely safe md secure within that light 
While it protects you, it is cleansing you of au negative 
thoughts and feelings and chasing away any undesirable 
&oughts that may be directed toward you. Nothing 
that is not g d  can penetrate the light 

This simple protective technique will serve for 
h e  vast majority of people, but there are many possible 
variations. You can i r n e n e  your body or aura being filled 
with light through a cod that connects you to your 
HI& Self. Instead of using light, you can mentally flip a 
switch that charges you with protective energy. Some 
people see themseIves inside a transparent unbreakable 
glass egg And there are those who only need to sense 
their High Self hovering over them like a guardian 
angeL It doesn't matter so much how you establish a prw 
tec tion so Iong as you do i t  

Often you will find that pains like headaches will 
disappear or lessen immediately and m o d s  will lighten 
when you use this technique. It is very good fur use in 
rooms, buildings, or &her areas where you feel un- 
comfortable without knowing why, or around people who 
have the knack of upsetting you unreasonably. 

If you find that this technique makes no difference 
in how you feel then you can be certain that your 
upset is caused by p u r  own thinking and you can work 
on resolving that in other waF 

It is one thing to protect yourself from the negative in- 
fluence of others, and quite another to exert a positive 
influence yourself. Each has its purpose and place. 
Here is a technique to try when you are ready to be mare 
assertive. 

2. Chmse a & appnopriate to pur  pupox. Fw 

-72 ptnk For frhzidbm~~g p a  for mwpemtiols 
blue &ins etc. There are no dght oh wnmg mhs 
~ ~ c s m a s t f  urhnthbW&r;w 
3. ~ t h i s & B ~ ~ u f h p n b o p ~ t ~ r t t e  
and s m d  other -1% hjekis that you or thy 

~ o r e n ~ e n t s i m  'Ifftrid p u  mhyltve, wrk 
ca phy. Yam may b e  the mlm f&e the Form d p l r ~ e  
hght a fog weven spraypink i f t b a t w s  yWHdK 
f a e d  pic- 

4, At the same time, mentally Itffm Wh stnolpg 
h i m  the calw i s  Wing e b b  P w-t 

Y m  em use this to improve ~ d f t ~ m s  at home or 
at work for rqaking rehtkmships, far pmkcting 
people, place% or thin;s k t  you are mnmmled ar 
irsfluencing people in ben&cbal  my^ No& th d k  
You cam* mnmi by duing thh you can only in- 
fluence them to the dqym kbt they subcoescioudy 
acwpt p u r  projectha T h ~ y  sfffl have h e  wilb, but 
the mwe positiveandbeneficid yowh&mnc% hemore 
likely they are to mspad 

Unwankd, uegative suggestisns or statements &at 
tend to increase y w r  own feam amistie% md self- 
hub& can mine from d i e s  peopIq adwe-& or 
even y s u ~  awn mid axad mtM4 am$ they can a& 
verse& I&& your health, maws, and wnse of -IF 
eonfdence iF you accqt  &ern without pudm. Usualb 
they are skated as facts,  hem aetdly *ley are ohly 
opinions. You do not )la% to accept such su~stious 
Hem is away to oounkrsact them 

I. &mmc aware a statement just d e  may act 
m a aegatife suggest3on ( i tkrs wi11 take m e  practice in 
d y  paying attentiom tp what is being said w red). 
2. hmedkatdy. abud or dIttndya say ko fl*rse#+ 
T J d s  Ddt me, I don't accept kt, cancel did" 

3. A b d  or sikdy, replace Er witla a positive oppasite 1. Surround yourself with a field of light 
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statement of your own, a statement that you want to 
believe is true even if you don't completely believe it 
as yet. 

4. Use the mindshieId technique if the negative s~g- 
gestion f accompanied by a negative emotbn. 

Once you begin  t h i ~  yon may find yourseIf using it 
quite frequently for awhile, which wiU show you how 
much negative thinking there is in the world. Be sure to 
pay attention to your own speech and though& be 
cause negative suggestions given to yourself by yourself 
are even more distructive than those given by others. 
This technique may also be used to neutralize negrt 
tive criticism. 

HOW M DEAL w m  EMOTIONAG UPBETB 

One of the great secrets of the body is that it is physim 
logically impossible to feel strong negative emotions 
when your muscles are completely relaxed The 
next time you are emationally upset or even overly ex- 
cited you can try the foIlowing technique. 

1. Surround yawself with light 
2. Lightly press the fingerlip pads 4 both hands t e  
gethw without your palms touching 
3. As yw breathe in, imagine that light From your 
center is W n g  to the areas of ymr b0dy that feel most 
tease This may take some practice. You may h d  it 
easier at fvst if ).w try at the end of your inhulation 
rather &an during i t  

4. As you exhale, imagine that dl ihe motional energy 
is being released into your sumunding field of light, 
there to be dissolved and neutralized, leaving y ~ u  
muscb limp and relaxed. 

One to five minutes of the above exercise should 
be sufficient for you to relax enough so that you can face 
your situation with a much calmer attitude. The 
same technique can be used for general relaxation at 
any time. Slow, deep breathing helps the process. 

All d us haw the ability b gemmb b d h g  energy 
with our haads and it for qmdves md &EEL To 
become a wlk~r&ed b & ~  takes con~MeraMe 
skudy a d  but ycw a n  ppmjme beneficid n~ 
sults sat w w  with you have. This tecbique 
P b a t  for minor d w  pdns ltke bad* cuts rtnd 
bises, sore muscle% stm~lach hers, and thhe like, 
fk wiU result in kwn$rig 01: dfsslpp~amnce offhe pain 
and speedier b- 

1. S d ~ ~ w & b l @ ~  As w b d e i a  
h@ne m e  bght fmm yaw &F paring into yunt 
b & A s ~ ~ 0 ~ l , ~ l l i @ 2 b i t ~  
bg QU* gf yOUr &QdJa &&,em 

a. srrb ywr palms Brkkly to Wer % d a t e  the l h w  
dmw Y w w  wen bdde to fed &a output T you 
bid your> hm& f ~ h g  each &be, 

3 . ~ ~ b m B ~ t h e d f d ~ ~ t ~  
bg it M a couple inbm ist Zmaffim and &sCtre 
tlq e ~ w ~ p e ~ ~ e p % t e b ~ r e a ~ d ~ ~ t h ~ p a i a  
w i n g  #he mqgy as a & is very belpfut tb 
p a t s t e p s 1  m d a t o k m p % e e a e ~ W ~  

Mmbr that Eh& is &st 4 Do whatever else is 
necessary tu treat the pmblepn. 

l ' % w e m e i ~ n ~  w a y g t o ~ a n d j p r s ~ z t s  
many m w m s  fOr dahg it Hem k is lype OF passive 
m&*n simple a d  hit emu& TIW begin- and 
p t  pr0fQua.d WQ& dor d-d masters b p-e 
is to deveiw knw awamws and &w ygu to e x p k  
*e,cpmivnt aad stmctu* of ymp miad, &r ~ m ~ i  
some af afe exer&iser d m d g  @vea you will see 



how this differs from active meditation. 

1. In a c m f ~ I e  position, s m u n d  yauself with 
Wt, take a deep breath, and close your eyes 

2. Now fOCUS your attention on your n a h d  breathing 
pattern 601. awhile wi.til pw emotions we calm and your 
body is r e b d  Then direct your focus inward, 
keeping your attention on the thoughts, sounds, Images 
and feelings that appear in your mind Observe bow 
they cbbange and shift, appear a d  disappear. 

3. Maintain ywr role as a oonxious obserwr. Put 
aside any jdgments, criticisms, or expectations What- 
ever does happen is supposed to happen You may 
experience memorfq visions, voieq sensationq some- 
thing else, or d i n g  at dl. O h  remember as 
much as yon can, avoid interpretatbnq and stay as 
eonsc$ody aware as you can at dl times 

4. When you are finished, just take a deep breath 
and open your eye% 

If you fail asleep, that's dl right, but aim toward 
maintaining awareness It is helpful to write down your 
experiences. but his i s  not necessary. Take as bng as you 
like, and rnoddy the process as you desire For instance, 
you could ask a question before you start and relate 
your experience to that, or you could request cow 
tact with your High Self or God Within and do the same. 
There is no right or wrong way to do this meditation. 

Among all the methods used by the kahunas, none 
are so potent in my opinion as a class known as A 
tiki (Wi in Hawaiian) is familiar to many Westerners as a 
carved figure, usually of wood In kahuna usage it 
refers to a mental power image of which the physical 
figure is only a representation. There are many t i b  for 
many purposes, and they range from the very simple 
to the extremely complez In this chapter I am going to 
present simple &is for everyday use and one that is 
somewhat more complicated for those who wish b ex- 
plore this concept a little furtber. 

I 
BvanmT~ovoa~Fomm 

1 The first type of active creative meditation w will 
consider is the actual building of thought forms This has 
been called everything from prayer to magi$ic, but it 
redly is no more than imagining what you want and be- 
lieving that it d happen, either through your own 
efforts or with the help of something greater than 
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yourself. However, another important ingredient 
that many systems neglect is energy, maw,  the life force 
that actually makes the thought form a reality. Follow- 
ing is one Huna method for practising this kind of 
meditation. 
Prepare yourself for meditation as before, only this 

time take about ten deep breaths andturn the white light 
into a highly charged energy field filling you as well 
as surrounding you If you can develop a sensation of 
tingling when you do this, that's good, but in the be- 
ginning all you need is the intent At the same time, ask 
for contact with your High Self, God Within, the spirit of 
Christ, or whatever greater being you acknowledge. 

Next bring your cupped hands in front of you about 
waist high and a foot or so apart Imagine that the light/ 
energy that fills yau is pouring out of your palms and 
forming an energy ball that you are holding in your hands. 
Rubbing your hands together first will stimulate the 
flow of energy and help you get the feeling d it, Now the 
ball is ready to be " p m m e d "  
As a first exercise, think of someone you know who 

needs help Imagine the person's form in the energy ball 
between your h d $  and imagine him receiving the 
energy and being healed and happy. Keep this up till you 
get a dem sense of something happening even if 
you're not sure h a t .  Then release the thought fom to 
do its work There are a number of ways to do this, 
such as tossing the ball upward or pressing it into your 
M y  and teIIing your inner or bigher self to take it and do 
what is necessary. The ancient kahunas would raise 
their hands and blow theball upward, ending the medita- 
tion session with a prayer like Atrtarna, w noq & 
waik akua lal ("It is ended, the maw is released, let it 
manifest") The most important thing at this point is to 
maintain a feeling of confidenm that your higber self will 
carry out p u r  request 
The same basic technique is used if you have a 

persod problem that you want resolved, This time, 
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when you have built your ball of energy, picture yourself 
in it, happy and healthy, with the problem resolved 
Use your imagination to make it as real as possible. Feel 
the satisfaction and happiness that will come from 
having the condition fulfilled The more reality you can 
put into if the stronger your thought form win be. When 
you have made it as s t r o n g  as YOU can, r e h  it and 
bring the session to a definite end 
The more a desired condition differs from yow 

present one, and the more doubts or fears you have con- 
cerning it, the more often and intensely you will have to 
do the meditation. Once a day is a bare minimum; 
the more often the better. Keep it up until the condition 
is fulfilled If you change your mind be sure to do a 
special meditation to cancel what you were p r e  
gramming or the energy you put into it wig continue 
to bring related effects into your life. 

P~ssrvs C B E A ~  MEDITARON 

In the active type of meditation, you actively create 
in imagination the kmd of conditions you want In this 
passive kind of meditation, you seek to enter a state of 
consciousness in which the right things happen 
automatically, without your having ta imagine specific& 
iy the results you want 

Passive creative meditation takes a considerable 
amount of trust, which is why it is followed by a rela- 
tively small number of people. In m'mb you must trust 
that the results will come about as you have imagined 
them, but in n t h  you mmt trust that the results wiH come 
about even if you don't imagine them. 

As with active creative meditation, the use of the 
white light and relaxation exercises are strongly recom- 
mended as a prelude. After that the first step is to pick an 
object of meditation, This is usudly a concept rather 
&an a thing or a condition. For instance, where a 
rur'mb meditator might direct his attention to aparticw 
lar type af job, a certain amount of money, the h e w  
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of a specific condition, or having a good relationship, 
the nub meditator would pick the concepts of employ- 
ment, wedth, health, or love. 
The second step is to concentrate on the concept, 

to keep your mind on it during the whole period of 
meditation (which could be a few minutes or all day 
land. This includes letting yourself think about what the 
concept really is, what it means, how it appears in 
the world, how it could be better, what it feels like, and 
SO on 

The third step is to be aware of your doubts and fears 
concerning the concept as they come up. You seek 
the roots of them if you can Then you eliminate them by 
turning your attention away from thean once they've 
made their appearance, Turn your full attention back to 
the positive aspects of the concept yw are rneditaw 
on. Sometimes you can argue the doubts and fears out of 
existence, and sometimes you simpiy have to crush 
them and refuse to entertain them Then you trust that 
your continued focus on the concept you've chosen 
will itself get rid d those fears and doubts. IF physical 
tension occurs during the fww then you ease it in what- 
ever way is appropriate md immediately go back to 
your focun 
The find phase occurs when the positive aspects 

of the concept fill your mind so completely that your 
thoughts, feelings, and behavior stre d aligned with it, 
and you have made an identification with i t  %en 
that begins to happen, yon will find your life cbanghg 
accordingly. If love was your object of focus, you will not 
only find yourself becoming more loving but you will 
find yourself amacting friends and deeper relatiow 
ships of just the right kind, in what seems to be an 
effortless WRY. If your focus has been wealth, p u  wiI1 get 
many opportunities to earn or receive money that 
will come"out of the blue." At this stage you are radiating 
an attractive energy that draws to you the best avdl- 
able equivalent that tbe universe bas to offer. 
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Nmw we Mg ldied with r we d mati= md-a 
dedgmd to dm+ polaers ofamcm&atim a d  
U s m a n y  vddk @qp it- xmespK It ws Pvhat 
wm d &a~, t d  i m q p  afd&t, atma& and ddw 
~ d r ~ r & l y ~ & k & ,  # t ! d l ~  8 m h ,  
he& d a mount& 

A b  bkw pp yaw ar- godm a d  dahig 
WP l l s t k d h  m ~ k  with tbe Mb* 

1, hqi&w pur~@ i m  Q P~&W in s@q$im& A 
s ~ e m ~ w m s t h e m ~ m d y a u ~ ~ ~ &  
it Build this- h a s d a  a way .wp~~~ ibk  
wing me d y m r ~ n s w  Fee1 t b  p s s  wi& p~ 
Wagem W p a ~ i a t o t h ~ ~ ~ o ~ a b d  B 
r t d ~ ~ ? I 9 r 9 , y $ u h ~ ~ ~ r l * ~ ~ ~ ?  Am 
&are flowers? €&I ym wft k b d  Are you dowe itr Che 
& ~ L ~ u ~ ' - ) * ~ u ; B a v & b i e e ~ f b ~ ~ ~  
m i  m b i t b d  &~xpbrethbanedow 
w&IIYw~& dtywwsmgeaThi~bg9hgbbepw 
&w & t u e - ~ ~  ywfWlFta P U T  awm nYmm 

~ ~ m r e w d p ~ e a & e p b r e & ~ d b ~ g  
ywr@lf aut .sf d ~ m  to cmiddw ah experienw. 
Was P pleasant, sar" did p u  ewdemee things ~u &dnnt 
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like? The meadow represents one part of your mind. 
Your conscious mind creates the overdmeadciw pattern 
by design or intent, but your subconscious fills in 
most of the details, Anything that was imperfect in the 
meadow is a reflectionof imperfections in your thinking. 

If you can correct the imperfections in the meadow 
by using your creative imagination during medita- 
tion (e.g, cutting the grass if it is too hlgh to permit you 
to see anything), you will be taking a giant step toward 
correcting the problems they represent in your daily life. 
A careful analysis of everything in the meadow as if 
the whob thing were a reflection of yourseWwil1 increase 
your self-knowledge greatly. Unless your thinking is 
too rigid, you will probably notice changes in themeadow 
every time you meditate on i t  This, of course, re- 
flects the changes in you 

2. During another session, imagine that you ape 
walking through a forest Again, build up the detail and 
see, feel hear everything you can. If you find bnies, 
taste them. Note whether you are on a path Is the forest 
peacefd or foreboding? Do the trees seem friendly 
or threatening? Are there animals? How do you react to 
them? Analyze this experience as you did the one above. 
If you are beset by hidden fears, they will show up 
in this scene. Be sure you realize ahis is p w  creation. 
Regardless of what happens it is only a mental ex- 
perience. IF something starts to chase you, stopand chase 
it back By overcoming any dangers here, you wiU 
Im to overcome them in the physical worId 

3. In a third session, inragine that you stre climbing 
a mountain, at the top of which is a building Give your- 
self a specific time period for this, like two or five 
minutes+ and experience it in great detail as yon did the 
others. In particular you want to note whether the climb 
was difficdt ar easy a d ,  if there were &stacks 
what they were like and what you did about them You 
will also want to note what kind of building you found a 
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the trop and d the details wmxning it. Of MHIE if 
you never made it to the top or inside the building in the 
d m  &wed, that h important, w Yslir splbcoasdous 
knows how mwh time is a v d M e  for the enperience. 
This meditation represents gods d objectives and how 
you stand in relation to them 

Aside fm gaining seM-knowledge, ane of the main 
purposes hi practising these meditations is to make 
each af the scenes so beautifid hat  p wiU enjoy wing 
back again and agda. mis by i-lf will refresh and 
eneregike your d d e  bing. Do nut be surpriwd if the 
experience turns into a dreamttSPe seqpence in which 
events occur &at you did not conarcbwly anticipaw. FOE 
low them through and remember &a while you may 
wf contrd the events, mu can idmays control your re= 
t~on to &em. Yov d l  Iem many things in &is way. 

Idwt im to #he G d m .  Hum teaches hat  every 
ar&ect of our wxwr e x p e w  ha it$ munlkeqwt in 
thou&& and that each of these carr influence the other. 
In other words, your thwghts refleet p u r  experfence 
slad ;your eqrgef.ience reflects your thought& Sioce 
by changing wur expriellae you can change ycwr 
thought% MI by clan& your thoughts yorr can change 
your experfence. The garden &i (UWW] is a way of 
organizing your thoughts &to a spec& paern that 
gives you new insights your present e x w n c e  
and serves as 1 tool For c k g e  md growth The *ry 
name d this tdki is a full des~Fiption of wh&t it ccaa do: 
urawoa means garden cw center, a place d growth and 
e w y  ~f centering, 

T#e image, as ynu have promy guessed, is && of a 
garden, your WMI private, s d d e d  plam h t  is rn 
unique as own i W Q .  To fmn it, you may draw 
upon dta memory of a place you have visited physic* 
the mlernoky of pichares ar dwriptians d a gaden that 



yw like or you can invent your own completely. In 
practiw most people use a combination of these 
and usually start by allowing the subconscious to come 
up with a garden image full blown, as it were 

h#d&Ring ffre Car&. Establishing a garden tiki i s  
ae easy as day-dreaming All you redly have to do is 
think of a gaden, Iet one a p w  in your imagination, 
modify it consciously if you want to, and make the 
experience as real as you cart It is no more difficult &an 
that Relaxation is helpful, but even if you don't feel very 
relaxed to begin with, the prwess of getting imagina- 
tively involved in the garden will relax you in itself. 

Formal hypnosis or formal meditation me not neces- 
sary at al l  but they can be useful in helping you relax 
and focus your attention Having someone guide you 
through the process may also be helpful but this is not 
necessary, either. It is the &ng that is important, not how 
you do i t  Use whatever works. 

If you feel you me not very visual practice with the 
garden will help to develop this ability. However, 
the ability to visualize mentally is not a critical factor. f t 
doesn't matter if your first attempts to "see" the garden 
produce only f m y  or vague outlines, or even no 
visual aspect at d Complete imagination indudes 
irnaginwy sound touch, smell taste, and emotional feel- 
ing. if your imagination is not yet well developed 
visually, it certainly will be in other w a p  

In the beginning it is a good idea to do this exercise 
alone while sitting or lying down in a quiet place where 
you will be undisturbed (unless someone is helping 
yw through the process). After some practice you will 
find yourself able to do it virtually any time in any place. 
It doesn't matter if your eyes are open or closed-some 
people find it easier one way, some the other--but I 
would suggest developing the skill to do it both ways. 

For those who would like a standard technique for 
estabIishing and reproducing the garden, the following 
has been used successfully by many. 
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I. Take a deep breath, close your eye$ and relan mink 
of a garden, let an image w idea of it form in your mind 
even if it isn't dear yet If you wish imagine ywr- 
self traveIiug to the g d e n  in some way. 

2. Focus your attention to see three things tn tbe gaden 
as clearly as you can (such as a flower, a fwnMn, 
and a tree); hear three things (such as a bird, flowing 
water, and the rustle of leaves); and touch three thing 
(such as the ground beneath your feet, u petal and a 
handful of sod). You may a h  add taste and smell 
if you like. 
3. Now explore yaur garden. End out what k i d s  of 
plants are growing there; check their condition and that 
of the so& examine the water supplg note how the 
garden is organized; be aware of anything else of interest 
At this time you can use the garden in m y  way you 
b how, You may find It useful to establish a reference 
p i n t  of some kind-a fountain, a particular plant w 
a statue-to use as an inner landmark so you can return 
quickly to the garden at any time. 

4. When you have Finished with the garden for this 
time, generate a strong. positive emotion, b les  your 
garden, come back to your physical body awarenee take 
a deep breath, and open your eyeg 

U r n  the Gardm. Here are some practical ways b use 
the garden ti&: 

RehxnPion. Whenever you feel uptight or tense, take 
some time out and go to your garden for a sort of 
"mini-vacation" Give yourself some space in yaur garden 
to do whatever you like to relax (I enjoy just Iying in 
a hammock). Be there with all your senses. In a few mo- 
ments or minutes your physical body will reflect the 
relaxation of your tiki body. 

Zntqmtaion. At one levd the garden represents 
your present state of mind, so everything in it can be 
interpreted like symbob in a dream. The symbols will be 
your own, though, and rigid interpretations from a 
book or someone else's philosophy wiII be very limiting 
Nevertheless dream books can give p u  ideas for 
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interpretation. and these general guidelines might be 
helpful: a lack of water (in a plant or soil) may mean 
that you are withholding or suppressing your emotions; 
buds on flowers that won't open may mean a fear of 
growth or of growing fences or walls may mean inner 
blocks of doubt or fear; weeds may indicate negative 
tbwghts Translate the condition of your garden in a 
literal way and apply that to your outer Iife. Any in- 
terpretation is anly as valid as you feel it to be. Trust your 
own feelings before those of someone else. The value 
of interpreting is that you can discover areas in your outer 
life whem making changes could be beneficial 

Mdntemnce. Your p d e n  grows and changes as 
you do. If you are in a happy state when you "'go to your 
garden," the garden will reflect that If you are in a 
confused, unhappy, or fearful state, it will reflect that, 
too. However, if you change or improve the condition of 
your garden image, that will affect yaur state of mind, 
M y ,  and emotions One good practice is to go to 
your garden regularly, say for a few minutes in the 
morning and again just before bedtime, and check it out 
See what condition everything is in, and if you find some  
thing that needs improvement (such as weeding dry 
soil, wilted plats), then fix it by whatever means come 
to mind In your gaden you can have anything avail- 
able th& you wmt for taking m e  of it. For this exercise 
you need not know the significance of the condition 
that needs improvement AU you have to do is work in the 
garden, and your subconscious or My-mind wiH take 
care of  the rest 

Hdw.  It can be very useful as well as mare fun, 
to have helpers in your garden These can be con- 
sidered as h r s  or expert gardeners and will work 
completely under your direction (since they are aspects 
of your own mind). Because of beliefs, fears and 
doubts, it is sometimes mcult to make changes in your 
garden, even though it is a prmess of the imagination. 
Creating helpers adds to your psychic enexgy and makes 
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# to be mong with the tree. she d e d  it &at it 
weded The tree replied that it needed Iwe. patience, 
and u d e n t d i n g  m she sprinkled these arcmad 
the base of the tree like fedher, Her relationship 
hnpmved 

l k p m ~ .  The last example above shows how a woman 
used the response technique in her garden Your 
garden is a magical place that does rid need to follow 
the rules of physid reality. Changes there can occur im 
stantly, and everything can talk. If you are seeking 
information &mt your bfe or abut  what you are 
experiencing in your garden, you can simply ask, and you 
wiB get a response. Y w  can talk to h e r s ,  trees, birds, 
helpers. These conversations cun be used for inter- 
pretation, insight, and guidance 

Gut&. Another kind of guidance comes in the form 
of personal guides, if you want them. To invite a guide, 
stand in your garden and call out for one to appear, 
and in a moment or so he or she will be there. You can 
allow your inner self to send the best type of guide 
for your current need, or you can specify the type of 
guide you wish (such as a health guide, a prosperity 
guide, a wise old man. When the guide appears give a 
greeting and take a moment to see him clearly, hear him 
d e  m e  movement or sound, md touch his hand or 
clothing Then have a conversation. Do not lea the guide 
giwe you & or tell you wkat y w  should du. A 
proper guide only gives advice and leaves the final de- 
cision up to you. lf you seam to receive orders or 
"shouldsn from a guide, you are distorting the response 
with your consciw mind, so don't blame the guide. 
You are not meant to be a puppet The guides are there to 
serve you, not to command you 
They usually take a human form, but some people 

will come up with animal w alien guides, or mythological 
characters. DO not get caught up in trying to figure 
out who or what the guides realty are. As long as the 
advice is good, the origin doesn't really matter. Also, 

don't expect the guides to be infallible about predicting 
events. A1 of this is taking place in your mind and 
the guides know as much about the future as you do, 
thought they may be able to express what they 
know more clearly. 
TKe Gardens of 0 t h .  Your thoughts and emotions 

are being broadcast wtward at this very moment, 
whether you will it or not, to every human being on earth. 
Most wiU have no discernible response to that broad- 
cast, same will respond by taking part in your life in some 
fashion or another, and very, very few will be aware, if 
they choose, of the source of that broadcast These might 
choose to make a conscious response that will in- 
fluence you in turn. 

We are all living in e telepathic sea of thought and 
emotional energy, but we have various kinds of automatic 
filters that screen out thoughts and Fedings that are 
not compatible with our beliefs. Therefore, no one 
can "program" our minds against our will although it is 
possible to sway our thinking in the way that a sales- 
man might What I am about to share is not a telepathic 
invasion of another person's mind- that is quite impos- 
sible-but it k a conscious response to what another may 
be broadcasting, and it is an attempt to influence the 
btroadcaster in a positive way. 

The approach is simply this: in order to exert a help 
ful influence on someone eke, go to that person's 
garden as it appears in your mind Osce there, use any of 
the techniques given to effect a beneficial change. Now, 
in doing this you are actually working with your 
personal interpretation of the other's telepathic broad- 
casting. Everything that happens in the garden takes 
place in your mind and nowhere else. However, it is also 
broadcast out from you to the other person concerned, 
and he then has the opportunity to respond to it, or 
not at a subconscious level The more obviously bene- 
ficial the change, the more likely the person is to 
respond, but there are no guarantees. This is a way 
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of offering help, not forcing i t  
Cadan heding of others bas the great advantage of 

dhwing you to bypass their conscious doubts and 
d being able to work at a distance. Although you me not 
going into another person's mind and you are not h y  
ing to do anything against his will it is still more ethical 
and courpeous first to inform the other or ask permis- 
sion whenever possible. In the case of young children 
and pets (or anyone for that matter), you can always 
"go to their garden" and ask something you find in that 
garden whether it is all right for you to make any 
changes there, 

Assuming that there is such a thing as group con- 
sciousness, it may be possible to tuna into the garden of a 
particular group and work on that This is speculative, 
but worth investigating I t  may be that the best approach 
is one group working on the garden of another group. 
Possible groups to work on could be cities, states and 
muntries. Unless there are miteria by which to judge re- 
dt9, however, all such work has to remain speculilative. 
By beneficially changing another's garden as it 

appears in your mind, you are working on a symbolic 
and nonjudgrnental level which allows &the ather to 
mspand in the most natural and unbiased way. At the 
m e  time you will be altering your view of the other. 

Teaching the Gardm Tfkt For those who wish to teach 
others h a  garden tfkd for self-development or therapy, 
here are a few guidelines 

1. k using suggestion to help others to establish a 
garden, avoid being too specific a b u t  what they are 
going to experience. The less smchrre from you the bet- 
ter, although you may have to coax them into ex- 
periencing plank soa and water. The more you allow 
them freedom in developing their garden, the more 
accurately it will reflect their life and state of m i d  

2. Prepare to be very flexible. In all likelihood yau 
wilI get many surprises as people describe their gardens 
and what happens in them Often it may not be what you 

think a garden should be like w what should happen 
in i t  Remember that this i s  tHa rnagidwofld of the mind 
of others. If you are helping #hem to deal with the 
images they conjure up, act like a guida That is, give 
ideas and advice ady, but let them make the decisions 
as to whak ~o Ba Sometimes they might ant at the 
moment want20 deal with what tbey find Respect that. 

3. No matter how little a person experiences, be en- 
couraging Thew Is no right or wrong way to dp &i% no 
right or wmng experience Be patient use more re 
hatioh IF meed be, and be w i h  to spend more time in 
developing the visual audibly, d kfnestbetic 
channel% 

4. If people begin ta get newtiye kedbak  in the 
faan of demon& witch- monsters, etc in the gardm 
the0 either haw them take rribp breatb and open their 
eye& m have them d d  with d-ie n~@ves in m e  
apprapriate, sumessful way. What p u  do dl depend on 
bow much fear is preseat In any case, hdp them 
nealhe that thae are nothing rnare~thm mental images, 
pmjections oftheir o m  fears and daub& which ptre sub- 
ject to &an@ and mastery. The monsters can be 
d e ~ y e d ,  made into h a &  or bmsbmd a m d h g  
to &at t b i r  creatur (rurrt yolrr) believes will be most 
effative. 

5, Even without a hypnotic or A t i v e  induction, 
some people wiIl tend to trance out just after they get into 
the &n, In other wid% daey dI seem to fall 
aslep, go into an amnesiac or stark wandering into 
other images. Zt i s  your jab to keep &em in the garden 
u ~ t i l  they m p l f s h  mething IE you can't du &at, 
don't uw thi &. 

Many "mmdworkew* have inventd structured 
imagery or tfJib for wiou p w s  ?hem is nothing 
sac& hen whether they are rei@ous in mature 
or not, Just as none of the U u n a  ti& are comidemd 
sacred and not to be && w e  only tw1s 
Feel & then, to meke up yo= m or modify any you 
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find to suit your own purposes The only thing that is 
sacred and cannot be changed fs the infinity within you 

There is no me right kind of meditation. Passive 
meditation is wt "better" than active, nor vice versa 
Creative meditation is not Ixtter than pure aware 
ness meditation, w r  the other wa$around No technique 
or system is inbinsically better than another. Different 
ones serve different purposes. Some techniques may be 
anore effective for same people at certain times and 
places, but no technique i s  best for everyone all the time. 

In this chapter we have given only a few techniques 
in the creative mode. There me probably hundreds more. 
Experiment with these and give yourself the freedom 
to experiment with others, However, be cautioned that 
the effectiveness of every single meditation technique 
depends on one thing- the degree of concentration 
you apply to Its purpose. What counts is not the number 
of times you meditate, not when you do it, not how 
weB yau follow the fotm, not how "hard" you concen- 
trate. ft is degree of concentration, which means length 
of focus free of doubts. If you meditate on what you 
want every morning for twenty minutes and spend six- 
teen hours doubting that you can get i t  your resuits will 
be disappointing 

Also if you f m  on getting a good job for five minutes 
every night and don't give it another practical thought 
during the day, your chances are pretty dim Be open to 
creative idem and impulses that may come to you at 
any time, whether in your own mind, through the words 
or actions of others, or by your being drawn to certdn 
places. The Source of creativity can work miracles, 
but miracles usually happen in practical ways. 

I 

Spiritual Integration 
I 

I 
I 

In HUM terms spiritual intewtion and action are the 
conscious joining of the three selveethe conscious, 
subconscious, and superconscious-and the carry- 
ing out of one's highest purpose in 1ife.When the three 
selves are joined in an earthly existence, the result is 
called K a n a h ,  the companion of Gad, In ancient 
Hawaiian legend, the god Kandoa and the great god 
Kane were drinking buddies, and they used to go from 
island to island creating springs of fresh water (a symhd 
of life and wealth). By tradition Kanaloa was a god of 
the sea(symbo1 of inner power) and of healing. In kahuna 
psychology, KanaIoa represents the ideal person. fully 
aware, fully loving, filled with power, and Mly at home in 
the spiritual and material worlds. Interestingly, ka& 
as a common word means "secure, firm, immovable, 
established. unconquerable, and the very best" The 
more or less fonnal process for achieving this state i s  
called hipule or the Ha Prayer, 
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right out of the place where fear and doubt exist 
In terms of personal mcrrza, higher frequencies are 

represented by "higher" thoughts. I am not speaking of 
positive thinking but higher thinking spiritual think- 
ing. Spiritual thinhng involves a totally difkrent viewof 
the world and your Me, an attitude of loving trust 
toward your body, your sulxonscious, p u r  High Self, 
the ear&, the universe, mid God By filing your mind 
with spiritual thoughts, you can transcend fear and 
doubt without having to fight them, and you can achieve 
your aims more easily and enjoyably. 

If you also increase yourrplanrr at this hagher frequency 
level, then the results can be spectacular. What it takes, 
though, is constant remembering until the new level 
is established as a habit While you are there, things work 
beautifully, but it Is easy to forget and slip back into 
the ordinary world where most people still live. However, 
it doesn't take effort, just remmbering When you 
forget, and fear and doubt begin to bave tbeir effects 
again, simply remember, and those effects will disappear, 

This inner preparation is intended to make the 
h i p &  more effective, and it is represented by four 
Hawaiian words, ike, kala, makt4 and mu1u~iim 

With a basic meaning of "awarenag" fke h his cow 
text serves as a reminder to be aware of the existence of 
your three selves as a first step in integmtioa In hct, 
that is what the preparation is aI1 h u t  Practically 
speaking start out by being aware of your s u b ~ n s ~ i o u s  
as the mind of ywlr body, your friend and companion 
in life. At the very least, be aware of your body as 
yours and accept it in the here and now as lovingly as you 
can. Then be aware of your conscious mind, ox intellect 
if you will, and be aware that this part of your mind 
can look outward or inward end focus on anything you 
will it t a  Next, be aware of your High Self or God as a 
presence within and around you, as life, existence, 

and awareness itself. Finally, be aware that these three 
are intimately part of one another, and your very 
attempt at such awareness will increase the contact 
When I say "be aware," that can mean thinking the 
thought, using your imagination, or having a feeling. 

Relaxing your muscles is part d kala and so is calm 
ing your emotions (the two go hand in had), but the 
word also means "to forgive," and that is an important 
p u t  of the preparation. As best you can, dear your 
mind of guilt and resentments. One way is to remove d 
the "shodds" from your memories, and another is to 
purposely praise yourself for whatever you did tight in 
the situations you feel guilty about, and praise whatever 
is g o d  about the people you feel resentment toward AL 
though you may not feel like doing this at first, re- 
member that guilt arid resentment are almost as much 
obstacles to your aim as fear and doubt 

Mukia means "to concentrate," and this step involves 
deciding what your aim really is. I arn not speaking 
here of a specifw goal but of a puqme, something that 
will give meaning to your whole life, In the way I use the 
terms, goals are measures of progress in achieving 
your purpose. For instance, if your purpose or aim is to 
achieve enlightenment in this Metime, then specific 
goals might include freeing ywr mind from limiting 
beliefs and mastering various forms of meditation. Each 
limiting belief removed and each meditation per- 
formed would be goals acmpIished that sewe your 
purpose. If your purpose or aim is to master wealth., then 
specific goals might include gaining certain knorwl- 
edge and skillg accumulating certain mounts of money, 
and accomplishing certain projects The attainment of 
knowledge, skills money, and accomplishments would 
measure your progress in your purpose. Unlike a goal, a 
purpose is not something you reach but something 
you do. Goals without a purpose make for a life empty of 
memuring, while having a purpose can give meaning to 
any goal For many people the most practical way to start 
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is to decide that ywr aim is to fmd a worthy purpose. 
One translation of the roots for ma~awu is "power 

time." That time of power, yowr time of power, is 
NOW. As part of the preparation for hat*, this means 
to bring your thoughts, your feelings and your senses 
into the present moment, and purposely leaving the past 
and fuhire done. This is the most effective kind of 
centering, grounding or whatever you choose to call i t  

Easy ways to stay in the present are to notice the colors 
and shapes of things in your immediate environment, 
listen to the sounds around you, and pay attention to the 
sensations of your body, all without interpretations 
or analysis. For some people this may be difficult at fmt, 
but it is  a delightful experience when you get used to 
it. Actually, it is when you are focused in the present m* 
ment that you are most effective at whatever you do, 
including creative and spiritual work This is because 
your munu exists in this m m e n t  of consciousness 
and nowhere eke. 

As an aid to remembering the preparation process, 
you can memorize and recite the fdowing related Huna 
aphorisms, while cari-ying on the appropriate activity 
in your mind: 

Ike-I (the three of me) create my own reahtr; 

Kala-I am unlimited; 

M&u-1 get what I concentrate on; 

Mamum-My moment of power i s  now. 

In doing h ip& you are creating a state in which 
things can happen naturally. You are not trying to make 
them or Force them to happen You are not even ask- 
ing for &,em to happen. It is not "prayer" in the Western 
sense at all, which really means "to entreat, implore, 
requestw In Hawaiian this is koi or mi. 

Haiple has nothing to do with offerings and sacrifice, 
an idea which is actually alien to the kahuna way of 

thinking as it is based on an idea that Gad can or has to 
be bribed or paid in order to do something for you. 
Unfortunately, this fearborn superstition has h e n  used 
from ancient times to the present as a way for religious 
leaders to oontrol their faithful d create an income 
at h e  same time. There is nothing wrong with sup 
porting a religious leader as long as you realize that's 
what you are doing. What tbe early missionaries trans 
Iated as "offering sacdfiee," was, in the minds of the 
Munw "planting seeds to grow and increase." There is 
a world of difference in intent and d t  between 
bribery or payment and sowing seed for a barvest For the 
kahunas, thought and action are the seeds arid manu 
is what makes them strong and fertile. 
Pde is not prayer. It b more Wce contemplation, 

"expectantly keeping your mind on somethhg" with the 
added Huna understanding that whatever you con- 
template, without doubt, will manifest in the nearest 
ps ib le  way. When you focus your attention on some- 
thing with open expectation, whations stirred up by your 
thought go forth and either draw tbe equivalent ex- 
perience to you (or you to it), 03 set in motion forces that 
create what wasn't there hefore. Even desire and 
wanting can get in the way of this process if they impIy or 
evoke any idea of doubt at all In the state of Jur* 
you are together with your thwghtlirnagdfeeling h the 
pxesent moment That, in essence, is spiritud integration. 

HaipuEe can be done anywhere, any time, and under 
any circumshnces, but the more undistracted yuur 
attention is, the better the results will be. I recommend 
setting aside a quiet time and place, ff you can, for a 
more formal process, and I also recommend informal 
practice in the course of your daily activities. HaipuL 
can be done in a minute or an hour, it's up to you 

After your preparation, begin focusing your attention 
on the areas given M o w ,  one by one. First think of 
the word, then think of a situation, condition, or person 
&at best represents the meaning of that word to you 
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(imagine it with ars muck sensory detail as you can), 
and finally, get a feeling to go along with the word and 
the image. The feeling is very imprtant so choose 
an image that is most likely to pduce  a good feelimg If 
you are concerned about what feeling to have, use 
happiness 
The words are: 

Peace ( ~ Z u k f a ] .  Think of scenes of quiet beauty, like 
deep fowsts ~n meadows, sunrises and sunsets; 
or scenes of people ceasing to fight and reaching out to 
b% or whatever idea the w d  evokes in y o u  

Love (&he). Think of chijdren plahng happily b 
get he^; of king held and cuddled by someone who 
redly Ioves yoy of H e  doing great and daring thing 
for each O t k r  with no thought of return; of scenes 
of acceptance, caring forgiving; of anything else the 
4 evokes in you. 

l b e r  (-1. Think of the power of God in nature, of 
suns a d  stars, of rivers and waterfalls, of all the energy of 
Are, earth, dr3 and water, and whatever el* the word 
means to you (but not control over people), 
Summa (pm). Think of s a w s  that represent your 
highest ideals of achievement; of the attainment of im 
portant goals; of Joyful accompiishment of any kind 
(These may be "spirituaP' or "materid" In Huna there i s  
no distinction when it is done with a loving attitude). 

When you have finished with each word, you can 
end with an imagdfeeling of gratitude toward your High 
Self or God and a blessing of some kind for the good of 
others Then simply lake a deep breath, open your 
eyes, and mme back to the outer present, still con- 
centrating in the now. 

I know that hip& in this form win seem too simple 
for many people. It is true that the kahunas wuld often 
add more or bss elaborate ritual and ceremony to 
the process, with sacred objects amd special clothing 
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your conscious will And you can reach states of in- 
credible bliss by focusing strictly on your High Self, But 
you won't be complete- you won't fie1 comp1ete  
unless all three of your selves have a harmonious r e h  
tionship, unless a11 three are recognized, respected, 
and reconciled 

Knowing what you know is not enough. The next and 
vital step is to apply i t  And that involves the part of 
you referred to in the title of this book It is not your sub 
conscious self that is hidden. Its presence is revealed 
in your body and behavior. It is not your High Self that is 
hidden, either, because its presence is revealed in 
your manifested experience, You have undoubtedly 
guessed by now that the self which is hidden, the one to 
mmter, is the self yon know as you. 

E hwe i ke a'o a mdams a e 'd mau ka na'awm (He 
who takes his teachings and applies them increases his 
howledge.) 

A Hawaiian proverb To say that there was a secret code hidden within the 
Hawaiian language is to imply that the language itself was 
artificially made. This concept is not without pre 
cedent Espran to, the language that was constructed 
for world use, is now used by speakers all over the worId, 
as well as in libraries, newspapers and radio stations. 
And some linguists are convinced that Arabic was 
purposely constructed on a mathematical basis 
As for Hawaiian, there is no real proof that it was 

artificially made, but there are some intriguing indica- 
tions. One way in which linguistsdetermine the length of 
time that languages have been in use is by their degree 
of simplicity. Contrruy to what you mi&t expect, 
the newer alangnage, the more complicated its grammar, 
while the older it is the mare simple its construction 
Hawaiian is so simple that it doesn't use the verb to be, has 
no separate words for past, pmt andfuture, uses  
only twelve letters, and yet it is capable of adaptation to 
any modern concepts, This is either an extremeIy ancient 
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language or one made deliberately. Another indica 
tion, of course, is the way the mots describe so accurately 
h e  knowledge of Huna 

Tae C o a s L u r ~ t u ~ ~ ~  

The d e  language, said to be designed by initiates to 
comaunnieate Hunq is made up of simple roots whicb, 
when analyzed, explain some asi,ect of Huna Kdtunas 
hold that in order to provide greater flexibility, 
seve~al meanings were often given to the roots md com- 
pound words and hat, as h e  language grew in we, 
extended meanings were sometimes added that had 
nothing to do YL"itb Huna Symbolic meanings were im 
chded for bath security and greater flexibility in 

" transmission. For instance, mona, divine power," was 
symbolized by water and fire, and aka, "etheric sub 
stance," by clusters d fruit or a shining star, to name only 
a few. 

Let us look at the word IIMW in terms of the code 
Ianguage. By itself, the word m a s  supernaturrJ or 
divine power, miraculous power of any kind, power in 
general, authority, privilege. The wmd potoef in this con- 
text includes the concepts of energy, confidence, and 
skiU Other meanings for manu are "to branch out or 
spread out" and "arid, desertin Though seemingly 
unrelated, those meanings actually describe effects of 
the mysterious energy that is mncl and the effects of 
having or losing confidence. In the following examin* 
tton of roots, we will concentrate on the energy aspect of 
muma. This energy has also been called life form 
praw and wgone. 
To get at the root meanings we first break the word 

into syllables Ma has a code meaning of "by means of,- 
indicating that certain things are done by means of mama. 
Ma also means "to fade away," and m~na can indeed 
fade away under certain circumstances. The same syl- 
lable is used for the shortened fom of the word for eye 
and for desire. The physical eyes emit maw, and naona is 
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necessary for obtaining desires The syllable ma means 
"calmed, quieted, pacified," which describes the state 
of a person full of naana (ma is also a common prefix 
indicating a quality or state, so mu-ma can mean "a state 
of peace"). Another meaning of nu is "to relieve pain," a 
major characteristic OF mum. 

Other code meanings can be derived from doubling 
the syllables Mama means "fast, speedy, nimble of 
movement,'' a good description of the action of mnna. 
Alss, "light of weight*' and "eased of pdn, ache or dis- 
tress," more descriptions of munu and its eflects. In- 
terestingly, the compound worth eamnaa and ukemma 
mean "oxygen" and "lungs" respectively. T a n g  
oxygen into the lungs is one of the principal ways in 
which mana is accumulated Nanu has the meanings of 
"to pay attention to" and "to take care of," b t h  of which 
are important in regard to maw. 

It is not enough to simply rase the apparent syllables to 
get at all the code meanings in a word. The ancient 
Hawaiians loved word games and tbey must be played in 
order to get at complete meanings For a simple word 
like nsatur. the only word game consists in dropping 
them to getana, which meansUrtpattern, plan, t,r model" 
and "satisfied" In learning how to use and direct m ~ ,  
one channeIs it into a mental pattern or mudel and 
the result, of course, is satisfaction. A doubling of thk 
syllable, rma-am, basically means "excessively pat- 
tern& to the point of causing limitations, and it is the 
Hawaiian word far black magic 

Finally, you can double the vowels. Mab means 
"knowing thoroughly, to practice, to gain skill or develop 
a habit," all of which are uses to which mum can be put 
And nab means "firmly seated," a reference to the 
confidence associated with maria. 

This is basically the process by which words are 
broken down in Hawaiian to find code meanings which 
explain particular concepts more fully. By using our in- 
tuition through this technique, we now know much more 
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h u t  mnna than the fact that it means divine power. 
As its mot meanings are compared to those of other cade 
words, even more chrii3cation is achieved. Under 
standing of the mot meanings becomes even clearer with 
a comparison ta the known practices of the kahunas, 
plus a general knowIedge of psychoreligious systems in 
the rest of the world 

PoLmsrrw M GmEm 

Abraham Fornanden; a nineteenth century resident 
of Hawaii, did extensive linguistic and cultural stzldies in 
an attempt to prove that the original homeland of the 
PaIynesians was in the Near East Max Freedom Long 
was &o convinced of this and claimed to have re- 
ceived confirmation for the idea from a man who lived 
with a Berber tribe in W d  Africa Tuday most anthr* 
pologists hold the opinion that the Polynesians carne 
from India or Southeast Asia and a few, like Thor 
Heyerdahl, tend toward a South American origin. 

However, the kahunas of Hawaii claim that their 
knowledge and culture originated in the Pacific and 
spread from there to the rest of the world This idea gets 
support from an unexpected and unintended source. 
In 1969, John Philip Cohane, a writer and student of 
archeology, was doing some research on the Irish and be- 
came amazed at the reoccurrence of certain key words 
and place names. More research revealed the repetition 
of these same key words all aver the world In his book 
on this research, T h  Kq, Cohane strongly suggests 
that the worldwide distribution of these words was due 
to ancient Semitic migrations, but in the light of the 
kahuna tradition another interpretation is possible. From 
Cohane's book I would like to quote these very 
Intriguing paragraphs: 

Moving westward w~oss the Pacific Ocean from the 
Peruvian coast, hopping fPom island to fslmd all the 
way to and including China and the rest of the Asian 
Inainhd, the impact of the same key names is 
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overwhelming far greater than it has berm anywhere 
else . . . The Identical combinations appear again and 
again on is]ands s e w e d  from m e  another by thousands 
of miles of q n  o c w .  

In Hawaii one finds: . . . AIohc the word or name 
extended both as a welcome and a farewell, dentical 
phmetical!y to Efoah, the Semitic name for G d .  With a 
&bal relationship growing stronger, Alloa the 
oldest recorded greeting in he British Isles, the fore- 
runner uf Hello, commands more attention. 

Hda: the name of the celebsated native dance, accepted 
as coming from a religious origin with strong fertility 
overtones. is a common variant of EladdAllah/AIa in 
placenames In addition to a number of Ula names, 
some M y  mmtioned, note Hula in Ethiopia, El 
Hula in Lebanon, Lake Hula in Ismel, the Hdahula 
River in Alaska H d  Reservoir m Okhhma, as well as 
Mount Huila and Huih Division in CoImbk a name 
which appears Mice in Angola, Africa 

It is possible that some of these names, and the 
hundreds of others that Cohane has noted are merely 
due to coincidental similarities of language somds, 
but they do lead to the speculation of a worldwide 
distribution of Polynesian dace names. The notion that 
these similarities are due to the cultural impact of 
ancient voyagers from the Paesc is  reinforced by a Auna 
researcher in Calilosnia who discavered that h e  code 
language of the krrhunas may have tieen known and 
used in and around early Greece. 

An article in Tirne magazine, dated February 28,1972, 
described an archledogical expedition to the tiny 
island of Santarini in the Aegean Sea The expedition 
was looking kr traces of Atlantis, but that d m s  not ask 

cern us here. What daes concern us are the names of 
two volc~noes on the islmd, Nea Kameni and Pahia 
b m e n i  It should also be noted that btorini  boasted a 
highly ci~iIfied society before it was destroyed in 
1500 ac. by a devastating wlwnic explosion. 
The mere fact that the names of the ~ l m n t ~ s  sound 



somewhat like Hawaiian does not mean anything, 
eacept that it provided the first clue. In Greek, the two 
names merely mean "New Purrsace" and "OM Furnace," 
but if there is any real correlation to the Hma tradi- 
tion we should be able to examine the roots of the 
volcano names and find corresptmdences in Hawaiian. 

In Hawaiian, w means "empty, bare, desolated" md 
' to  lay waste or make destitute." F d e r  meanings 
are "volcanic cinder or pumice." There is  no Hawaiian 
word like k a m d  except a word derived from Enghh to 
mean "cement,* but from ka we get "to fling or hurl" 
"to and " to go out from the center." The doubling 
M a ,  means "odorous" The mots a me and me only 
mean "an$ and " with" Ni, which we have to change into 
d a  to conform to Hawaiian grammar, means "b remove 
all vestige of vegetation." Pa (from Palah) means "a 
sound" and "parched land" Papab, a doubhg of botb 
syllable and vowel which is used in the code, means 
"to burn or scorch" "To smear or smudge*' is a meaning 
of pah, while ah means "dense, watmom volcanic 
stone" La means '*heat" and L'a means "doomed 
to death or destruction" Ai has the meanings of "to 
destroy or consume, as by fire" and aiu means 
"wickedness" 

From ail of the h v e  we get a very g o d  picture of 
volcanoes and their effects, which stretches any 
idea of coincidence out of shape. But is it proof of kahuna 
influence? Some people will accept hearsay as proof 
and others will resist changing Pheir ideas whatever the 
weight of evidence. You must make your own choice. 
However, the article with its map is available and you may 
want to check it out with your own dictionary. There 
is no test better &an personal experience. 

Other than direct translations of place names, one of 
the ways of correlating Huna to the systems of thought in 
various areas of the world is to study the cultural 

concepts of the latter and see whether the Huna code 
digplays similar ideas. 

Sufism, for instance, is a form of mysticism associated 
with Islam, but which claims an existence which p e  
dates Christianity. There is a Sufi legend that tdls of an 
island to which people fled when their own land became 
uninhabitable. Later, it was safe to go back, but by 
then most of the people had forgotten how good their 
former lad was and wanted to stay where they were. A 
few people learned to swim and reached their former 
land to find it wonderful beyond compare. They 
came back to teach others how to swim, but most of the 
rest did not want to learn, and those that did wanted to 
learn without all the training. In brief, the legend is 
meant to convey the idea of man having fdbn from a 
better state and losing his knowledge of his true self, and 
of the difficulty faced by those who have acquired 
the knowledge in passing it on to others. 

Mow a correlation to Polynesian legends would take 
up too much space, but it might be interesting enough to 
look at a couple of key words. M A .  Hawaiian for 
"idand," also means "to be cut OR, separated, to be bound 
in one place." Au, a word for "seK " and "thought," has 
additional meanings of "to swim, to learn to swim, to 
teach to swim." Again, not proof, but a very nice 
coincidence. 

Max Freedom Long translated the Lord's Prayer into 
Hawaiian. then into the code language, and back into 
English. I n  this way he found that it contains an explicit 
instrustion for making contact with one's Higher Self. 
It is not just a prayer to be repeated, but a formula for 
achieving result& Throughout the New Testament 
the formula is repeated in various ways, as if to make cer- 
tain the initiated reader would not miss i t  No doubt 
there was also the realization that some parts of the 
writings might be cut and whole books might even 
disappear. 

T, myself, have found that there is a tremendous 
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amount of very clear and open correlation between 
most of the Gospel teachings and Hun& For instance, 
wer and over again the statement is made to those 
who have received a healing: "Thy faith hath made thee 
whole." This is a d i i c t  equivalent of the Huna teaching 
that healing is caused by a change in belief. Such a cor- 
relation alone wouldn't mean much, but I have found 
a multitude of similar instances for each of the basic 
principles of Huna 
As for the Old Testament, the Huna teachings are 

found there, too, clothed in the meanings of persond and 
place names This was a favorite way to pass on knowl- 
edge of both the ancient kahunas and the ancient 
Hebrew writers. The outer story would serve mainly as a 
carrier for the real information hidden in the names 
You must understand, of course, that the Bible, like 
many other sacred books, has a multitude of meanings 
The fact that Huna meanings are found in it does not 
eliminate the possibility of other hidden meanings being 
present, or even that the auter meanings have no value. 
Jn the modern West we no longer expect several 
Iayers of meaning written into the same text. Few writers 
practim the technique, and few readers are capable of 
appreciating it Even the original sociopolitical mean- 
ings of Mother Goose rhymes are lmt to the majority 
of people today. 
The ancient kahunas were experts at building multiple 

layers of meaning into chants and songs. Take the fol- 
lowing chant recorded in ?he Kohtmm by L R McBride: 

Remember the days of our ywth 
Swollen now are the dwds of Hanakahi 
Swelfd now above the eyes is the clwd 

of morning 
fn vain i s  the battle of children 
The great battle will follow 
As the deep sea follows shdIow water 
The warrior arises 
Ready alike for victory and defeat 

This chant m y  contain as many as five different 
meaning-literal, figurative, sexual, historical, and a 
secret meaning only for the initiates. 

If the writers of the Bible were initiates into the 
ancient teachings found in Huna, they wwld have no 
trouble doing the same thing. As a matter of fact, 
whether they were initiates or not, they did use multiple 
layers of meaning To use just one example, the story 
of the Gaden of Eden Bas n Iayer of meaning hidden in 
the place names which describes the process for main- 
taining a high mental state of prosperity and happiness, 
and tbe effects that occur when you allow negative 
thinking to take over. G a t + H h ,  "the Garden of Eden" 
in Hebrew, is a state of cmsciousaes~ not simply a 
physical location on the earth. 

Why was it necessary to have a secret code? W h y  was 
it necessary to keep Huna from the general community3 
The first reason that usually comes to mind is that of 
maintaining a position of power. The theory goes that a 
few people discovered secrets of great value hke 
telepathy and psychokinesis arid decided not to tell any 
one else so that they could rule without rivals. LTw 
fortunately, this theory is based on an attitude of "sour 
grapes." It is  only when real power begins to be lost that 
those who are supposed to have the power resort to 
secrety for &is reason. They feel forced ta hide the fact 
of the loss from the people, and the false secrecy they 
promote can keep pmpIe ignorant ofthe truth for a long 
time. In fact, they are at pains to advertise the fact 
that they haw a secret, because who would know it 
otherwise? This was the case with the kahunas of the 
idand of Molokai at about the tima of Captain 
Cook's arrival in the Hawaiian Ishnds They had a repub 
tion of being temble and powerful sorcerers When 
King Karnehameka conquered the island, howevez, he 
fourld that all they had was a reputation. 



Another theory has it that the great secrets are kept 
so as to prevent them from being used for evil purposes. 
This is about as effective e was the United States' in- 
tention to keep the process of atomic energy a secret 
The secrets of life cannot be kept from those witb Mack 
h e m  who are intelligent enougb to understand them 
and ambitious enough to apply them. The only saving 
factor is that the wry greatest secrets require a 
Ioving heart to be used Nevertheless there is a whole 
range of knowledge that can be used e q d l y  for good or 
harm, which is why some kahunas specialize in counter- 
acting e d  
There are two valid principd reasons for keeping 

the secrets of Me secret One is the danger of persecu- 
don The true secrets d life usually do not conform 
to the beliefs of those in power, whose powers rest on the 
maintenance of those beliefs This applies whether 
we are talking about religious, pliticarl, or scientific 
authorities, for the true secrets of life tend to make p w  
ple more independent of any earthly anthority. 
The second reason is the difffculty of imparting the 

secrets Understanding them often requires e com- 
plete change of thinking on the part of the aspirant, 
something few people are willing to undertaka Most 
people are basically Iazy. They either want the moon 
without any effort, or they want to achieve miracles w i t b  
out undergoing the necessary inner transformation. 
Now it is weIl to note that many of Che secrets can be ex- 
perienced easily. The real difficulty ties in living 
according tu the principles that they imply and in 
practicing tu improve skill. 
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